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Abstract
The number of exoplanets that have been discovered now exceeds 3500. This pop-
ulation of exoplanets contains a rich diversity, for example; hot Jupiters, warm
Neptunes, super Earths and Earth-like planets, exhibiting variation in the plan-
etary mass, radius, and distance from the host star. Moreover, the diversity of
exoplanets is greatly multiplied by the potential variation in characteristics such
as the internal and atmospheric composition. However, in terms of observing ex-
oplanet atmospheres hot Jupiters are currently the best targets, due to their high
temperatures and large atmospheric scale heights. This makes high spectroscopic
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) observations possible, using telescopes like the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST), Very Large Telescope (VLT) and in the future the James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST). Therefore, the major focus of this thesis has been to
develop theoretical models to interpret the observations of exoplanet atmospheres,
primarily hot Jupiters and warm Neptunes.
A given planet’s observed transmission or emission is shaped by different phys-
ical and chemical processes occurring in the atmosphere. Forward models aid in
the understanding of these processes when used in conjunction with observations.
Therefore, in this thesis we explore hot Jupiter exoplanet atmospheres using 1D
radiative-convective equilibrium models, and create an extensive publicly available
library of simulations covering a variety of H2/He dominated exoplanet atmospheres,
termed as the “Atmospheric Library of Far Away Worlds”.
In this thesis we present three different libraries of model simulations using
high temperature line-lists. First, a planet specific library of transmission spectra
and equilibrium chemical abundances for 117 observationally significant exoplanets
for a range of temperatures, metallicity, C/O ratio, cloud and haze parameters,
with isothermal Pressure-Temperature (P -T ) profiles. Second, a generic library of
transmission spectra and equilibrium chemical abundances, that can be scaled to
a wide range of H2/He dominated exoplanet atmospheres for all parameters con-
sidered in the first library, along with planetary gravity and a wider temperature
range, again using isothermal P -T profiles. The first two libraries were developed
using two approaches of condensation, local condensation and condensation with
rainout. Finally, a library with self-consistent radiative-convective equilibrium (rce)
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4P -T profiles and corresponding equilibrium chemical abundances, transmission and
emission spectra, and contribution functions, using condensation with rainout.
Transmission spectra observations have been extremely productive in identify-
ing specific trace species in the atmospheres of some hot Jupiter planets. However,
the transmission spectrum of a given planet is a combination of the effect of opacities
due to all the species in its atmosphere. Given that the number of chemical species
present can be considerable and each have different absorption cross-sections, it is
challenging to determine which species is responsible for shaping features within
the spectrum itself. Moreover, the opacities and the chemical composition of the
atmosphere are a function of its pressure-temperature (P -T ) structure, metallicity,
carbon-to-oxygen ratio and the condensation processes occurring within the atmo-
sphere. Therefore, a library of model transmission spectra and corresponding chem-
ical abundances will therefore aid identifying the species contributing substantially
to the transmission spectra and thereby help constrain the target atmospheric chem-
ical composition. Recent transmission spectra observations of hot Jupiter exoplanet
atmospheres have shown that their spectral features, especially H2O, are smaller in
amplitude than that expected for a clear atmosphere with solar metallicity. What
causes these spectral features to mute is an open question, with the presence of
clouds and haze as one possibility or high mean molecular mass. A transmission
spectrum library can aid in identifying different mechanisms that could cause these
spectral features to mute.
We have used the planet specific library of model simulations to interpret
transmission spectra observations of twelve exoplanet atmospheres and characterise
them. We also demonstrated the application of this library in conjunction with the
JWST simulator PandExo, as a predictive tool to plan future observations. The
planet specific library includes models with fixed gravity for a particular planet.
Therefore, to make the library of models flexible enough to be adapted to any
gravity values (different planets) and also to their updated values in the future, we
developed the generic library of transmission spectra and derive a scaling relationship
to scale them to a range of H2/He dominated exoplanet atmospheres. The generic
library spans a wider temperature range and is also not constrained by the planetary
equilibrium temperature, unlike the planet specific library. Therefore, generic library
can reveal important processes due to temperature anomalies, for example, the
presence of VO without TiO , in the atmosphere of hot Jupiter WASP-121b.
The weather, climate and dynamics of a planetary atmosphere are governed by
its pressure-temperature (P -T ) structure. Therefore, it is necessary to constrain the
P -T structure of a planet’s atmosphere, to understand the various physical processes
occurring within them. The presence of an atmospheric temperature inversion can
also be determined by constraining the P -T structure. The P -T structure of the
5planetary atmosphere also governs its spectral signatures, when remotely observed.
Transmission spectrum probe a very small vertical region and only the limb of the
planetary atmosphere and cannot constrain its P -T structure. This can be overcome
by measuring the emission spectrum of the planet, where the flux originates from
much deeper in the planet’s atmosphere as well as from the complete planetary
hemisphere. Moreover, the emission spectrum can be used to constrain the P -T
structure of the planetary atmosphere. Therefore, to overcome the limitations due
to the assumption of isothermal P -T profiles, and also to generate planetary model
emission spectra, we developed a third library with radiative-convective equilibrium
P -T profiles. We investigated the effect of various model choices such as condensa-
tion methodology, treatment of line-wing profiles, source of line-lists, convection and
the methodology to vary the C/O ratio, on the P -T profiles and thereby the spectra.
We showed how thermal ionisation, H-, Fe and TiO/VO opacities shape the P -T
structure of extremely irradiated hot Jupiters like WASP-121b. We investigated dif-
ferent mechanisms which act to form a temperature inversions and their observable
signatures in the emission spectra. This library of model simulations with radiative-
convective equilibrium P -T profiles has also been used to discover the temperature
inversion for the first time in an exoplanet atmosphere in WASP-121b.
Simulated observations using theoretical forward models also aid in predicting
scientifically important targets for characterisation, to use precious telescope time
most efficiently. The launch of the JWST will enable probing exoplanet atmospheres
from wavelengths of 0.6 µm all the way up to 28 µm. Therefore, all the libraries
of models presented in this thesis will also be extremely valuable to select the best
targets for characterisation using the JWST.
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“The Universe is a pretty big place.




Looking at the stars for hundreds of years humans have always wondered about the
existence of other worlds like our own and civilisations on other planets. Although,
the existence of planets other than Earth in our solar system has been known for a
long time to our ancestors on Earth, no one knew whether the stars that they see in
the night sky have any planets. However, for the first time in human history we have
the technological capability to find planets around other stars. Over the last ∼25
years we have been on the path of revolution in astronomy and astrophysics, and
this revolution has been the discovery of exoplanets. Basically, any planet outside
our solar system is termed an “Exoplanet”. Discovery of exoplanets has opened
an entire new paradigm to explore the Universe. The question “Are we alone in
the Universe?” is one of the most fundamental question for humanity and the
discovery of Exoplanets has the potential to answer this question. It is not just this
fundamental question, but many other exciting questions like, what are the varieties
of different exoplanets out there? Are Earth like planets common in our galaxy or
in the Universe? How do these planets form? What is the composition of their
atmospheres? What kind of planets can form around binary stars? (Is it really like
Tatooine?) and the list goes on. It is only in the last ∼25 years that we have actually
begun our true journey to explore distant worlds, far beyond our own, by exploring
exoplanets. This all started with the discovery of first planetary mass body outside
our solar system around a pulsar in 1992 (Wolszczan et al. 1992), followed by the
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first unambiguous detection of an exoplanet in 1995, named 51 Pegasi b, around a
main sequence star (Mayor et al. 1995). This discovery brought exoplanet in the
mainstream research, leading to many more discoveries in the subsequent years.
Due to ambiguities in the definition of a planet, especially at the extremities,
like for Jupiter size or bigger planets, the International Astronomical Union (IAU)
2003 extra-solar planet working group recommends following definition (Perryman
2014),
“Objects with true masses below the limiting mass for thermonuclear fusion of
deuterium (currently calculated to be 13Mj for objects of solar metallicity) that orbit
stars or stellar remnants are planets (no matter how they formed). The minimum
mass required for an extrasolar object to be considered a planet should be the same
as that used in the solar system.”
However, there have been many objections to this definition (Chabrier et
al. 2014; Soter 2006; Hatzes et al. 2015).
As of May 2019, the number of exoplanets that have been detected has reached
a staggering number of ∼4000, and is increasing basically everyday. Most of these
detections have been possible because of the Kepler spacecraft (Borucki et al. 2011).
This number is also now dramatically increasing after the launch of the Transiting
Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission (Ricker et al. 2014).
Since size and mass are the two main parameters currently determined for
exoplanets using transit and radial velocity techniques, respectively, they are mainly
classified as below:
Planet Size - For transiting planets, as adopted in Borucki et al. (2011)
• Earth-size, or terrestrial planets (< 1.25 RE)
• super-Earth-size (1.25 – 2 RE)
• Neptune-size (2 – 6 RE)
• Jupiter Size (6 – 15 RE)
Planet Mass - For radial velocity or micro-lensing planets as adopted in Stevens
et al. (2013)
• sub-Earths, or terrestrial planets (10−8 ME – 0.1 ME)
• Earths (0.1 ME – 2 ME)
• super-Earths (2 ME – 10 ME)
• Neptunes (10 ME – 100 ME)
• Jupiters (100 ME – 103 ME)
• super-Jupiters (103 ME – 13 MJ)
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• brown dwarfs (13 ME – 0.07 MS)
• stellar companions (0.07 ME – 1 MS)
1.2 Exoplanet Population
There is no simple physical principle that can be used to determine whether planets
are rare or very common in the Universe. Therefore, before the discovery of exoplan-
ets there was ample room for speculation about their occurrence rates. However,
with the recent discoveries of exoplanets it is now clear that planets are ubiqui-
tous, with 11 ± 4% Sun like stars predicted to host Earth like planets (Petigura et
al. 2013), dropping down to ∼1% for hot Jupiter exoplanets (Howard et al. 2012b;
Wright et al. 2012). Now the next question that arises is the variety in the exo-
planet population. The exoplanets that have been detected span a large range of
radii and orbital distance from their host stars, as shown in Figure 1.1. As classified
earlier, the variety of exoplanets that have been discovered is astonishing, there are
hot Jupiters, cold gas giants, warm Neptunes, mini-Neptunes, super-Earths which
might be ocean worlds or ice giants, and finally there are many planets similar to
Earth’s size, which might be rocky planets or lava worlds. Among the confirmed
planets a large number of them are giant planets (see Figure 1.2) which can be
attributed to bias in observations, as it is easier to detect large radius short orbital
distance exoplanets, using the transit method. Many multi-planet systems have also
been detected like the famous Trappist-1 system of planets (Gillon et al. 2017). Due
to their short orbits many of these detected exoplanets are predicted to be tidally
locked which means their revolution time around their host star is equal to their
rotation time. For e.g. moon is tidally locked to Earth, since its rotation period of
28 days is equal to its revolution period around the Earth.
1.3 Detection Techniques
Currently there are several techniques to detect exoplanets. However, most of the
exoplanets have been detected by two of the main techniques, radial velocity and
transit, explained in detail below.
1.3.1 Radial Velocity
This is the technique by which the first exoplanet around a sun like star, 51 Pegasi b
was detected (Mayor et al. 1995). The planetary motion around the host star under
the influence of gravity causes the stellar motion about the star-planet barycentre
(centre of mass). This motion results in the doppler shift of the host star’s radiation
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Figure 1.1: Exoplanet Population as in August 2017. (Source : NASA https:
//www.nasa.gov/image-feature/ames/kepler/exoplanet-populations)
Figure 1.2: Figure showing approximate number of different types of exoplanets
detected. (Source : PHL @ UPR Arecibo)
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Figure 1.3: Figure illustrating radial velocity technique. Credit: Las Cumbres Ob-
servatory
measured on Earth, blue-shifted when moving towards Earth and red-shifted when
moving away as shown in Figure 1.3. This doppler shift is dependent on the mass of
the orbiting planet. Therefore, the radial velocity semi-amplitude (K∗) of the host










where M∗ is the mass of the host star, G is gravitational constant, P is the
planet’s orbital period, e is the orbital eccentricity and i is the orbital inclination,
such that i = 90° is edge-on and i = 0° is face-on along the line of sight of the
observer. It gives only the lower limit onMp, as inclination cannot be determined by
using the radial velocity technique and we can only computeMpsini. This technique
can constrain the planet’s mass but not the planet’s radius. The accuracy of radial
velocity instruments is determined using the radial velocity semi-amplitude K∗. The
host star’s K∗ is typically around 100m/s for close in hot Jupiter exoplanets, for
Jupiter around the Sun K∗ = Kj = 12.5m/s and for Earth around Sun K∗ =
KE = 0.09m/s. Some of the best radial velocity surveys like the HARPS can reach
accuracies of 1 ms−1 (Mayor et al. 2003).
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1.3.2 Transit Photometry
The first transit of an extrasolar planet was observed in 1999, during the photometric
monitoring of the then known close in hot Jupiter system HD 209458 (Henry et
al. 2000). This was quickly followed by various ground and space based surveys.
Currently, this is the technique by which most of the exoplanets have been detected,
primarily due to Kepler mission (Borucki et al. 2011), Wide Angle Survey of Planets
(WASP) (Pollacco et al. 2006) and ongoing Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite
(Ricker et al. 2014) mission. In this technique the planet is detected when it transits
the host star, leading to a decrease in the brightness of the host star as shown in
Figure 1.4. This effect is repeated at the orbital period of the planet. The transit
probability for eccentric orbit is given by p = R∗
ap(1−e2) , where R∗ is the stellar radius,
ap is the semi-major axis of the planet and e is the planet orbital eccentricity (Borucki
et al. 1984; Barnes 2007). This equation shows that planets with eccentric orbits
are more likely to transit than equivalent planets with the same semi-major axis,
but circular orbits (e = 0). The observational quantity measured during transit
observations is transit depth δF , defined as the ratio of planetary disc area to stellar
disc area during occultation, i.e δF =
(Rp
R∗
)2. A Jupiter-like planet orbiting a Sun-
like star produces a flux variation or transit depth of the order of 1%, on the other
hand an Earth-like planet around a Sun-like star produces a flux variation of the
order of 0.01%. However, depths of up to ∼7-13% can be expected for planets in the
super-earth to mini-Neptune regime, around M dwarfs, the most common stars in the
Milky way and with large lifespan. Variable atmospheric extinction makes ground
based photometry to better than ∼0.1 % accuracy very difficult. Therefore, space
based observatories for transit method are particularly important, where continuous
long uninterrupted observations can be made above Earth’s atmosphere.
One of the most important effects to be considered while measuring the transit
depths is the stellar limb darkening effect. Limb darkening refers to the decrease
in intensity of the stellar image, moving from the centre of the star to the limb
due to combined effects of changing optical depth with decreasing star density and
temperature with radius. It is represented as a function of µ = cosθ, where θ is
the angle between normal to the stellar surface and line of the sight of the observer.
Thus, limb darkening is minimum at the stellar centre, that is when θ = 0 and
µ = 1. The effect of limb darkening results in the curvature of the light curves as
shown in Figure 1.4, in contrast to the sudden drop in the flux as soon as the transit
begins.
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Figure 1.4: Figure showing transit technique. Credit: ESO
1.3.3 Other Methods
Apart from radial velocity and transit technique explained above, direct imaging,
micro-lensing and astrometry are the other most promising techniques to detect
exoplanets.
Direct Imaging
Direct imaging simply is the technique to directly observe emission from the planets.
Direct imaging is technically very challenging, both from ground and space, due
to very small angular separation between planets and their host stars and as the
planetary emission is swamped by the bright stellar glare. Therefore, this technique
is particularly suitable for the planets that orbit at considerably large distances
from their host star with typical angular separations of ∼0.1-0.5 arcsec, so that
the planetary signature can be disentangled (spatially resolved) from their host star
signal. Direct detections typically need contrast ratios of 10−9 to 10−10 at separations
of 0.01 to 1 arcsec with current instruments. The two main requirements for this
technique are high spatial resolution and high contrast. One of the methods of
achieving high contrast is by using a coronagraph in telescopes, as it masks the host
stellar disk, allowing the observer to disentangle the planetary signature mainly in
the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum as seen in Figure 1.5, which shows
the existence of four directly image planets around their host star.
Although technically challenging, direct imaging offers many benefits scientifi-
cally. The first being the direct confirmation of existence of the exoplanets detected
by other techniques. The ability to detect planets at large orbital distances from
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Figure 1.5: Figure showing direct imaging planets of the HR-8799 system (Marois
et al. 2010).
their host stars is very beneficial and complementary to transit detection which is
biased more towards close in planets. This technique also provides a first step to
achieve the future goal of directly imaging an exoplanet surface.
Microlensing
In this technique an exoplanet is detected using the effect of gravitational lensing
as shown in Figure 1.6. Unlike other techniques, this technique is very fruitful in
detecting planets as far away from us as the centre of our galaxy ∼22000 light
years away (Beaulieu et al. 2006) and even in other galaxies. Gravitational lensing
as predicted by Einstein’s theory of relativity refers to bending of light rays of a
background light source by a foreground mass. Specifically, gravitational micro-
lensing refers to the magnification of the background light due to foreground mass,
as the background light bends and creates two distorted unresolved images. In this
phenomena, background light acts as a source and the foreground mass as a lens.
Therefore, for a single star without a planet this micro-lensing event will lead to
magnification for a certain time during the micro-lensing event as shown on the
extreme left plot of Figure 1.6. However, if there is a planet orbiting a star, for a
certain time duration, there will be spike in the magnification due to planet mass,
in a particular geometrical alignment, as shown in the rightmost plot of Fig. 1.6,
thus leading to detection of the planet.
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Figure 1.6: Figure illustrating micro-lensing technique. Credit: NASA, ESA, and
K. Sahu (STScI)
Astrometry
The astrometry technique similarly to the radial velocity technique, uses the fun-
damental principle of the revolution of the host star around the common centre of
mass (barycentre) of the star and the planet or the planetary system, but instead
of doppler shift it measures actual movement of the star in the sky, relative to the
telescope. A star with a planet will exhibit oscillating motions in the sky, which can
be detected only by very high precision measurements, due to the required precision
of the order of few micro arc-seconds.
Any stellar motion in our galaxy when measured from Earth is a combination
of three motions, first the motion of Earth around the Sun, second the motion of
star around the centre of the galaxy and third the motion of the star due to the
gravitational pull of the planet. The combined motion due to all three motions is
measured using the Astrometry technique by missions such as GAIA (Gaia Collab-
oration et al. 2016). Thus by subtracting the other two motions the motion due to
planet can be detected, thus constraining planetary mass.
1.4 Observations of Exoplanet Atmospheres
The field of exoplanet atmosphere characterization has been primarily driven by
advances in observational techniques in the recent years. The area covered by the
atmosphere of a planet is very thin in comparison to the bulk planet, therefore it
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is extremely difficult observationally to probe their atmospheres. In this section I
discuss some of the most fruitful techniques used to probe exoplanet atmospheres.
1.4.1 Transmission Spectroscopy
In the transit technique the planet is detected when it transits the host star, lead-
ing to a decrease in the brightness of the host star, thus allowing us to measure
its radius. This size/radius of the planet also includes its atmosphere. However,
the thickness of the planetary atmosphere is dependant on its composition and its
Pressure-Temperature (P -T ) structure. This thickness also varies depending on the
absorption characteristics of the atmospheric gases and particles, thus leading to a
wavelength dependant total planetary radius. Therefore, measuring the radius of the
planet as a function of wavelength can reveal the characteristics of its atmosphere.
This is the fundamental principle behind transmission spectroscopy.
In this technique the transit depth of the planet is measured at different wave-
lengths as shown in Figure 1.7. During the transit, a fraction of the stellar light
passes through the narrow annulus of the planet’s atmosphere surrounding its limb.
Therefore, at wavelengths where the planetary atmosphere absorbs this light, the
transit depth increases. This wavelength dependant transit depth and hence the
apparent planet radius, effectively leads to observed transmission spectrum. This
transmission spectrum when interpreted using atmospheric models can give a wealth
of information about the planetary atmosphere such as the dominant absorbing
gases, Rayleigh scattering, presence of aerosols, clouds, limb temperature etc. The
inferred abundances of the absorbing gases based on the size of the spectral fea-
tures can then be used to constrain the metallicity and C/O ratio of the planetary
atmosphere. It must however be noted that transmission spectrum only provides
the information about the limb of the planetary atmosphere, which may or may
not be extended to the entire atmosphere. The detailed numerical derivation of the
transmission spectrum that can be used in atmosphere models is shown in 2.10 in
Chapter 2 with its analytical solution given in Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. (2008).
As shown in Section 1.3.2, even for transmission spectroscopy transit depth δF is
measured, but in different wavelength bands given by δF (λ) =
(Rp(λ)
R∗(λ)
)2, where λ is
the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation.
Various species have been detected on various planets using transmission spec-
troscopy. Alkali metal elements like sodium and potassium have been detected in
the atmospheres of various exoplanets, for example HD 209458b (Charbonneau et
al. 2002; Sing et al. 2008; Redfield et al. 2008; Snellen et al. 2008; Sing et al. 2016)
and XO-2b (Sing et al. 2011). Water has also been detected in many hot Jupiter
atmospheres, (e.g Deming et al. 2013; Wakeford et al. 2013; Stevenson et al. 2014).
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Figure 1.7: Figure illustrating transmission spectroscopy. Credit: NASA
Additionally, Kreidberg et al. (2014) and Sing et al. (2016) highlighted the possibil-
ity of clouds and hazes in some of these planets. A strong constraint on the water
abundance was placed using three distinct water features by Wakeford et al. (2018).
Helium was detected in the atmosphere of WASP-107b for the first time by Spake et
al. (2018). Sodium was detected with its pressure broadened wings for the first time
using ground based Very Large Telescope (VLT) in the atmosphere of WASP-96b
(Nikolov et al. 2018), the exoplanet with potentially the clearest atmosphere.
In transmission spectroscopy we measure the stellar light attenuated by the
planet’s atmosphere and thereby infer the atmospheric properties. During the pri-
mary transit, stellar light traverses the planet’s atmosphere transversely. Therefore,
the large geometrical column along the chord leads to a large path length, which is
extremely beneficial in the detection of trace species in the atmosphere, one of the
primary advantages of transmission spectroscopy. However, due to large tangential
path length, the atmosphere becomes optically thick along the line of sight as we
go deeper, making this technique limited to upper (low pressure) atmospheres (∼1
mbar). Therefore, a very small part of the overall atmosphere is probed using trans-
mission spectroscopy. Moreover, it is only the limb of the planetary atmosphere that
is probed using this technique.
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1.4.2 Emission Spectroscopy
For transmission spectroscopy, the observations are taken while the planet is passing
in front of the host star, also called the primary eclipse. However, for emission spec-
troscopy the observations are taken while the planet is passing behind the host star,
also called the secondary eclipse as show in Fig. 1.8. Emission spectroscopy over-
comes several limitations of transmission spectroscopy. In this technique, the light
emanating radially from the atmospheric interior is probed, indirectly. Therefore,
deeper (high pressure) levels of the planetary atmosphere can be probed, depending
on the atmospheric composition. Moreover, the day side of the planetary atmosphere
is probed in emission spectroscopy. Therefore, it is worth noting that transmission
and emission spectroscopy probe different regions of the whole 3D planetary atmo-
sphere.
To obtain the emission spectrum of the planet during secondary eclipse, the
total stellar plus planet flux is measured just before the secondary eclipse, followed
by just the stellar flux during eclipse as shown in Figure 1.8. Therefore, subtracting
the stellar flux from the combined planetary and stellar flux, results in just the flux









where Rp and R∗ are planetary and stellar radius, respectively. F∗(λ) is the
stellar flux and Fp(λ) the planetary flux.
This methodology exploits the fact that the planetary spectrum deviates from
that of a blackbody, because of the wavelength dependant opacity and vertical P -T
profile. Therefore, this methodology also allows constraining the P -T profile of the
planetary atmosphere, thus revealing the bulk atmospheric structure. For example,
the detection of an inversion layer in the atmosphere of WASP-121b using emission
spectroscopy (Evans et al. 2017). It also allows probing much deeper atmospheres
in the spectral window regions.
1.4.3 Phase Curves
Outside of the transit and eclipse phases, the flux of the star-planet system over
the full orbital period can give the planetary emission and even planetary albedo at
different phase angles as shown in Figure 1.10. This phase curve measurement can
be an important diagnostic to understand the overall dynamics of the atmosphere,
presence of winds, day-night temperature energy transport etc.
The sub-stellar point is the position on the planet where the centre of star’s disc
appears exactly overhead and in the absence of any winds this will also be the region
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Figure 1.8: Figure illustrating primary and secondary eclipse. Image Credit: Angelle
Tanner, Mississippi State University
of highest temperature (brightest) on the planet. However, the observations of the
orbital phase curve of HD189733b (Knutson et al. 2007) using the InfraRed Array
Camera (IRAC) 8 micron infrared channel onboard the Spitzer space telescope,
revealed a shift in this point of highest temperature towards eastwards longitudes,
for the first time, as shown in Figure 1.10. This concluded the presence of winds
on this planet as predicted by 3D simulations and also an efficient redistribution of
energy via jets leading to small day/night temperature contrasts. This, along with
more observations later for HD-209458b (Zellem et al. 2014) and WASP-19b (for e.g
Zellem et al. 2014; Wong et al. 2016) motivated further development of 3D General
Circulation Models (GCM) to understand the dynamics and the weather on these
tidally locked hot Jupiter exoplanets.
However, at optical wavelengths some hot Jupiters have been found to show
westward shift in the brightest point with respect to the sub-stellar point, such as
Kepler-7b (Demory et al. 2013) and Kepler-41b (Shporer et al. 2015). The presence
of inhomogeneous reflective clouds in optical on the westside of the sub-stellar point
has been theorised as the potential reason for this westward shift (Demory et al. 2013;
Shporer et al. 2015).
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Figure 1.9: Figure showing flux for different phases of an exoplanet, including pri-
mary and secondary eclipse. Image Credit : Josh Winn.
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Figure 1.10: Figure showing shift of point of highest temperature by winds observed
using phase curves (Knutson et al. 2007).
1.4.4 Direct Imaging
The technique used to directly detect exoplanets at sufficiently large distances from
their host star, as explained in Section 1.3.3 can also be used to study their atmo-
spheres. This can be particularly applicable in determining the atmospheric compo-
sition of young luminous planets, at a distance of more than 10s of AU from the host
star. However, the low SNR for such planets makes it extremely difficult for current
instruments. Nonetheless, instruments such as the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI)
and the SPHERE onboard the VLT have been able to detect atmospheric features
in some of the directly imaged planets (Currie et al. 2013; Macintosh et al. 2015).
Currie et al. (2013) observed β Pic b using combined photometric observations from
GPI and VLT. Atmospheric models with large dust grains failed to reproduce the
planet’s spectrum, but the models with thick clouds and small grain size particles
were consistent with observations for this planet. Macintosh et al. (2015) discovered
the planet 51 Eri b using the GPI. Near-infrared observations of this planet show
a spectrum with strong methane and water-vapor absorption features. Using the
planetary atmosphere and evolution models, the effective temperature of this planet
was constrained to be 750K with a radius of 0.76RJ
Direct imaging spectroscopy is the most promising technique to probe deeper
levels of terrestrial exoplanet atmospheres and even their surface in the future, with
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bigger and better telescopes, even Earth like planets.
1.4.5 High Resolution Doppler Spectroscopy
In Section 1.1 we discussed how the radial velocity technique can be used to de-
tect exoplanets, using the doppler shift in the host star’s emission. However, the
gravitational pull of the host star imparts a significantly larger orbital velocity on
the planet, than the planet does on the star. Therefore, the planet has a substan-
tially larger radial velocity semi-amplitude signal (Kp) ranging from 30 km/s for
the Earth-sun system, up-to hundreds of km/s for the close-in hot Jupiters (Birkby
2018), than the star. Consequently, the doppler shift of the planetary spectral fea-
tures are much larger than that of their host star. Moreover, any contamination
from the telluric lines in the Earth’s atmosphere, when observing from the ground,
also appears essentially stationary in wavelength. Therefore, these large wavelength
shifts of the planet’s spectrum during its orbit can be used to disentangle it from
the host star spectrum and that from the Earth’s atmosphere. To achieve this,
high resolution time series spectroscopy is performed, where the Doppler shift of
the planet is sufficiently sampled along the orbit, i.e long enough to detect notable
wavelength shifts in the planet’s spectrum. This wavelength shift is set by the reso-
lution of the spectrograph, with typically shifts of > 10 pixels of the detector during
the time series (Snellen et al. 2010; Birkby 2018). Initial attempts to use high res-
olution spectroscopy to study exoplanet atmospheres proved unsuccessful mainly
because long exposure times are required, making the technique particularly suscep-
tible to poor observing conditions but also due to instrumental limitations. Snellen
et al. (2010) reported the first robust detection of a molecule (Carbon monoxide) in
the atmosphere of HD 209458b using this technique but during its transit, using the
high-resolution (R=100,000) CRyogenic InfraRed Echelle Spectrograph (CRIRES)
at ESO’s Very Large Telescope (VLT) (Wiedemann 1996). Brogi et al. (2012) re-
ported the discovery of CO in the atmosphere of τ Bootis b in the thermal dayside
spectrum using this technique. Therefore, high resolution spectroscopy can be used
to detect molecular features and constrain the planetary orbital velocity. Moreover,
after subtracting the shift due to planetary orbital velocity, the remaining shift (if
any) can be attributed to winds in the planetary atmosphere as shown in Snellen
et al. (2010). Therefore, high resolution spectroscopy can also be used to constrain
winds in the planetary atmosphere, using the measurements for sufficiently long
time, albeit over a narrow wavelength range in any phase (transit or any other
phase giving thermal dayside spectrum), that could produce doppler shifts in the
absorption line of the molecule
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1.5 Modelling of Exoplanet Atmospheres
The modelling of exoplanet atmospheres can be broadly divided into two categories,
first those termed forward models and second the retrieval (inverse) models, ex-
plained in detail below.
1.5.1 1D Forward Models
The forward modelling approach basically means modelling using first principles.
This approach represents our understanding of the process or a system, which in
this case is a planetary atmosphere. For a planetary atmosphere model the fun-
damental laws of radiative transfer, chemistry, dynamics etc. are employed under
various constraints such as the hydrostatic equilibrium, radiative-convective equilib-
rium, total energy and mass balance, chemical equilibrium etc.. These all processes
and constraints are explained in detail in Chapter 2. Moreover, forward models
can be used to create simulated observations which can be both used to interpret
existing observations but also aid in choosing scientifically important targets for
characterisation, to use precious telescope time most efficiently. These models are
generally independent of observations, however they evolve as our understanding of
planetary atmospheres evolve through observations. The construction of forward
atmospheric models is essentially an iterative process.
The forward modelling approach has varying levels of sophistication, depend-
ing on the availability of computation time. 1D forward atmospheric models reduce
the complexity arising due to 3D nature of the atmospheres by performing calcu-
lations in the 1D column of the atmosphere. This assumption is fairly reasonable
when there are fewer observational constraints and the 3D structure of the atmo-
sphere is still unresolved, which is currently the situation for exoplanet atmospheres.
However, some of the 3D effects can be taken into consideration in 1D models via
parameterisation as shown in Chapter 2.
The forward modelling approach for exoplanet and brown dwarf atmospheres
lies at the frontier of astronomy and planetary sciences. Therefore, some of the
initial theoretical investigations of these atmospheres, like the modelling of brown
dwarf Gliese 229B, trace their origin from the studies of Titan and Earth (Mar-
ley et al. 1996), while some used modified stellar atmosphere codes (Allard et
al. 1996). The stellar approach uses opacities from various different sources and
includes species expected to be in the gas phase only at high temperatures such as
TiO (Titanium Oxide) and VO (Vanadium Oxide), however, the planetary approach
uses opacities from standard HITRAN database (Rothman et al. 2009) and includes
low temperature species, for e.g., PH3 (Phosphine) and H2S (Hydrogen Sulphide).
Moreover, radiation schemes in models developed using stellar approaches are usu-
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ally well tested and suitable for spectroscopic studies of exoplanetary atmospheres,
as compared to Earth (Solar System) based models. However, stellar models lack
robust cloud formation schemes which are well tested for Earth based models. So
both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. So the best methodology while
modelling brown dwarf and exoplanet atmospheres is to include the advantages of
both approaches in a single model, which was generally adopted in subsequent stud-
ies.
Burrows et al. (1997) provided a theoretical basis for understanding the spec-
tral features of exoplanet and brown dwarf atmospheres. Seager et al. (2000) and
Brown (2001) and Hubbard et al. (2001) all predicted forward model transmission
spectra for HD 209458b which later led to the detection of a sodium feature in its
atmosphere (Charbonneau et al. 2002). Sudarsky et al. (2003) presented a system-
atic exploration of model spectra. Fortney et al. (2010) provided a detailed analysis
of the effect of temperature, surface gravity and metallicity on transmission spectra
for various hot Jupiter planets. More recently, Mollière et al. (2015) developed a
generalised grid of forward model emission spectra for a range of planetary grav-
ity values and other planetary characteristics without focusing on specific planets
and Mollière et al. (2016) presented a grid of emission and transmission spectra for
18 important JWST targets, with a sophisticated cloud scheme included in their
model. More recently Malik et al. (2017) and Gandhi et al. (2017) presented self-
consistent forward models with varying levels of complexity. Goyal et al. (2018)
presented an extensive publicly available grid of model transmission spectra for 117
observationally significant hot Jupiter exoplanet atmospheres, assuming two differ-
ent condensation approaches, explained in detail in Chapter 3. Goyal et al. (2019b)
presented a generic grid of model transmission spectra that can be scaled to a wide
range of hot Jupiter planets, explained in detail in Chapter 4.
The 1D Forward model termed “ATMO ” is primarily used in this thesis.
ATMO is a 1D-2D radiative-convective equilibrium model for planetary atmospheres
(Tremblin et al. 2015; Tremblin et al. 2016; Amundsen et al. 2014; Drummond et
al. 2016; Goyal et al. 2018). It has been applied to interpret observations of several
exoplanets both as a forward and retrieval model (for e.g Evans et al. 2017; Nikolov
et al. 2018; Goyal et al. 2019b). It solves the radiative transfer equation for a
given set of opacities, P -T profile and chemical abundances in equilibrium as well
dis-equilibrium, all described in detail in Chapter 2.
1.5.2 Retrieval Models
As explained in the previous section, in forward models physical constraints are
imposed depending on our understanding of the process in a system. For example,
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1D atmospheric forward models assume the atmosphere is in radiative-convective-
chemical equilibrium. Therefore, the accuracy of forward models is reliant on both
the validity of the assumed constraints, and the completeness of the physical descrip-
tion developed. Retrieval models approach the problem differently by limiting the
number of assumed physical constraints and modelled processes, restricting, predom-
inantly, to only radiative transfer. For example, most of the exoplanet atmosphere
retrieval models do not conserve energy locally and globally. The aim of the retrieval
models is predominantly to match the observational spectra as accurately as possi-
ble, by relaxing physical constraints and identify the spectral features. Therefore,
retrieval models also termed inverse models as they are driven by observations, while
forward models are generally developed under physical constraints, independent of
observations, although they evolve with observations. Although quite new in the
field of exoplanet atmospheres, retrieval methods have been used for a long time in
the Earth and solar system science community (Irwin et al. 2008), primarily due to
the abundance of Earth and solar system observational data.
The forward problem involves solving a set of coupled equations, beginning
with a initial condition and iterating to convergence, thereby generating simulated
observations using the model, to explain real observations. However, with highly de-
tailed observations the problem can be reversed and planetary characteristics derived
using the retrieval process. Therefore, retrieval models for exoplanet atmospheres
have some-kind of simple forward models in their backend, with varying levels of
imposed constraints and parameterisations, depending on computational resources.
An atmospheric retrieval code primarily consists of two components: 1. a
parametric or a forward model to compute the atmospheric spectrum for given
atmospheric parameters, 2. an optimisation algorithm, analogous to a statistical
inference method to sample the model parameter space given the data. The goal
of this optimisation algorithm is to sample the high dimensional parameter space
extensively and efficiently, and find a model solution space to explain the given data
(Madhusudhan 2018).
These optimisation algorithms have evolved substantially for exoplanet at-
mospheres. The first step started with a simple grid based search retrievals, with
optimisation using the χ2 minimisation (Madhusudhan et al. 2009). This was fol-
lowed by a Bayesian inference methods, used in various other areas of astronomy.
Different retrieval codes use different Bayesian inference techniques such as Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Madhusudhan et al. 2011; Benneke et al. 2012; Evans
et al. 2017), Optimal Estimation (Irwin et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2012a; Line et al. 2013)
and Nested sampling (Benneke et al. 2013).
The optimal estimation (OE) method allows specification of priors for the
parameters in the cost function to be minimised. Here, prior refers to the best
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initial guess of the parameters and cost function refers to the difference between
the model spectra and observational spectra. This leads to faster convergence with
high resolution and high signal to noise ratio (SNR) data. Therefore, this method
has been widely used in the Earth and solar system science community, due to
availability of strong priors from in-situ or high resolution observations (Irwin et
al. 2008). However, the OE method can be inaccurate for low-resolution low SNR
data, as available for exoplanet atmospheres, due to multi-modal parameter space
with strong degeneracies, leading to weak priors.
The MCMCmethod is the most widely used optimisation algorithm in retrieval
models. In this method the parameter space exploration starts at an initial guess
and progresses as a “random walk”, where any given step in the chain depends only
on the previous step. This method allows efficient and extensive sampling of the
posterior distribution. However, the MCMC method is not optimised for calculating
the evidence or likelihood function (L), making it challenging to conduct model
comparisons when multiple models are the possible solution (Madhusudhan 2018;
Trotta 2017).
Nested sampling overcomes the limitations of the OE and MCMC method.
This method starts with a given number of points in the parameter space randomly
drawn from the prior distribution (Feroz et al. 2009). In each step the point with
the lowest likelihood Lmin is discarded and replaced by another point from the prior
distribution with L > Lmin, where the new point is within the iso-likelihood contour
of Lmin.
1.5.3 3D Models
Real planetary atmospheres have a three dimensional structure. Therefore, even
though we can get a rough estimate of the planetary properties using 1D and 2D
models, the most accurate simulations can only be performed using 3D models.
The models that are generally used for studying the weather and climate of the
earth as a whole are called as General Circulation Models (GCMs). These models
are the most sophisticated physical and numerical models of the atmosphere and
for the case of Earth even coupled with ocean and land models. 3D models take
into consideration all the dynamical effects like horizontal and vertical advection,
transport of chemical species etc. Many recent observations of the shift of hot spot
on hot Jupiter exoplanets due to strong winds have also motivated the development
of 3D models. However, 3D models are computationally expensive so it is hard to
use them to explore a large parameter space.
GCMs basically involves a dynamic core which solves the approximate ver-
sions of the Navier stokes equation, a radiation scheme that calculates heating rate
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as explained earlier, cloud parameterisation schemes etc. All these elements are
then discretised over a grid, often in latitude, longitude and vertical coordinates,
although other options exist. The Navier Stokes equations can be simplified by
adopting a number of approximations depending on the nature of the atmosphere
in question. Most of the initial works solved the primitive equations under the as-
sumption of hydrostatic equilibrium with constant gravity (Showman et al. 2002;
Showman et al. 2009; Menou et al. 2009; Heng et al. 2011). However, since the radius
of hot Jupiter atmospheres are relatively larger, some of the recent works started to
solve full non-hydrostatic equations with varying gravity (Mayne et al. 2013, 2014;
Amundsen et al. 2014). 3D models for hot Jupiter planets have been increasing in
sophistication in the recent years, with fully coupled hydrodynamics, equilibrium
chemistry and non-grey radiative transfer (Drummond et al. 2018a) and with fully
coupled cloud model (Lines et al. 2018a; Lines et al. 2018b).
1.6 Aims of this thesis
• 1) To characterise the atmospheres of hot Jupiter and warm Neptune exoplan-
ets using their observations and 1D atmosphere models.
• 2) To understand the most dominant physical and chemical processes that
shape the transmission and emission spectra of hot Jupiter and warm Neptune
exoplanet atmospheres.
• 3) To identify key physical parameters that effect the spectra and thereby use
them to predict observations for a range of exoplanet atmospheres, to choose
the best scientific targets and plan future observations.
• 4) To develop a library of models and use them for interpreting the observations
of Exoplanet atmospheres.
• 5) To identify key molecular features in exoplanet atmospheres.
• 6) To determine the Pressure-Temperature structure of the exoplanet atmo-
spheres.
• 7) Provide a publicly available library of simulated observations for community
to use, for choosing best targets for observations using the JWST, as well as a
useful complementary tool for interpretation, alongside atmospheric retrieval
analysis.
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Chapter 2
Modelling Planetary Atmospheres
“No matter what you look at, if you
look at it closely enough, you are
involved in the entire universe.”
— Michael Faraday
2.1 Constructing a 1D atmosphere model
The basic ingredients required to construct a 1D atmosphere model are chemistry,
radiative transfer, opacity database, convective parameterisation and a numerical
solver to solve the equations under various physical constraints. Such a model could
then be improved by implementing more physical schemes for missing processes such
as photodissociation, vertical mixing, clouds, haze etc. or improving on the existing
parameterised schemes. Moreover, the ability to calculate synthetic observations
(e.g. transmission spectra) from the atmospheric structure could also be included
in such a model. In this chapter I delve into the details and formulation of radiative
transfer, opacity database, chemistry, convective parameterisation, cloud and haze
parameterisation, as well as the generation of synthetic observations for planetary
atmospheres.
2.2 Radiative Transfer
There are many books explaining the fundamentals of radiative transfer at different
levels of complexity, focusing primarily on either stellar or planetary atmospheres.
Here, I show the derivation and physical meaning of the radiative transfer equation
and its solution for a planetary atmosphere, a description which has been formulated
using a number of sources (Chandrasekhar 1960; Rybicki et al. 1986; Thomas et
al. 2002; Seager 2010).
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Figure 2.1: Illustrative figure to define intensity.
2.2.1 Basic Terminologies
The most basic quantity that is measured by the instruments to quantify radiation
is energy flux, defined as the energy received by the unit area of a detector in the
unit time in a frequency interval. However, to model the transport of radiation in a
star or a planetary atmosphere a quantity called specific intensity (spectral radiance
in Earth science) I for a pencil of radiation as shown in Figure 2.1 is used. Specific
intensity is defined as the amount of energy dE passing through a surface element
of area dA whose normal kˆ is inclined at an angle of Θ with respect to the direction
of propagation of the radiation nˆ, through small element of solid angle dΩ in the
direction of propagation, per unit time interval dt, per unit frequency interval dν
(can also be wavenumber or wavelength) at any location x given by,




It must be noted that although directionality is implied by I it is a scalar
quantity. The mean intensity J(x, ν, t) is defined as the intensity averaged over the
solid angle given by





I(x, nˆ, ν, t)dΩ. [ergcm−2s−1Hz−1] (2.2)
J(x, ν, t) is also called the zeroth moment of intensity and is also a scalar, as
it is mean intensity. This quantity is particularly useful to formulate emission due
to scattering as explained in the next section.
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The first moment of intensity is the flux F (x, ν, t) (irradiance in Earth science)
obtained by integrating the intensity of radiation over the solid angle dΩ
F (x, ν, t) =
∫
Ω
I(x, nˆ, ν, t)nˆdΩ [ergcm−2s−1Hz−1] (2.3)
It must be noted that the flux is a vector quantity having directional depen-
dance. Physically, F conveys the cumulative effects of all angular beams in different
directions, while I precisely describes each angular beam or a pencil of radiation.
Therefore, F changes as we move away (as distance increases) from the source of
radiation, however the intensity remains constant. For example, intensity measured
at a distance of Earth from the Sun is same as that on the surface of the Sun, but
the flux is reduced to 1
r2es
times the flux value at the Sun’s surface, where res is the
distance between Earth and Sun. This is because the Sun subtends a smaller solid
angle at the distance of Earth as compared to that at its surface. The dependance
of intensity on solid angle makes it independent of distance unlike flux, since the
distance is actually embedded in the solid angle. Since the variation of stellar flux
with time is negligible for the timescales we consider, we formulate for the static
case and drop the variation with time for all further equations. We neglect the effect
due to starspots and flares in this work. However, it has to be noted that intensity
and therefore all its moments deal with energy flow per unit time. It is obvious that
all the variables I, J and F are dependant on position vector x so we also drop the
notation x in the list of variables for these quantities (in brackets).
J when computed is integrated over a solid angle as shown in Eq. 2.2. In
























2.2.2 Formulating transport of radiation in a planetary at-
mosphere
Radiative transfer fundamentally deals with transport of energy using electromag-
netic radiation. In the plane parallel approximation, the planetary atmosphere can
be divided into multiple plane parallel layers as shown in Figure 2.2 with homo-
geneous properties such as temperature (T ), pressure (P ) and density (ρ) defined
for each layer. The radiative transfer equation can then be solved for each layer
and radiative flux in each layer can be computed. It must be noted that the plane
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parallel approximation is valid when the radial depth of the modelled atmosphere
is much smaller than the bulk radius. The most basic form of the radiative transfer
equation for a plane parallel atmosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)
condition with isotropic and coherent scattering (no change in frequency like Raman




= −α(ν)I(ν, µ, φ)− σ(ν)I(ν, µ, φ) + σ(ν)J(ν) + α(ν)B(ν, T ) (2.6)
where, µ = cos θ and θ is the polar angle of radiation beam, φ is the az-
imuthal angle, ν is the frequency of the radiation, I(ν, µ, φ) is the intensity, ds is
the thickness of the layer, J(ν) is the mean intensity defined earlier (can be thought
as emission intensity due to scattering), T is the temperature of the layer, B(ν, T )
is the thermal emission intensity often called the Planck function, α(ν) is the ab-
sorption coefficient [m−1] and σ(ν) [m−1] is the scattering coefficient. Absorption
and scattering coefficients physically represent the relative loss of intensity per unit
length due to absorption and scattering, respectively from the pencil of radiation.
Absorption cross-section κa, the quantity computed using line-lists described in de-
tail in Section 2.4 is related to absorption coefficient via the number density n such
that,
κa(ν, T, P ) =
∑
j





nji(T, P )αji(ν, T, P ) (2.7)
where, j refers to different molecular or atomic species and i refers to energy
level populations (atomic or molecular states) of those species (if there are more
than one). The similar relationship can be applied between scattering coefficient
and scattering cross-section (see Section 2.6 for details).
As shown in Figure 2.2, for 1D models assuming azimuthal symmetry, only
the variation in θ directions is considered through µ (µ is a variable for all beams,
not to be confused with the zenith angle, which is the angle of incident irradiation).




= −α(ν)I(ν, µ)− σ(ν)I(ν, µ) + σ(ν)J(ν) + α(ν)B(ν, T ), (2.8)







Physically, Eq. 2.8 computes the change in the intensity of radiation I(ν, µ)
as it traverses the atmospheric layer of thickness ds entering at an angle of θ with
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Figure 2.2: Illustrative figure to formulate radiative transfer equation. Blue arrows
show scattered beams and red shows Planck emission beams.
respect to normal specified by µ = cos θ as shown in Figure 2.2. This change in
intensity is the combined effect of absorption, scattering and emission in the layer.
The first term on the right hand side (rhs) represents the loss (therefore negative) in
intensity due to true absorption by gases which is dependant on α(ν). The second
term represents loss due to scattering, dependant on the scattering coefficient σ(ν)
which is computed based on the type of scattering process (see Section 2.6.1 for
Rayleigh scattering cross-section calculation). The scattering of radiation in a true
sense does not result in loss but is just redirected in different directions based on
the property of the gases/particles. However, there is also a gain in the given pencil
of radiation due to scattering from other pencils/beams of radiation. This gain in
intensity (therefore addition) is given by the third term (also called emission due to
scattering) again dependant on scattering coefficient σ(ν) and J(ν). Physically, J(ν)
determines the addition of intensity in the considered pencil of radiation from all
the other directions. It must be noted that J(ν) is a function of I(ν, µ) as defined
in 2.4. The reason why emission due to scattering for an isotropically scattering
atmosphere is equal to J(ν) is derived below.
Emission due to scattering Escatt(ν, µ) is given by,






p(0)(µ, µ′)I(ν, µ)dµ′, (2.10)





p(µ, φ, µ′, φ′)dφ′, (2.11)
where p(µ, φ, µ′, φ′) is the single scattering phase function representing con-
tribution of scattered pencil of radiation from direction (µ′, φ′) into direction (µ, φ)
(Chandrasekhar 1960). The phase function in general represents the angular distri-
bution of the scattered radiation. For isotropic scattering and azimuthal symmetry




p(µ, φ, µ′, φ′)dφ′ = 1 which makes Eq. 2.10 equivalent to taking
mean of intensity over all solid angles via µ and φ. Therefore, the emission intensity
due to scattering is equal to J . It must be noted that even if we consider isotropic
scattering, the variation in the pencil of radiation due to variation in µ still remains,
as each pencil of radiation depending on its orientation (angle), traverses a different
distance through the atmosphere.
The last term on the rhs of Eq. 2.8 is the thermal emission (addition to
the beam) term dependant on the absorption coefficient α(ν) and Planck thermal
emission function B(ν, T ) which is always isotropic. The dependance on α(ν) is a
result of Kirchhoff’s law of radiation which states that under LTE conditions the
emissive properties of a gas are related to its absorption properties, such that the
thermal emission coefficient is simply equal to the absorption coefficient.




= −α(ν)[I(ν, µ)−B(ν, T )]− σ(ν)[I(ν, µ)− J(ν)] (2.12)
Here we define a quantity called the source function S(ν, µ), by combining





= [α(ν) + σ(ν)][−I(ν, µ) + S(ν, µ)], (2.13)
where S(ν, µ) =
α(ν)B(ν, T ) + σ(ν)J(ν)
α(ν) + σ(ν)
Absorption and scattering coefficients can be combined together as the total
extinction coefficient κ(ν) given by κ(ν) = α(ν)+σ(ν). Moreover, since the distance
travelled by the light in a medium is dependant on total opacity, rather than the
path s, a more useful quantity to measure the distance travelled by light is the
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optical depth given by
dτν = κ(ν)ds, (2.14)
where dτ is the change in the optical depth over distance ds. Therefore, rear-
ranging Eqs. 2.13 and using 2.14 we get the simplest form of the radiative transfer




= −I(ν, µ) + S(ν, µ). (2.15)
The other quantity generally used in these equations is the single scattering
albedo ωo = σ(ν)α(ν)+σ(ν) , describing the fraction of light lost from the pencil of radiation
due to scattering. Therefore, the source function can also be written as S(ν) =











2.2.3 Solving the radiative transfer equation and computing
radiative flux in ATMO
For irradiated exoplanets, radiation is the primary mode by which energy is received
from their host star and propagated through the atmosphere, thus playing a dom-
inant role in governing the behaviour of the atmosphere. The first step in solving
for the impact of the radiation on the atmosphere is to compute the energy received
from the host star at the top of the atmosphere. Consider a host star emitting
radiation from its surface at intensity Istar(ν) with radius Rstar, so the flux at the









Istar(υ, φ, ν, t) cos υ sin υdυdφ, (2.17)
where υ and φ are the co-latitude (complimentary angle of latitude) and lon-
gitude of the star, respectively. Assuming uniform stellar intensity across star’s
surface, we get
FTOA(ν, t) = (Rstar/a)
2piIstar(ν, t). (2.18)
However, piIstar(ν, t) = F∗(ν, t), where F∗ is the flux at the surface of the star,
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Figure 2.3: Illustrative figure for solving radiative transfer equation, showing the
distribution of intensity via different terms of the equation.
since it is the intensity integrated over the entire solid angle of the sphere. Therefore,
FTOA(ν, t) = (Rstar/a)
2F∗(ν, t). (2.19)
Now here FTOA(ν, t) is the flux at one specific point, the sub-stellar point at the
top of the planet’s atmosphere. It must be noted that from the modelling perspective
we are interested in calculating the total incident energy received by the planet per
unit time. Therefore, the flux received on the entire dayside hemisphere has to be
integrated. This cannot be achieved by just multiplying the planet hemispherical
surface area 2piR2p, as the flux received at different locations (latitude and longitude)
of the planet will be different. The total flux on the dayside is therefore computed by
integrating FTOA(ν, t) over the entire hemisphere. In the 1D models we are however
just concerned with the intensity at one specific point in the atmosphere, therefore
the variation of flux/intensity due to location on the planet is accounted for using
the angle of incidence θo via µo = cos θo. Since the variation of stellar flux with
time is negligible for the timescales we consider, we drop the variation with time as
before.
Eq. 2.16 shows the general form of radiative transfer equation which is an
integro-differential equation. Similarly, most of the radiative transfer equations with
different assumptions/approximations are of this form with varying degrees of com-
plexity. If we consider an hypothetical atmosphere without any scattering, then in
that case ωo will be 0, leaving just the Planck emission B(ν, T ) in the source term.
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In that case, the solution becomes quite simple given by,









µ dτ ′ν (2.20)
where, Io(ν, µo) is the incident intensity at the top of the atmosphere entering
at an angle of θo as shown in Figure 2.3 and τo is the optical depth at the top of
the atmosphere. It must be noted that the temperature dependance of B is commu-
nicated through τν , therefore indirectly B is a function of optical depth. However,
scattering cannot be neglected while solving the radiative transfer equation, as it
contributes substantially in transferring energy which we can realise by looking at
the blue sky of the Earth primarily due to Rayleigh scattering by gases in the atmo-
sphere. Since, scattering adds a substantial amount of mathematical complexity and
also computational expense while solving radiative transfer equations, various math-
ematical as well as numerical methods have been developed to tackle this problem
(see Chandrasekhar 1960; Thomas et al. 2002, for details).
In ATMO the radiative flux/intensity is divided into two parts named direct
and diffuse while solving. This division is mathematically beneficial while solving
the radiation transfer equation, especially for adopting suitable physically motivated
boundary conditions (Thomas et al. 2002). The direct flux Eq. 2.21 simply deals
with the extinction of host star flux entering the atmosphere as it traverses different
layers of optical depth τν . The scattering due to this direct flux acts as a source
term for diffuse flux/intensity equation as shown in Eq. 2.22. Therefore, at first the
direct flux equation is solved and then using the flux that has survived extinction,
the diffuse equation is solved.
The direct flux/intensity equation simply follows the extinction law (Beer-




where, Frad,dir(ν) is the direct stellar flux that has survived extinction in each





= −(I(ν, µ)+(1−ωo)B(ν, T )+ωoJ(ν))+ωoFrad,dir(ν)
4pi
p(0)(µ, µo), (2.22)
where p(0)(µ, µ0) is the phase function as defined earlier representing scattering
from µo into µ. However, since we assume isotropic scattering p(0)(µ, µ0) = 1. The
Eq. 2.22 is similar to Eq. 2.16 with an additional source term due to scattering of
the direct flux. Simply this can be written as,




= −I(ν) + Sd(ν), (2.23)
where, (2.24)
Sd(ν) = (1− ωo)B(ν, T )− ωoJ(ν))− ωoFrad,dir(ν)
4pi
. (2.25)
The Eq. 2.23 is solved using the discrete ordinate method in ATMO by sam-
pling ray directions (µ) using Gauss-Legendre quadrature. The solution for this
equation is of the form similar to Eq. 2.20 but with all the scattering terms embed-
ded in the source term given by







S(τν , ν, µ)e
−(|τν−τ ′ν |)
µ dτ ′ν , (2.26)
where, (2.27)
Sd(ν, µ) = (1− ωo)B(ν, T )− ωoJ(ν))− ωoFrad,dir(ν)
4pi
, (2.28)
where the incident radiation Io(ν, µo) at the top of the atmosphere can be




Io(ν)µδ(µ− µo)dµ = µoIo(ν), (2.29)
where Fo = FTOA is the incident stellar flux and δ(µ − µo) is the dirac-delta
function indicating intensity is 0 everywhere except in the direction of µo (where it
is infinite). Thus, Eq. 2.26 is solved for I(ν, µ) for each layer of the atmosphere
to obtain the diffuse radiative flux Frad,diff (ν) = 2pi
∫ 1
−1 I(ν, µ)µdµ following the
definition of flux, (see Eq. 2.3) and assuming azimuthal symmetry with variation
only in µ. The full radiative transfer equation in its integral form is solved in ATMO
following the method of Trujillo Bueno et al. (1995), using a Gauss-Siedel type Λ
acceleration scheme for scattering. Therefore, we obtain the the total radiative flux









In a planetary atmosphere advection due to winds is one of the major processes
responsible for transporting energy. To incorporate the 3D effect of advection in
1D models as adopted by Fortney et al. (2007), we simply reduce the incoming flux
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in the 1D column of the atmosphere by a factor called the “recirculation factor”,
hereafter termed “rcf”. It parameterises the redistribution of input stellar energy
in the planetary atmosphere, by the dynamics, where a value of 1 equates to no
redistribution, while 0.5 represents efficient redistribution. The value of 0.5 rcf
indicates 50% of the total incoming stellar energy is advected to the night side (the
side of the planet facing away from the star), while 0.25 rcf indicates 75% of the
total incoming stellar energy is advected to the night side. It must also be noted
that an additional factor, the incidence angle θo also contributes to the reduction
in this total incoming stellar energy. θo = 60◦ equating to the dayside (the side of
the planet facing towards the star) average is the most commonly adopted value of
incidence angle, contributing to 50% reduction in the total incoming stellar energy,
since cos 60◦ = 0.5.
2.4 Absorption Cross-sections
As described in the previous section, solving the radiative transfer equation requires
the absorption and scattering properties of gas in each layer. The bulk absorption
properties of gaseous species due to all transitions can be represented by the ab-
sorption cross-section [κa(ν, T, P )] as shown in Eq. 2.7. Even the general opacity
computations for any gaseous species require computation of wavelength dependant
absorption cross-sections. These absorption cross-sections are computed using line
list databases from various sources such as HITRAN (High Resolution TRANsmis-
sion) (Rothman et al. 2013) and Exomol (Tennyson et al. 2016). The line lists
available from various sources primarily consists of line intensities directly, or Ein-
stein coefficients or oscillator strengths which can be then used to compute line
intensities. In this section we cover the details required to calculate absorption
cross-sections, for detailed derivations of equations and basic theory refer Rybicki
et al. (1986), Hubeny et al. (2014), and Amundsen (2015)
2.4.1 Einstein Coefficients
To describe the interaction of radiation with an atomic system, Einstein considered
a simple case of two discrete energy levels (Rybicki et al. 1986). The first level
of energy E (lower) and the second of energy E + hν0 (upper), where h is the
Planck’s constant, c is the velocity of light in vacuum and ν0 is the frequency of
emission/absorption of electromagnetic radiation. There are three processes that
can happen in this system described by Einstein coefficients which are:
Spontaneous Emission - When the system makes a transition from upper to lower
level it emits a photon, which can even happen in the absence of a radiation
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field. This process is represented by Einstein A coefficient Aul (upper to lower),
defined as the transition probability per unit time for spontaneous emission
(s−1).
Absorption - When the system makes a transition from lower to upper level by
absorbing a photon of energy hν0, which requires the presence of a radiation
field, therefore is also dependant on the energy density of the radiation field. It
must also be noted that, the energy differences between the two levels are not
infinitely sharp and therefore are described by a line profile function sharply
peaking at ν0. The likelihood of the frequencies in the vicinity of ν0 to cause
transitions is described by this line profile function. This process is repre-
sented by Einstein B coefficient Blu (lower to upper), defined as the transition
probability per unit time per unit energy density of the radiation field for
absorption. This can be represented in various units.
Stimulated Emission - When the system makes a transition from upper to lower
level by emitting a photon, due to the presence of the radiation field. This
process is represented by another Einstein B coefficient Bul (upper to lower),
defined as the transition probability per unit time per unit energy density of
the radiation field for stimulated emission.
All the Einstein coefficients are related to each other by following two equations
(Šimečková et al. 2006; Rybicki et al. 1986)




where gl and gu are the statistical weights or degeneracies of lower and upper
levels, respectively, h is the Planck’s constant and c is the velocity of light. Eq.
2.32 is only valid when Bul is in the units of transition probability per unit time per
unit energy density per unit frequency s−1J−1cm3Hz. When Bul is in the units of




where ν˜ is the wavenumber of the of the electromagnetic radiation. Wavenum-
ber is more often used in spectroscopy because energy levels are conveniently pro-
portional to wavenumber (or frequency) as compared to wavelength. Moreover,
spectrometers are often calibrated in wavenumber because it is independent of the
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the fundamental constants c and h (Seager 2010). Henceforth, wavenumber will be
used throughout this section.
Due to this temperature independent relationship between Einstein coeffi-
cients, knowing any one of them is sufficient for computing line intensities as shown
later. The temperature independence of Eqs. 2.31 and 2.33, also makes them valid
when atoms are not in thermodynamic equilibrium.
2.4.2 Oscillator Strengths
Some line-lists provide oscillator strengths (gf values) instead of Einstein coefficients
to compute line intensities. For example, the VALD line-list database1 (Heiter et







where e is the electron charge in CGS units, me is the mass of the electron,
νo is the wavenumber of the transition and flu is the oscillator strength of the
transition. Thus this equation provides a relationship between Einstein A coefficient
and oscillator strength.
2.4.3 Line Intensities
The transition of an electron between lower and upper states i and j results in the
emission or absorption of a photon of energy δE = Ei − Ej. The spectral line





g′e(−c2)E ′′/T (1− e−c2ν˜i,j/T )
Q(T )
, (2.35)
where spectral line intensity Si,j is weighted by the natural terrestrial isotopic
abundances Ia (more generally isotopic abundance of mixture). Aij is the Einstein
coefficient for spontaneous emission, ν˜i,j is the wavenumber, g′ is the statistical
weight or degeneracy of the upper level, c2 is hc/k, where k is the Boltzmann
Constant, E ′′ is the energy of the lower level, T is the temperature and Q(T ) is the
partition function at temperature T . This equation also provides the relationship
between line intensity and Einstein coefficient (Aij). As mentioned earlier some
line-lists provide line intensities directly at a particular reference temperature, while
some provide Einstein coefficients and oscillator strengths, which can then be used
to compute line intensities.
1http://vald.astro.uu.se/
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The HITRAN (High Resolution TRANsmission) database (Rothman et al. 2013)
is the most widely used line-list source in various atmospheric models, most accurate
specifically for Earth’s atmosphere. This database is established at a reference tem-
perature of 296K (Rothman et al. 2010) with line intensities accurate up-to ∼400K.
The high temperature version of HITRAN called as HITEMP (Rothman et al. 2010)
is also established at a reference temperature of 296 but the calculations have been
performed up-to temperatures of ∼4000K, only for certain molecules.
HITRAN provides spectra line intensity Si,j(Tref ) data as a function of wavenum-
ber ν˜i,j for a transition from δE = Ei−Ej, at a reference temperature of Tref = 296K
and therefore the line intensity Si,jT at various temperatures can be calculated using






[1− exp(−c2ν˜ij/Tref )] , (2.36)
where Q(Tref ) and Q(T ) are partition functions at reference temperature Tref
and required temperature T provided in the HITRAN database. E ′′ is the lower
state energy of transition and c2 is hc/k, where k is the Boltzmann Constant.
Partition functions are generally provided with line-list data. However, they







where the sum is over all the levels from i to ∞, gi is the statistical weight
(degeneracy) of the level, which is generally equal to 2J + 1 where J is the total
angular momentum quantum number (Rybicki et al. 1986) and Ei is the energy of
the ith level.
Expected temperatures on hot Jupiter exoplanets can be substantially higher
than 296K, for example WASP-107b has an equilibrium temperature (Teq) of 770K
while that of WASP-12b is 2580K (see Appendix B.1). In such high temperature
conditions, higher energy levels can also be populated than those occupied at 296K.
In such conditions, the HITRAN low temperature line lists can underestimate the
absorption of radiation by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, high temperature
line lists such as ExoMol2 (Tennyson et al. 2016) are used to overcome the limita-
tions of HITRAN. Exomol line-lists also provide Einstein coefficients which can be
converted to line intensities using Eq. 2.35.
2www.exomol.com
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2.4.4 Line Broadening
In nature, the observed absorption or emission lines are never monochromatic. They
are constantly influenced by various external or internal factors, leading to broaden-
ing of these lines. The absorption/emission lines of various species are broadened by
different physical processes in the planetary atmosphere. This effect of broadening
is communicated to absorption cross-section via the line profile as in Eq. 2.41. The
three major broadening processes are natural broadening, doppler broadening and
pressure broadening.
Natural broadening arises as a direct consequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle. Emitted photons during transitions will not have definite energy but a
distribution of energies about some mean. This leads to natural broadening, but
this is very small compared to pressure and doppler broadening for atmospheres of
hot Jupiter’s, so we neglect it.
All the particles in a planetary atmosphere are in thermal motion while they
are emitting or absorbing photons, this leads to a shift in the observed wavenumber,
since particles are emitting or absorbing in their own frame of reference. This com-
bined effect leads to broadening of the lines, known as doppler broadening. Doppler
broadening can be easily computed using the analytical equation from Thomas et








−vx2/v02α′n(ν˜ + vxν˜0/c), (2.38)
where, αn is the absorption cross-section with doppler broadening, α′n is the
absorption cross-section without doppler broadening, mz is the mean particle mass
of the species, vx is the thermal velocity along the line of sight, ν˜ is the shifted
wavenumber of the absorbed photon, ν˜0 is the rest frame wavenumber of the ab-
sorbed photons, T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant and c is the
velocity of light. Doppler broadening is a strong function of temperature and be-
comes significant in low pressure and high temperature environments.
Including the effect of pressure broadening while computing absorption coef-
ficients for different planetary atmospheres is one of the most significant challenges
facing the exoplanet modelling community. This broadening is a result of interaction
of molecules with other molecules in the atmosphere. Collisions between particles
effectively reduce the lifetime of the upper and lower state of transitions, resulting
in the broadening of the line. Pressure broadened line width is given by









where, αpL is the pressure broadened width for perturbing species p, T0 and P0
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are reference temperature and pressure respectively, Pp is the partial pressure and
np the temperature exponent. The pressure broadening is also linearly dependent
on the partial pressure of perturbing species given by,
αL =
∑
αpL(Pp, T ) (2.40)
where, αL is the total pressure broadened width due to all the species. There-
fore, the pressure broadened width will be dominated by the most abundant species
in the atmosphere. Hot Jupiter atmospheres are hydrogen and helium dominated,
so the effect of broadening due to these abundant species is required to calculate
accurate pressure broadening. Published data on broadening of different molecules
due to H2 and He is very sparse, so wherever possible we take H2 and He broaden-
ing, while for other molecules we use air and self broadening parameters as given
by HITRAN. The table for broadening parameters and temperature exponents used
for different molecules can be found in (Amundsen et al. 2014; Goyal et al. 2018).
It is also important to note that at higher metallicities, the atmospheric abun-
dance of species other than H2 and He such as CO, H2O, CO2, H2S, etc., become
significant. In such conditions, the effect of broadening due to all major species on
all the other radiatively important species should be taken into account. It is diffi-
cult to accurately comment on the effect of pressure broadening at high metallicities
since no study has been done in that area according to our knowledge, although the
need for laboratory measurements in this region of the parameter space has been
highlighted by Fortney et al. (2016).
2.4.5 Equation for Absorption Cross-section
Using line intensities, absorption cross-sections of each species as a function of wave-
length can be obtained using,
κaν˜,T,p = Si,jTφ(ν˜) (2.41)
where κaν˜,T,p is the absorption cross-section as a function of wavenumber, tem-
perature and pressure and φ(ν˜) is the line profile. The effects of the broadening
explained in detail in the previous section is included in the absorption cross-section
computation via the line profile. These absorption cross-sections are calculated at
a resolution of ∆ν˜ = 0.001cm−1 in ATMO, which is basically equivalent to a line-
by-line computation (Garland et al. 2019).
This line profile can be assumed to be of different shapes, e.g., Gaussian,
Lorentz or the convolution of the two, called the Voigt profile. For more details
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see HITRAN documentation3 and Amundsen (2015). Absorption cross-sections can
also be calculated using standard codes such as ExoCross4.
It must be noted that absorption cross-sections that need to be calculated for
different types of atmospheres might be different. For example, the absorption cross-
section of H2O calculated for a hot Jupiter with a H2-He dominated atmosphere will
not be accurate for a Earth like planet with a nitrogen dominated atmosphere, due
to difference in sources of broadening.
2.5 Correlated-K Methodology
Once absorption cross-sections are computed they can be used in radiative transfer
models to compute absorption/emission of radiation due to different molecules in
the atmosphere. Subsequently, this can be used to compute heating rates, P -T pro-
files, synthetic spectrum etc. in the forward models. Moreover, inverse (retrieval)
models use these cross-sections to constrain the molecular abundances in the plan-
etary atmospheres (Irwin et al. 2008; Line et al. 2015; Evans et al. 2017), based
on observed data. Therefore, small errors in including these cross-sections accu-
rately in retrieval models can have far reaching effects on the retrieved posterior
probability distribution functions of various molecular species (Garland et al. 2019).
However, absorption cross-sections include a large number of transitions as a func-
tion of wavenumber, temperature and pressure for each molecule, making them
computationally expensive when included in the radiative transfer models, directly
at their original wavenumber resolution, a method termed the line-by-line method.
At sufficiently high resolution there is no difference between high resolution and
line-by-line method cross-section (∆ν = 0.001cm−1). The line-by-line method is
the most accurate technique adopted in models, but is computationally expensive.
Therefore, some kind of binning technique is needed to increase the efficiency of
these absorption cross-section calculations, while including them in the atmospheric
models.
One of the most common methods adopted is to bin at a particular wavenum-
ber resolution (∆ν˜ = 10, 1 cm−1) from the original line-by-line resolution, by pre-
serving the area (MacDonald et al. 2017). The other method commonly adopted in
stellar atmosphere models is the opacity sampling method (see Hubeny et al. 2014,
for details), where the line opacity is sampled on a fine grid of wavenumber points
such as 1 cm−1, as adopted in Line et al. (2015). However, combining cross-sections
of different gases at this reduced resolution can lead to substantial errors, due to
insufficient resolution as discussed by Garland et al. (2019). Accuracy of the opac-
3https://hitran.org/docs/definitions-and-units/
4https://github.com/Trovemaster/exocross
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ities after binning or sampling line-by-line cross-sections (∆ν = 0.001cm−1) at the
resolution of ν˜ = 10, 1cm−1 has been questioned by Garland et al. (2019).
The most widely adopted method in various planetary atmosphere models
and even the Earth GCM models is the correlated-k technique (Lacis et al. 1991),
because of the combination of accuracy and computational efficiency that can be
achieved using this technique. Line-by-Line (LbL) absorption cross-sections calcu-
lated in previous section can have similar values at several wave-numbers. Therefore,
combining the radiative transfer (transmission/absorption) calculations for all these
wave-numbers can potentially lead to a significant decrease in the computational
time, by decreasing the number of monochromatic calculations. This is the ba-
sic principle behind the correlated-k method. The correlated-k approximation is a
standard approach used in many Earth based atmospheric models, both 1D and 3D
(Goody et al. 1989; Lacis et al. 1991; Edwards et al. 1996) and also many of the
forward models developed for exoplanet atmospheres (Fortney et al. 2010; Mollière
et al. 2015; Malik et al. 2017).
In radiative transfer calculations as explained in Section 2.2 we deal with
computation of transmission/absorption of radiation through a layer of atmosphere.
Consider a spectral interval ∆ν˜ = ν˜1 − ν˜2, the beam transmittance Tb(u) along a







where, k(ν˜) is the wavenumber dependant cross-section. The LBL method,
requires calculation of k(ν˜) at a very high spectral resolution such that k(ν˜) is
essentially constant over the interval ∆ν˜, typically of the order of 0.001cm−1. This
has to be repeated for a range of u, temperature and pressure encountered in the
atmosphere, making it computationally very expensive.
To overcome this limitation, we transform Eq. 2.42 by using the fact that the
similar values of k will be encountered many times in the spectral interval. Therefore,
by binning all the different values of k in different groups (by calculating their
probability distributions) and computing transmittance only once for each group we
can reduce the total number of monochromatic calculations. Doing this grouping
over the entire spectrum from optical to infrared is also not practical as we loose the
wavenumber information during this grouping process as explained further, therefore
the first step in the correlated-k method basically involves dividing absorption cross-
sections over the entire spectrum as calculated in the previous section in different
spectral (we use wavenumber for ATMO) bands, depending on the required accuracy
and application. For example, for ATMO correlated-k opacity files are computed
at 3 different spectral resolutions, the lowest resolution with 32 bands, medium
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resolution with 500 bands and highest resolution with 5000 bands, each suited for
different applications explained later in this section.
Following this, within each band with the spectra interval [ν˜2, ν˜1], k(ν˜) are
arranged/grouped in the monotonically increasing order and divided into n sub-
intervals (bins). Thus following Lacis et al. (1991) the frequency (probability) dis-
tribution of absorption cross-sections f(k) is obtained by binning and summing
wavelength subintervals ∆ν˜j, which have absorption cross-sections within a speci-







∣∣∣∣W (ki, ki + δki) (2.43)
where j is the number of wavenumber sub-intervals, W (k) is the window func-
tion that is zero everywhere except between ki and ki + δki. The absolute value
of ∆ν˜j
∆ki
used in the equation accounts for the change in sign due to increasing or
decreasing cross-sections within the interval ∆ν˜j. This then transforms Eq. 2.42





where N is the total number of monotonic subintervals over the range of k





where kmin and kmax are the minimum and maximum values of k in the band.












cess known as converting to g-space (Cumulative probability space). Each band is
then further divided into n subintervals in the cumulative probability space as shown
in the Figure 2.4. Following this, by fitting transmission for all the subintervals in
single exponential for the set of required column densities, k -coefficient for that par-
ticular subinterval is generated along with their corresponding weight. However, the
optimum number of subintervals (k -coeffcients) to be used is still unknown. There-
fore, to determine the number of k -coefficients in each band, an error calculation is
done between the fitted transmission and the line by line transmission for a set of
required column densities in each band, starting with number of sub-intervals (k -
coefficients) equal to one. When the error reaches acceptable limits (typically 10−4
from Amundsen (2015)), the total number of sub-intervals (k -coefficients) in each
band is obtained. This process is followed for each temperature, pressure and band
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Figure 2.4: Figure from Amundsen (2015) illustrating exponential sum fitting of
transmissions (ESFT) to calculate k -coefficients for each sub-interval within a band.
Horizontal axis shows “g” (Cumulative probability) of cross-sections within each
band. Vertical axis shows absorption cross-sections (κρ) as a function of “g”.
for a particular species of gas. However, the spacing between the sub-intervals and
consequently the number of k -coefficients and their weights would remain the same
at a different temperature and pressure for a given species. A look up table is gen-
erated for different species at different temperature, pressure and wavelength bands
including corresponding weights in each band for each species. All these calculations
are done offline, meaning beforehand, not when the model is running and only the
look up table is used while running the radiative transfer model. In this way the
correlated-k method can reduce thousands of absorption line calculations to a few
band calculations and thereby reducing computational requirements drastically.
The differences in absorption cross-sections using the LBL and correlated-
k method with 500 bands (∆ν˜ = 100cm−1) is shown in Figures 2.5a and 2.5b,
respectively. It can be seen that there is a tendency to loose detailed features, but
is not a problem when just heating rates are being computed, which are accurate
even with just 32 correlated-k bands. However, this can be overcome by using
high resolution (more bands) correlated-k tables, for instance to compute synthetic
spectra in ATMO 5000 correlated-k bands (∆ν˜ = 10cm−1) are used.
Amundsen et al. (2014) created a correlated-k opacity database for ATMO
based on the methodology adopted within the Met Office SOCRATES radiative
transfer model (Edwards et al. 1996). This database has been updated for this
analysis with more species, all of them listed in Table 3.1. This database is on a
pressure and temperature grid which extends from 70K to 3000K and 10−4 to 108
Pa (10−9 to 103 bar) with 20 and 40 points, respectively, giving a total of 800 points
for each species and each band, covering the complete range of temperatures and
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: (a) Figure showing absorption cross-section of SO2 using Line-by-Line
(LBL) method. (b) Figure showing absorption cross-section of SO2 using correlated-
kmethod at 500 band resolution (100 cm−1) equally spaced between 1 and 50000
cm−1.
pressures expected in exo-planetary atmospheres. These correlated-k opacity files
are at 3 different spectral resolutions, the lowest resolution with 32 bands, medium
resolution with 500 bands and highest resolution with 5000 bands. The 500 and
5000 bands are evenly spaced in wavenumber between 1 cm−1 and 50000 cm−1. The
lowest resolution 32 band files are used for generating consistent radiative-convective
equilibrium P -T profiles, since the model has to iterate numerous times between
radiative transfer and chemistry at each level, making it computationally expensive.
500 and 5000 band files are used to generate the transmission and emission spectra
of a planet. Most of the spectra in this thesis have been calculated using 5000 bands,
which corresponds to R∼5000 at 0.2 µm while decreasing to R∼100 at 10 µm.
As described earlier, k -coefficients for each gaseous species included in the
model are computed, for a range of temperatures and pressures. Depending on the
chemical composition of the atmosphere these opacities of individual species are
combined together, to obtain a total opacity. Many studies currently use pre-mixed
opacities, where opacities are computed for a particular atmospheric composition
(generally solar metallicity) (Morley et al. 2015). However, chemical composition
will be different for different planets, and will also change with parameters such as
temperature, metallicity and C/O ratio. Therefore, using pre-mixed opacities is not
flexible, and is accurate only for a particular atmospheric composition (Amundsen
et al. 2017). Therefore, combining k -coefficients of different gases to obtain the total
opacity of the atmosphere is crucial for flexibility and accuracy with different com-
positions, so that the dependance on chemical composition need not be considered
beforehand. ATMO adopts the random overlap method with resorting and re-binning
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(Lacis et al. 1991; Amundsen et al. 2017) to combine k -coefficients “on the fly” de-
pending on the chemical composition, temperature and pressure at each atmospheric
level, for each spectral band, during each iteration. Random overlap methods as-
sumes that the absorption cross-sections of all the gases are uncorrelated, which is
considered to be good assumption (Lacis et al. 1991). This assumption simplifies the
total transmission of the gas mixture to a scalar multiplication of the transmission
due to individual gas species. However, this includes monochromatic calculation
for all the k -coefficients for all the gases in the mixture, which is computationally
very expensive. To circumvent this, Lacis et al. (1991) resorted the k -coefficients
and re-binned them for the mixture “on the fly”, reducing the computation time.
Therefore, using the technique of random overlap allows us to simulate atmospheres
for a certain range of temperatures, metallicities and C/O ratio. This “on the fly”
combination of k -coefficients using the random overlap technique also makes the
model physically consistent, which means that the opacities, and thereby the P -T
structure, are consistent with the chemical composition of the atmosphere at any
given iteration.
2.6 Scattering Cross-sections
2.6.1 Multi-gas Rayleigh Scattering
Rayleigh scattering is one of the most important process affecting the radiation
budget and the albedo of the planetary atmosphere from ultraviolet to visible wave-






where λ is wavelength in cm, σRAYn (λ) is Rayleigh scattering cross section in
cm2, mr is the (real) refractive index for that particular gas, n is the number density
in cm−3 (Liou 1980). To consider the anisotropy of scattering particles, a correction
factor f(ρn) is applied given by
f(ρn) =
6 + 3ρn
6− 7ρn , (2.47)
where ρn is the depolarisation factor. Additionally, being additive in nature,
the total Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere will be the sum of the scattering
due to individual species.
In H2 and He dominated atmospheres with solar metallicity, it is only the
Rayleigh scattering due to H2 and He that is significant. However, with an increasing
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metallicity of the planetary atmosphere, the abundance of other gases such as CO2,
CO, H2O and CH4 start increasing substantially (although the atmosphere remains
H2 and He dominated for metallicities ≤ 200× solar) (Moses et al. 2013b). In
such cases, Rayleigh scattering due to these other species also become significant.
Therefore, we have included multi-gas Rayleigh scattering, due to the species CO,
N2, CH4, NH3, H2O, CO2, H2S and SO2, in addition to H2 and He in the ATMO
model. The H2 refractive index is adopted from Leonard (1974) and that of He from
Mansfield et al. (1969). Depolarisation factors for both are taken from Rayleigh
(1919) and Penndorf (1957). The source of refractive index and depolarisation factor
for CO, N2, CH4 and CO2 is Sneep et al. (2005), for NH3 and H2O is Cox (2000)
and for H2S and SO2 is the National Physical Laboratory (NPL5) database. The
wavelength dependance of the refractive index is neglected in our calculations.
2.6.2 Haze and Cloud Treatment
In ATMO the opacity of haze, small scattering aerosol particles suspended in the
atmosphere, is implemented as a parameterised enhanced Rayleigh scattering. This
can be represented by σ(λ) = αhazeσ0 where σ(λ) is the total scattering cross-section
with haze, αhaze is the haze enhancement factor and σ0(λ) is the scattering cross-
section due to all other gases (since ATMO considers multi-gas scattering), and is
computed using Eqs. 2.46 and 2.47.
Clouds are treated as large particles with grey opacity. Therefore, we use a
simple treatment of clouds similar to Benneke et al. (2012) and Sing et al. (2016). In
this treatment, clouds are primarily scattering in nature thus decreasing the amount
of radiation received by the observer at Earth when the exo-planetary limb is being
observed in transmission. The result of significant cloud opacity on transmission
spectra is, obscured or muted molecular absorption features depending on the cloud
strength, which is governed by the particle size, chemical and radiative properties
of the particles. Since, at this stage it is extremely difficult to constrain the type
of aerosol particles in exoplanetary atmospheres (Wakeford et al. 2015), we simply
tune the strength of grey scattering to represent clouds. Therefore, the size of any
absorption features is a function of the strength of grey scattering, representing the
cloud deck. This can be represented by κ(λ)c = κ(λ) + αcloudκH2 , where κ(λ)c is
the total scattering opacity in cm2/g, κ(λ) is the scattering opacity due to nominal
Rayleigh scattering in similar units, αcloud is the variable cloudiness factor governing
the strength of grey scattering and κH2 is two times the scattering opacity due to
H2 at 350 nm which is ∼ 2.5× 10−3cm2/g. This value is calculated using Eqs. 2.46
and 2.47 for the scattering cross-section in cm2 and divided by the mass of the H2
5http://www.kayelaby.npl.co.uk/general_physics/2_5/2_5_7.html
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molecule in grams to obtain scattering opacity in cm2/g, assuming a completely H2
atmosphere (that is H2 mole fraction abundance of 1).
2.7 Convection
In the previous sections we discussed about the transport of energy via radiation.
The other such dominant mode of energy transport in a planetary atmosphere is
convection. Convection is the transport of energy by the bulk motion of matter in the
atmosphere in the vertical direction. It is driven by the temperature gradient. The
macroscopic movement of matter results in energy flow from hotter to cooler regions.
The rising hot air parcels that can lead to formation of thunderstorms, boiling
water etc. are common examples of convection. Numerical treatment of convection
in atmosphere models is computationally very intensive. In 3D, convection requires
high spatial resolution, since it generally occurs on a spatial scale much smaller than
the large-scale flow. In 1D it is difficult to include because of the conservation of mass
issues, a limitation of 1D column. Therefore, different types of parameterisations
are used to represent convection in the models.
In ATMO, Mixing length theory is used to compute convective flux. The
mixing length is conceptually analogous to mean free path in thermodynamics. A
fluid parcel will conserve its properties for a characteristic length l called the mix-
ing length, before mixing with the surrounding fluid. As presented by Henyey et










where ∇T = ∂log(T )/∂log(P ), ∇ad is the adiabatic gradient, Cp the specific
heat at constant pressure, Hp the pressure scale height, vconv the convective velocity,
Γ the efficiency parameter and l = αHp the mixing length, where α is the mixing
length parameter. The details of the computation of vconv and Γ can be found in
(Gustafsson et al. 2008).
It must be noted that for irradiated hot Jupiter’s the contribution of con-
vective flux is almost negligible in the part of the atmosphere probed by current
observations, as radiative flux overwhelms the convective flux in this region. How-
ever, it might become important for planets with temperature less than ∼1000K,
with low irradiation.
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2.8 Atmospheric Chemistry
Chemistry governs the atmospheric composition and therefore its interaction with
radiation, and other properties such as the mean molecular mass, and heat capac-
ity. Chemistry of the atmosphere can be broadly classified in two types. The first
is driven by the thermal energy of the atmosphere called as the thermochemical
equilibrium (equilibrium chemistry), for example in the high temperature environ-
ments (∼> 1000K) such as hot Jupiters or the deep interior atmosphere of planets.
The second is the dis-equilibrium/non-equilibrium chemistry driven by external en-
ergy sources, like the ozone formation in the Earth’s atmosphere due to solar UV
radiation or advection, explained briefly in Section 2.8.2.
For Earth and solar system planets, we are able to obtain in-situ measure-
ments of their chemical composition using various instruments and interplanetary
space probes. However, for exoplanet atmospheres we rely predominantly on models.
Therefore, for hot Jupiter exoplanets, as a first step in forward models, the atmo-
spheric chemical composition is determined by the equilibrium chemical abundances
(i.e assuming thermochemical equilibrium), calculated using various techniques.
Chemical reactions involve exchange of mass as well as the energy. Enthalpy
of formation, H, is a convenient measure of the energy content of a molecule. There-
fore, a chemical reaction proceeds spontaneously to a state where it will have lowest
energy. Indeed, in a static state the laws of mechanics require that the physical
system be in a state of minimum energy. However, in a dynamical system contain-
ing many gas molecules, the system is also governed by the principle of maximum
entropy, or the tendency of the system to reach maximum disorder. The entropy of
the molecule, S, is the measure of the number of states available to the molecule.
The combination of these two principles, minimum energy and maximum entropy
are combined together as Gibbs free energy (G) given by:
G = H − TS (2.49)
where T is the temperature. Thus for a closed thermodynamic system, the
equilibrium state is reached when G is minimum.
For example, consider a following chemical reaction from Yung et al. (1999)
H2 + M −−→ H + H + M (2.50)
At 300K (representative of the Earth’s atmosphere) the change in G from left
to right side is 97 kcal mole−1. Therefore, equilibrium favours the molecular form,
H2. However, at 6000K (representative of solar atmosphere), the change in Gibbs
free energy is -37.4 kcal mole−1. Equilibrium now shifts to the right, favouring H.
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This explains why H2 is more stable form of hydrogen in planets, whereas in the
solar atmosphere H atoms dominate over H2.
While computing G for this reaction, the energy term H is more important
than the entropy term TS at 300K, but the reverse is true at 6000K. Enthalpy is
a measure of the energy involved in making or breaking chemical bonds, basically
internal energy, which to a first order is dependant on the electronic configuration
of the molecules and is independent of the external parameters. In contrast, the
entropy part of G is proportional to temperature, which is a macroscopic property
of the gas (note that H is indirectly dependant on temperature). The Gibbs energy
principle provides a connection between microscopic properties of the individual
molecules and the macroscopic properties of the gas as a whole.
In ATMO, the equilibrium chemical abundances are computed by using the
technique of Gibbs energy minimisation. To calculate abundances by minimising
Gibbs energy, the Gibbs energy of formation for each chemical species need to be
computed. This is tabulated in JANAF database (Chase 1986) for most of the
chemical species as a function of temperature, and for the remaining species can be
computed using the equilibrium constant for the reaction that includes the required
species from Tsuji (1973). However, the data in the JANAF database is tabulated
at specific intervals of temperature which is not sufficient to compute equilibrium
chemical abundances at a range of temperatures as required in the atmosphere
models. Therefore, Gordon et al. (1994) have generated polynomial fits to compute
Gibbs energy of formation as a function of temperature using the JANAF database
and tabulated fit coefficients for various species. We use this tabulated database of fit
coefficients from Gordon et al. (1994) to compute equilibrium chemical abundances
in ATMO. The exact methodology and implementation details of the equilibrium
schemes are explained in Drummond et al. (2016).
The Gibbs energy minimisation scheme follows the method of Gordon et
al. (1994), with the thermochemical data for each species taken from McBride et
al. (1993) and McBride et al. (2002). Any gaseous species tend to condense in the
atmosphere when the temperature is below the condensation temperature of the
species, thus depleting the elemental species that form the condensate species and
drastically affecting the atmospheric structure and the spectra. Therefore, treat-
ment of condensation while computing the equilibrium chemical abundances also
becomes important.
ATMO considers three options when calculating the chemical equilibrium abun-
dances:
1) Gas-phase only - Only gas phase species are included and condensed phase species
assumed to be negligible.
2) Local condensation - Condensed species are allowed to form, depleting the gas-
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phase abundance of the elements locally but each model level is independent and
has the same elemental abundance.
3) Rainout condensation - Condensed species are allowed to form and the elemental
abundance of the elements within those condensed species are progressively depleted
along the P -T profile from high to low pressure in the atmosphere, as derived in
Section 2.8.1 in Chapter 2.
The gas-phase only approach (1) is likely to be valid for very hot atmospheres
where the temperature is above the condensation temperature of most condensate
species. The local condensation option (2) assumes that the formation of conden-
sates in one model level does not effect the availability of elements in other model
levels. Finally, the rainout condensation approach (3) assumes that once conden-
sates are formed the particles sink in the atmosphere and the elements that comprise
that condensate are depleted stoichiometrically from the layers above (e.g Barshay
et al. 1978; Burrows et al. 1999; Mbarek et al. 2016).
To compute equilibrium chemical abundances in the local condensation ap-
proach, Gibbs energy is minimised for all the gaseous and condensation species
combined together, at a particular temperature and pressure (model level). The
methodology for the rainout condensation approach is described in the next section.
2.8.1 Rainout Condensation
The Gibbs energy minimisation (chemical equilibrium) calculation requires elemen-





where natomi is the number density of atoms of the element i , natom is the
total number density of atoms and Bi is the mole fraction of the input elemental
species. Number density is defined as the number of atoms of a particular element
or chemical species per unit volume of the mixture.
However, equilibrium chemical abundances when computed, are the mole frac-





where fj is the mole fraction of the species j, nj is the number density of the
species and n is the total number density of gas, using the ideal gas law.
The differences in the quantities, the mole fraction of the input elemental
species and output product species defined in Eq. 2.51 and Eq. 2.52, respectively
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is clarified using the following example. Suppose we have a box containing one
molecule of H2 and one atom of He. In this case, the mole fraction of the element
species H and He are BH = 2/3 and BHe = 1/3, respectively, since there are two
atoms of H, one atom of He and three atoms in total. The mole fraction of the
output product species are fH2 = 1/2 and fHe = 1/2, since there is one molecule of
H2, one atom of He and two particles (one molecule plus one atom) in total.
The rainout process in the model is treated by depleting the elemental abun-
dances sequestered by the condensate species, from all of the model layers above (i.e












for k ≥ 2, where the sum is over the number of condensed species only. aij
is the number of atoms of element i in species j. We note that Bk=1i corresponds
to initial input elemental abundances. We further note that the model level k = 1
denotes the “bottom” model level (i.e the highest pressure/lowest altitude). Eq.
2.53 is dealing with the change in the mole fractions of the input elemental species.
Thus the second term on the right in Eq. 2.53 is appropriately scaled by using the
term n
natom
, so it returns the elemental species mole fraction for each element, from
the mole fraction of the output product species. We have validated this rainout
computation by comparing the initial model input elemental abundances, with the
final total element abundances sequestered in various chemical species, which are
conserved.
2.8.2 Chemical Kinetics
Although the assumption of chemical equilibrium is a good starting point for hot
Jupiter exoplanet atmospheres (Madhusudhan et al. 2016b), there are many physi-
cal processes such as horizontal and vertical mixing, photochemistry etc., that can
perturb the atmosphere out of equilibrium. Moreover, dis-equilibrium chemistry
plays an important role in governing the atmospheric abundances of cooler plan-
ets (Equilibrium temperature < ∼1000K), more likely in the super-Earth or Earth
like regime. In-fact Earth’s atmosphere is the perfect example of how the dis-
equilibrium chemistry can dramatically alter the primordial atmosphere and can
also lead to emergence of life. In ATMO, dis-equilibrium chemistry is computed
using a chemical kinetics scheme which directly deals with chemical reactions. To
obtain dis-equilibrium chemical abundances, the continuity equation given by
δni
δt
= Pi − niLi − δΦi
δz
, (2.54)
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is solved for chemical steady state, i.e δni
δt
∼ 0, where ni is the number of moles
of the species and t is the time. Pi and Li are chemical production and loss terms,
respectively, computed from the system of chemical reactions in a chemical network.
The term δΦi
δz
represents the vertical mixing, where Φi is the vertical transport flux
and z is the vertical distance co-ordinate. Since this is a 1D model, horizontal mixing
is neglected. More details about the dis-equilibrium chemistry implementation in
ATMO can be found in Drummond et al. (2016), with a more general description of
chemical kinetics in Moses (2014). In this thesis, all the results are with equilibrium
chemistry, leaving dis-equilibrium chemistry investigations for the future.
2.8.3 Metallicity
Metallicity is one of the most common terminologies used in astrophysics to describe
elemental abundances of a system. In general terms it is defined as the mass fraction







where Z is the metallicity, mi is the total mass of each element i heavier than helium
and M is the total mass of the system. Alternatively, this can also be defined as the
ratio of number of atoms of each element and the number of atoms of hydrogen per
unit volume. However, another commonly used terminology for metallicity in the












where NatomsFe is the number density (number of atoms per units volume) of
Iron (Fe) in the mixture/star, NatomsH is the number of atoms of hydrogen. The same
quantities with superscript “Sun”, denote the quantities in the Sun. Therefore, in
this case the metallicity is defined with respect to the solar metallicity. By assuming
that other heavy elements scale uniformly with Fe, this can be generalised for any
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[M/H] of 0 corresponds to solar metallicity and [M/H] of 1 corresponds to
10 times solar metallicity, where all the heavy elemental abundances other than
hydrogen and helium are 10 times more than that in the Sun.
2.8.4 C/O Ratio
The Carbon to Oxygen ratio or C/O ratio is one of the most common parameters
used in the literature to constrain the chemical composition of a planetary atmo-
sphere (Seager et al. 2005; Kopparapu et al. 2012; Madhusudhan 2012; Moses et
al. 2013a; Mollière et al. 2015; Goyal et al. 2018; Drummond et al. 2019) and also
as an indicator of the formation location of the planet in the protoplanetary disk
(Öberg et al. 2011; Madhusudhan et al. 2016a). There are three methodologies used
to vary this ratio, first by varying C/H without varying O/H (Moses et al. 2013a),
second by varying O/H without varying C/H abundances (Moses et al. 2013b; Goyal
et al. 2018) and third by varying abundance of both C/H and O/H (see Drummond
et al. 2019, for details of all 3 methodologies). In Chapters 3 and 4 we adopt the
methodology of varying O/H without varying C/H to investigate the change in
chemical abundances due to change in C/O ratio. However, in Chapter 4 we use
both, first and second methods to investigate the effect of changes in the C/O ra-
tio. The C/O ratio governs which species will dominate the planetary atmosphere,
for e.g, H2O, CH4 etc. Therefore, C/O ratio plays an important role in governing
the atmospheric structure and the observational spectra, explained in detail in the
further chapters.
2.9 Computing P -T profiles in Radiative-Convective
equilibrium
In the previous sections we discussed the details of radiative transfer and absorption
cross-section calculations, chemistry and convection, all contributing to the compu-
tation of P -T profiles. We here discuss the basic methodology used in ATMO to
compute P -T profiles in radiative-convective equilibrium, consistently with equilib-
rium chemistry. At first, we initialise the model with initial guess P -T profile which
can even be isothermal, although this will take more iterations to converge, as it
is farther away from the true solution. Chemical equilibrium abundances are then
calculated for this P -T profile as explained in Section 2.8. Using these abundances
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along with the absorption cross-sections of different chemical species, in the form
of k -coefficients, (since we use correlated-k technique) total opacity is calculated
for each layer of the atmosphere. Following this, the radiative transfer equation is
solved to compute incoming and outgoing radiative fluxes for each layer of the at-
mosphere as described in Section 2.2. The same approach is followed for convective
flux as explained in Section 2.7. This is then checked for energy flux balance in each
layer of the atmosphere as well as the atmosphere as a whole, using Eq. 2.58 for
energy conservation and Eq. 2.59 for hydrostatic equilibrium. If the condition for
energy conservation and hydrostatic equilibrium is not satisfied within the required
numerical accuracy, corresponding to error in flux balance (typical value of ∼10−3),
the P -T profile is perturbed within minimum and maximum step sizes (∼0.1-0.9)
for the next iteration. This step size is basically the multiplying factor to the tem-
perature perturbation while the model is iterating to obtain a converged solution.
These all previous steps are repeated for each iteration, until a P -T profile that
satisfies hydrostatic equilibrium and conservation of energy is obtained, consistent
with equilibrium chemistry and corresponding opacities, for a given set of planetary
characteristics. Energy conservation is given by the following equation
Frad + Fconv − σT 4int = 0, (2.58)
where Frad the radiative flux and Fconv is the convective flux as derived in
Sections 2.2 and 2.7, respectively. Tint represents the internal temperature of planet
or the temperature at which the planet is cooling.
The constraint of hydrostatic equilibrium which defines pressure structure as
a function of altitude is implemented using
d
dz
(Pgas + Pturb)− ρg = 0, (2.59)
where Pgas is pressure due to gaseous species, Pturb is turbulent pressure, z is
altitude, ρ is density and g is gravity.
Figure 2.6 shows radiative-convective equilibrium P -T profiles with and with-
out temperature inversion. Dominant physical processes in different parts of the
atmosphere can also be noticed in this figure. Convection plays important role only
in the deepest parts of the irradiated hot Jupiter atmospheres (> 100 bar), which
current observations cannot probe. Radiation governs the P -T structure across
wide range of pressures. Radiative diffusion leads to isothermal structure in the
deep atmosphere as shown in Figure 2.6, primarily because high opacity in this re-
gion decreases mean free path for the photons as in stellar atmospheres (Rybicki et
al. 1986). The interplay between absorption of stellar radiation due to optical opac-
ities and planetary emission due to infrared opacities, governs the P -T profile in the
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without inversion with inversion
Figure 2.6: Illustrative figure to show dominant processes in different parts of a hot
Jupiter atmosphere with radiative-convective equilibrium P -T profiles, with (black)
and without inversion (blue).
radiative region between ∼1 bar to 0.1 millibar, which is the only region probed by
current observations , either using transmission or emission spectra. Sufficiently high
optical opacity can lead to temperature inversion in this observed radiative region.
At the top where pressure becomes less than ∼ 0.1 millibar the atmosphere becomes
optically thin and most of the radiation penetrates this part of the atmosphere.
2.10 Computation of Transmission Spectra
The computation of transmission spectra fundamentally involves computing the
spectral radius of the planet, which is dependant on the atmospheric structure and
its composition. Therefore, to compute transmission spectra it is required to solve
the radiative transfer equation in the tangential geometry (instead of radial) as
shown in Figure 2.60.







b db(1− e−τ˜(b,λ)), (2.60)
where Rp,eff(λ) is the wavelength dependent effective planetary radius includ-
ing the atmosphere, Rp,opq(λ) is the radius below which the atmosphere is optically
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Figure 2.7: Geometry of transmission spectrum computation. I0 is the incoming
stellar radiation, Rp,eff(λ) is the wavelength dependent effective planetary radius
including the atmosphere, Rp,opq(λ) is the radius below which the atmosphere is
optically thick, Rp,TOA is the radius at the top of the atmosphere, b is the impact
parameter, τ˜(b, λ) is the atmospheric optical depth, s is the ray path coordinate.
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thick, Rp,TOA is the radius at the top of the atmosphere, b is the impact parameter
which is the perpendicular distance of the radiation beam from the the planet centre
as shown in Figure 2.7, all in cm. τ˜(b, λ) is the atmospheric optical depth which for
a 1D P -T profile is spherically symmetric and independent of φ but is a function of





where smin is the minimum path coordinate of the ray as it leaves the atmo-
sphere as illustrated in Figure 2.7, while smax is the maximum path coordinate where
the ray enters the atmosphere both in cm, ρ(s) is the density in g/cm3 at path s
given by
√
r2 − b2 in cm and κρ(λ, s) is the opacity as a function of wavenumber
and path s in cm2/g. This gives the effective radius of the planet as a function
of wavelength which represents the model transmission spectra of the planet. It
is worth noting that the chemical and the thermodynamic structure of the atmo-
sphere imprint their signature in the transmission spectra via ρ and κ variables. We
note that we assume single scattering and neglect refraction while computing our
transmission spectra.
2.11 Contribution Function
Emission spectrum represents the top of the atmosphere (TOA) flux at different
wavelengths for a given planet. However, this is a combination of flux from the
different layers of the atmosphere. To identify the levels of the atmosphere con-
tributing the most to this top of the atmosphere (TOA) emission spectra, the Con-
tribution function (CF) (Chamberlain et al. 1987; Knutson et al. 2009; Drummond
et al. 2018b) is calculated given by,




where ν is the frequency, T is the temperature, B(ν, T ) is the Planck emission,
τν is the optical depth and P is the pressure at each level of the atmosphere. The
vertical P -T profile and the wavelength dependent optical depth, are the primary
quantities required to calculate the contribution function. Optical depth is a func-
tion of transmittance which decreases as we go deeper in the planet’s atmosphere.
Therefore, the CF is higher in the region where there is a larger change in the op-
tical depth or transmittance for a unit change in the pressure (altitude) over the
same region. In simpler terms, the CF peaks in the region where the wavelength
dependent optical depth is one, when planet is being probed from the top of the
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atmosphere.
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Chapter 3
Planet Specific Library of Forward
Model Transmission Spectra
“Hesitating to act because the
whole vision might not be achieved,
or because others do not yet share
it, is an attitude that only hinders
progress.”
— Mahatma Gandhi
Simulated exoplanet transmission spectra are critical for planning and inter-
pretation of observations and to explore the sensitivity of spectral features to at-
mospheric thermochemical processes. Although HST observations have led to the
detection of several species (Sing et al. 2013; Sing et al. 2016), it is limited by its
wavelength coverage (0.2 to 1.7 µ m). The launch of the James Webb Space Tele-
scope (JWST) in 2018 will enable probing exoplanet atmospheres from wavelengths
of 0.6 all the way up-to 28 µ m (Beichman et al. 2014; Greene et al. 2016). There-
fore, it will be extremely valuable for the detection of species with signatures in the
mid to near-infrared, which can provide constraints on various physical parameters
such as the temperature, C/O ratio and metallicity. In this chapter we present a
grid of forward model transmission spectra for 117 exoplanets that are scientifically
important targets for characterisation. The grid for each target consists of a range
of variables; atmospheric temperature, metallicity, C/O ratio, haziness and cloudi-
ness (described in Section 3.3.2). This grid is publicly available online1,2, and we
encourage the community to use it as a tool to assist them in planning future obser-
vations, such as with JWST, HST and various ground based telescopes, along-with
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alongside atmospheric retrieval analysis.
In Section 3.1 the input parameters and schemes, including the opacity sources
and their implementation, and chemistry setup is described. In Section 3.2 the
validation of chemistry scheme with local and rainout condensation is shown. In
Section 3.3 we describe the basis for the selection of planets in the current grid and
the model setup, along-with the description and justification of the chosen param-
eter space. In Section 3.4 we present a comparison between spectra derived from
isothermal and radiative-convective equilibrium pressure-temperature profiles (here-
after termed “isothermal P -T profiles” and “consistent P -T profiles”, respectively).
Decoupled transmission spectrum is shown and described in Section 3.5 to identify
major spectral features in transmission spectra by using HD 2094588b as an exam-
ple. In Section 3.6 we provide the analysis of the model simulations over the entire
parameter space for a subset of planets. In Section 3.7 we present an interpretation
of the observations from Sing et al. (2016), and the inferred best fit characteristics.
In Section 3.8 we demonstrate the application of the grid to plan observations, by
using one of our simulations as an input to the JWST simulator PandExo (Batalha
et al. 2017). Finally, we summarise this chapter in Section 3.9.
3.1 Input Schemes, Data and Parameters
3.1.1 Opacity Setup for the Grid
Hot Jupiter exoplanets are expected to be H2 and He dominated. Therefore, pressure
broadening due to H2 and He species has to be taken into account for each radia-
tively important gaseous species in the model (see Amundsen et al. 2014; Hedges
et al. 2016, for details). However, HITRAN only provides air and self pressure
broadened line widths for various gases which will not be accurate for hot Jupiter
exoplanets. We include an up-to-date set of opacities for high temperature exoplanet
atmospheres in ATMO primarily from ExoMol (Tennyson et al. 2016), with H2 and
He broadening taken into account for the species where data are available, otherwise
we use the air broadening parameters from HITRAN. Table 3.1 shows the updated
source of line lists compared to Amundsen et al. (2014), for various molecules and
the corresponding partition functions used in ATMO. Updated pressure broadening
parameters for each molecule are also documented in Table 3.2. We note that we
exclude CrH opacities in the current model simulations, due to non availability of
thermochemical constants to compute equilibrium chemical abundances of CrH.
At higher metallicities, atmospheric abundance of species other than H2 and
He such as CO, H2O, CO2, H2S, etc., become significant. In such conditions, the
effect of broadening due to all major species on all the other radiatively impor-
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tant species should be taken into account. It is difficult to accurately comment
on the effect of pressure broadening at high metallicities since no study has been
done in that area according to our knowledge, although the need for laboratory
measurements in this region of the parameter space has been highlighted in Fortney
et al. (2016). However, equilibrium chemistry calculations show that even at 200
times solar metallicity the composition remains H2 and He dominated, allowing us
to perform simulations up-to this upper limit of metallicity. Since absorption coeffi-
cient calculations are sensitive to atmospheric composition, one of the future goals
of our research is to generate an opacity database for a larger range of compositions.
We have considered only those opacities making a significant contribution
to the derived spectra in our analysis. For example, C2H2 and C2H4 have almost
overlapping absorption peaks throughout the spectrum except between 10 to 12 µm.
However, C2H2 opacity dominates over C2H4 opacity. Also equilibrium chemistry
dictates that if C2H4 is present in the atmosphere C2H2 will also be present (Moses
et al. 2011) with almost equal or higher concentrations, even at high C/O ratios.
Therefore, we have included only C2H2 in our current analysis, since C2H2 will
effectively mask the features of C2H4.
3.1.2 Chemistry Setup for the grid
ATMO can employ two chemistry schemes, a Gibbs energy minimisation scheme follow-
ing Gordon et al. (1994) used for equilibrium chemistry calculations and a chemical
kinetics scheme that currently adopts the chemical network of Venot et al. (2012).
The exact methodology and implementation details of both schemes are explained
in Drummond et al. (2016). The chemical kinetics scheme can also be used to sim-
ulate non-equilibrium physical processes like vertical mixing and photochemistry.
The coupling of the radiative-convective scheme with the chemistry (equilibrium
and non-equilibrium) scheme also allows fully consistent modelling, where both the
P -T profile and the chemical abundances are solved for simultaneously. Therefore,
it provides a final P -T and chemical abundances profiles which are physically con-
sistent with each other. However, as a grid for a range of planets requires extensive
computational resources, we restrict ourselves to equilibrium chemistry for this work.
Using equilibrium chemistry, to model hot Jupiter atmospheres is also a reasonable
assumption, due to high temperature of these planets.
For this particular analysis, a total of 258 chemical species comprising of both
gaseous and condensate species were included. The 23 elements included in the
model to form these 258 species are H, He, C, N, O, Na, K, Si, Ar, Ti, V, S, Cl,
Mg, Al, Ca, Fe, Cr, Li, Cs, Rb, F and P. Local chemical equilibrium abundances
are computed by minimising the Gibbs energy independently on each model level.
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Molecule Line list Partition Function
H2O Barber et al. (2006) Barber et al. (2006)
CO2 Tashkun et al. (2011) Rothman et al. (2009)
CO Rothman et al. (2010) Rothman et al. (2009)
CH4 Yurchenko et al. (2014) Yurchenko et al. (2014)
NH3 Yurchenko et al. (2011) Sauval et al. (1984)
Na VALD31 Sauval et al. (1984)
K VALD31 Sauval et al. (1984)
Li VALD31 Sauval et al. (1984)
Rb VALD31 Sauval et al. (1984)
Cs VALD31 Sauval et al. (1984)
TiO Plez (1998) Sauval et al. (1984)
VO McKemmish et al. (2016) Sauval et al. (1984)
FeH Wende et al. (2010) Wende et al. (2010)
CrH2 Tennyson et al. (2012) Burrows et al. (2002)
PH3 Sousa-Silva et al. (2014) Sousa-Silva et al. (2014)
HCN Harris et al. (2006) Harris et al. (2006)
Barber et al. (2014) Barber et al. (2014)
C2H2 Rothman et al. (2013) Rothman et al. (2013)
H2S Rothman et al. (2013) Rothman et al. (2013)
SO2 Underwood et al. (2016) Underwood et al. (2016)
H2-H2 CIA Richard et al. (2012) N/A
H2-He CIA Richard et al. (2012) N/A
Table 3.1: Molecular line lists used in ATMO and their sources.
1Heiter et al. (2008) (http://vald.astro.uu.se/~vald/php/vald.php).
2Note : CrH opacities are not included in the grid (see Section 3.1.1).
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Molecule Broadener Line Width Source Exponent Source
H2 Gamache et al. (1996) Gamache et al. (1996)H2O He Solodov et al. (2009)
and Steyert et
al. (2004)
Gamache et al. (1996)
H2 Padmanabhan et
al. (2014)
Sharp et al. (2007)
CO2 He Thibault et al. (1992) Thibault et al. (2000)
H2 Régalia-Jarlot et
al. (2005)
Le Moal et al. (1986)
CO
He BelBruno et al. (1982)
and Mantz et
al. (2005)
Mantz et al. (2005)
H2 Pine (1992) and Mar-
golis (1993)
Margolis (1993)
CH4 He Pine (1992) Varanasi et al. (1990)
H2 Hadded et al. (2001)
and Pine et al. (1993)
Nouri et al. (2004)
NH3 He Hadded et al. (2001)
and Pine et al. (1993)
Sharp et al. (2007)
H2 Allard et al. (1999),
Allard et al. (2003),
and Allard et
al. (2007)
Sharp et al. (2007)
Na
He Allard et al. (1999),
Allard et al. (2003),
and Allard et
al. (2007)
Sharp et al. (2007)
H2 Allard et al. (1999),
Allard et al. (2003),
and Allard et
al. (2007)
Sharp et al. (2007)
K
He Allard et al. (1999),
Allard et al. (2003),
and Allard et
al. (2007)
Sharp et al. (2007)
H2 Allard et al. (1999) Sharp et al. (2007)Li, Rb, Cs
He Allard et al. (1999) Sharp et al. (2007)
H2 Sharp et al. (2007) Sharp et al. (2007)TiO, VO
He Sharp et al. (2007) Sharp et al. (2007)
H2 Sharp et al. (2007) Sharp et al. (2007)FeH, CrH
He Sharp et al. (2007) Sharp et al. (2007)
H2 Bouanich et al. (2004) Levy et al. (1994)PH3 He Salem et al. (2005) Levy et al. (1994)
H2 Landrain et al. (1997) Sharp et al. (2007)HCN
He Landrain et al. (1997) Sharp et al. (2007)
C2H2,H2S,
SO2
Air Rothman et al. (2009) Rothman et al. (2009)
Table 3.2: Type and source of pressure broadening for all opacities used in ATMO.
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This scheme has been validated by reproducing the results of the TECA chemical
equilibrium code (Venot et al. 2012), as well as the analytical solutions to chemical
equilibrium by Burrows et al. (1999) and Heng et al. (2016). For more details on
the chemistry schemes see Drummond et al. (2016). The list of all gaseous and
condensate species used for equilibrium chemistry computation in this analysis is
given below:
H2, O-3P, O-1D, CO, C, CH, 3CH2, 1CH2, H2O, O2, H2O2, CH4, H2CO,
CH3OH, CO2, CH3OOH, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, CH2CO, CH3CHO, C2H5OH, C2H5OOH,
CH3COOOH, C3H8, C4H8Y, C4H10, C2H5CHO, C3H7OH, C2H6CO, C2H8CO, C2H3CHOZ,
cC2H4O, H, C7H8, OH, OOH, CH3, HCO, CH2OH, CH3O, CH3OO, C2H, C2H3,
C2H5, CHCO, CH2CHO, CH3CO, C2H5O, C2H4OOH, C2H5OO, CH3COOO, 1C3H7,
1C4H9, CH3OCO, CO2H, 2C2H4OH, 1C2H4OH, 2C3H7, 2C4H9, N2, He, Ar, N-4S,
N-2D, NH, NH2, NH3, NNH, NO, NO2, N2O, NCN, HNO, CN, HCN, H2CN, HCNN,
HCNO, HOCN, HNCO, HON, NCO, HNO2, HONO, NO3, HONO2, CH3ONO,
CH3NO2, CH3NO, C3H7O, C4H9O, cC6H6, N2O3, NH2OH, N2O4, N2H2, N2H3,
N2H4, HNNO, HNOH, HNO3, H2NO, CNN, H2CNO, C2N2, HCNH, Na, NaH,
NaO, NaOH, NaCl, K, KH, KO, KOH, KCl, HO2, SO, SO2, Cl, HCl, ClO, Cl2,
Ti, TiO, V, VO, Si, SiH, S, SH, H2S, Mg, MgH, MgS, Al, AlH, AlOH, Al2O,
Al2O3, Fe, FeH, Cr, CrN, CrO, Ca, F, HF, Li, LiCl, LiH, LiF, Cs, CsCl, CsH,
CsF, Rb, RbCl, RbH, RbF, P, PH, PH3, PO, P2, PS, PH2, P4O6, Ca(a), Ca(b),
Ca(l), Ti3O5(a), Ti3O5(b), Ti3O5(l), Ti(a), Ti(b), Ti(l), TiO(a), TiO(b), TiO(l),
V(cr), V(l), VO(s), VO(l), V2O3(s), V2O3(l), V2O4(a), V2O4(b), V2O4(l), V2O5(s),
V2O5(l), Cr(a), Cr(b), Cr(l), Na2S(a), Na2S(b), Na2S(l), K2S(a), K2S(b), K2S(c),
K2S(l), KCl(l), KCl(s), Na(l), Na(cr), K(l), K(cr), S(l), S(cr1), S(cr2), NaCl(l),
NaCl(s), MgSiO3(a), MgSiO3(b), MgSiO3(c), MgSiO3(l), Mg2SiO4(s), Mg2SiO4(l),
MgAl2O4(s), MgAl2O4(l), Al2O3(a), Al2O3(l), SiO2(hqz), SiO2(l), NaAlSi3O8(s),
Na2O(l), Na2O(a), Na2O(c), NaAlSiO4(s), KAlSi2O6(s), Fe(a), Fe(b), Fe(c), Fe(d),
Fe(l), FeS(a), FeS(b), FeS(c), FeS(l), H2O(l), H2O(s), NH3(l), NH3(s), Cr2O3(a),
Cr2O3(b), Cr2O3(c), Cr2O3(d), Cr2O3(l), LiAlO2(s), LiAlO2(l), CsCl(a), CsCl(b),
CsCl(l), RbCl(cr), RbCl(l), H3PO4(l), H3PO4(cr).
where species with brackets indicate condensate species and cr stands for crys-
talline, l for liquid, s for solid and a,b,c represent different states. O-3P and O-1D
are allotropes of atomic Oxygen, similarly N-4S, N-2D are allotropes of Nitrogen.
Prefix “c” before Carbon species denote cyclic molecule.
As described in Chapter 2 Section 2.8, there are three options to compute equi-
librium chemical abundances in ATMO, namely, gas-phase, local condensation and
rainout condensation. All the model simulations in the grid are performed using the
equilibrium chemistry scheme including both, local condensation and condensation
with rainout. Condensation with rainout mechanism is implemented differently in
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Figure 3.1: Figure showing equilibrium chemical abundances from ATMO (solid lines)
and GGchem (Woitke et al. 2018) (dashed lines) for a range of temperatures for
CO, H2O, CH4, CO2, Na, K, TiO, VO and H2S at 1 millibar pressure level in the
atmosphere. Horizontal axis shows temperature in K and vertical axis shows the
mole fraction (dimensionless) of the chemical species. (b) Same as 1a but for C2H2,
NH3, HCN, SO2, FeH, Li, Rb and PH3.
different planetary atmospheric models (Burrows et al. 1999; Lodders et al. 2006a;
Fortney et al. 2008; Mbarek et al. 2016), explained in detail in the next section.
The solar elemental abundances are adopted from Asplund et al. (2009). In
a particular simulation, the elemental abundances are then adjusted for the set
metallicity and C/O ratio parameters. The metallicity is taken into account by
multiplying the abundances of the elements (except H, He and O) by the appropriate
factor, and then re-normalising such that the sum of the fractional abundances is
equal to unity. We note that the oxygen abundance is set via the carbon abundance
and the prescribed C/O ratio following Moses et al. (2011), and the C/O ratio refers
to total elemental abundance across gas and condensate phase.
3.2 Validating the Chemistry Scheme
3.2.1 Equilibrium chemistry with local condensation
The chemical abundances of different output species in a chemical equilibrium model
is dependant on the method of equilibrium scheme, source of input solar elemental
abundances, list of species considered for equilibrium chemistry computation and the
thermodynamic data of the chemical species. Therefore, to validate the chemistry
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Figure 3.2: Same as 3.1 but for C2H2, NH3, HCN, SO2, FeH, Li, Rb and PH3.
scheme as well as the model choices made for the grid, we compare with the output
of other published models to compute equilibrium chemical abundances.
Figure 3.1 and 3.2 present chemical abundances derived using ATMO (solid
lines) compared against those derived using the GGchem chemical model (Woitke
et al. 2018), for all the species for which we included opacities in Goyal et al. (2018),
except Caesium (Cs), which is not included in GGchem chemical model. For this
comparison we adopt local condensation (without rainout) and the solar elemental
abundances of Lodders (2003) for both models, and the condensate list for ATMO
matches that of Goyal et al. (2018). The major differences between the GGchem
and the ATMO model choices used in Goyal et al. (2018, 2019a) are the included
element and condensate species, the methodology to compute equilibrium chemi-
cal abundances and the source of thermodynamic data. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 shows
that the agreement for most of the species is very good, except for a substantial
difference in PH3 and to a lesser extent for FeH and Li. The differences in PH3
abundances, between ATMO and GGchem, is likely due to differences in the list
of condensate species included and the source of thermodynamic data. However,
doubt on the accuracy of thermodynamic data of various phosphorous species which
affect the PH3 abundances, contained in the JANAF database (Chase 1986), has
been raised by Lodders et al. (2002b), suggesting we cannot perform an accurate
benchmarking for this species. Since thermodynamic data for FeH is not available in
the JANAF database, we estimate it using the equilibrium constant for the reaction,
Fe + H <=> FeH from Tsuji (1973) in ATMO. However, the GGChem model adopts
the thermodynamic data from Barklem et al. (2016), thus offering a potential reason
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Figure 3.3: Figure showing equilibrium chemical abundances with condensation and
rainout following the isothermal P -T profile from ATMO (solid lines) with same model
inputs as used in the library and Exo–transmit (Kempton et al. 2017) (dashed lines)
for a range of temperatures for various important chemical species (in terms of
opacity contribution at solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio) at 1 millibar pressure
level in the atmosphere. Horizontal axis shows temperature in K and vertical axis
shows the mole fraction (dimensionless) of the chemical species.
for the differences in FeH. The sudden drop in Li abundances for temperatures less
than 1100K in ATMO can be attributed to differences in the condensate list between
ATMO and GGchem. However, this is observationally insignificant due to its low
abundances. Aside from PH3, FeH and Li, Figure 3.1 and 3.2 validates the ATMO
equilibrium chemistry scheme including local condensation against one of the most
up to date and well tested open source chemical equilibrium models available.
3.2.2 Equilibrium chemistry with rainout condensation
To validate the ATMO equilibrium chemistry scheme under the assumption of rain-
out condensation, we compare with the chemical abundances obtained from Exo–
transmit (Kempton et al. 2017; Mbarek et al. 2016). Figures 3.3 and 3.4, show the
equilibrium abundances for the main species (in terms of abundance and opacity
contribution at solar metallicity and C/O ratio), derived using ATMO and Exo-
transmit. For this comparison ATMO has been setup to include condensation with
rainout, the solar elemental abundances of Asplund et al. (2009) (as used in Goyal
et al. 2018) and the same list of condensates as Goyal et al. (2018). For Exo-
transmit, the default values from Lodders (2003) have been used for the solar el-
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Figure 3.4: Same as 3.3 but with sequential rainout approach along constant pressure
and solar elemental abundances from Lodders (2003) in ATMO
Figure 3.5: Schematic figure explaining two different rainout techniques, one follow-
ing the constant temperature from high to low pressure as in ATMO and the other
sequential rainout technique, following the constant pressure path from high to low
temperature, as adopted in Exo-transmit.
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emental abundances. Figure 3.3 shows a rapid decrease in the abundances of cer-
tain species as a function of temperature, caused by condensation and subsequent
rainout, at markedly different temperatures between ATMO and Exo–transmit. The
main cause of this difference is the numerical technique employed, combined with
the assumption of an isothermal temperature–pressure profile. In ATMO the atmo-
spheric chemistry is calculated first at highest pressures, and then following the
temperature–pressure profile towards lower pressures. When a given species con-
denses, the elements that form that condensate are removed from the atmospheric
column for all levels at lower pressures, i.e. rainout. However, in Exo–transmit, for
a given temperature and pressure, the chemical mixture is calculated by moving,
at constant pressure, from 3000K toward the required temperature. Similarly, once
a condensate is formed it is removed from the atmosphere for subsequent steps.
Figure 3.4 shows a comparison where the ATMO calculation has been adapted to
replicate the rainout technique adopted in Exo–transmit, along-with the use of solar
elemental abundances from Lodders (2003) matching Exo–transmit. The very good
agreement in chemical abundances, for almost all species, seen in Figure 3.4 reveals
that the differences apparent in Figure 3.3 are primarily due to model choices. The
differences in PH3 abundances seen here can again be attributed to differences in list
of condensate species and thermodynamic data, as seen previously when comparing
with the GGchem model.
The two different rainout approaches adopted by ATMO and Exo-transmit,
are shown in schematic form in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5 shows the condensation curve
for Na2S species, and two hypothetical P -T profiles, alongside an isothermal one.
The chemical mixture at the point marked by the green dot, on the isothermal
profile (a simplified assumption for two hypothetical P -T profiles) is dependent on
the method employed. In ATMO, we follow the isothermal atmospheric P -T profile
vertically (i.e. from high to low pressures), performing sequential condensation and
rainout to reach the green dot, while Exo–transmit iterates from high to low tem-
peratures, at constant pressure, sequentially condensing species (and raining them
out) along this path to reach the green dot. For the first hypothetical profile, which
crosses the Na2S condensation curve3 at high pressures, the ATMO approach will re-
sult in a closer agreement between the isothermal and first hypothetical P -T profile,
whereas the Exo–transmit method will be in disagreement. For the second hypothet-
ical P -T profile, which does not cross the Na2S curve, the Exo–transmit approach
will result in a better match between the isothermal and hypothetical P -T profile,
under the assumption of rainout. In summary, the differences in the calculated
chemical abundances between ATMO and Exo–transmit can be largely explained by
3The condensation in both models is calculated using Gibbs energy minimisation, so the con-
densation curves are purely illustrative
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both a choice of condensation/rainout approach and adopted solar elemental abun-
dances. However, neither model approach to condensation is demonstrably more
accurate, and as shown schematically in Figure 3.5 both can lead to errors under
the assumption of an isothermal profile.
3.3 Numerical setup for the Grid
We use 50 vertical model levels with minimum and maximum optical depths of 10−7
and 10 at 1 µm, respectively. This covers the atmospheric region that is charac-
terised via transmission spectra (∼0.1-100 millibar), with reasonable computational
time for each model run. However, when we compute P -T profiles as performed in
model validation Section 3.4, our maximum optical depth limit is 2× 105 at 1 µm,
since we need to compute temperatures even in the higher pressure region (∼ 10
bar). Also to standardise the comparison of transmission spectra for a range of vari-
ables, we set the pressure at which the radius of the planet is defined at 1 millibar
(Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2008). We note that there exists a degeneracy between
reference transit radius and associated reference pressure as highlighted by Lecave-
lier Des Etangs et al. (2008) and Heng et al. (2017). Transmission spectra probes
the atmospheric region around ∼0.1-100 millibar, therefore we restrict our upper
atmosphere model boundary pressure to 10−6 bar. The input stellar spectra for
each planetary model grid are taken from the BT-Settl4 models (Allard et al. 2012;
Rajpurohit et al. 2013). These stellar spectra are selected according to closest ob-
tained host star temperature, gravity and metallicity from the TEPCAT database
(Southworth 2011a). All the parameters required for model initialisation like stel-
lar radius, planetary radius, planetary equilibrium temperature, surface gravity and
semi-major axis are also adopted from TEPCAT5 database, along with observational
parameters like stellar Vmag and Kmag for target selection (see Appendix B.1).
3.3.1 Target Selection
An order of magnitude estimate of the observable transit signal can be calculated
using basic geometry (Winn 2010), by using planet parameters and taking the ratio
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Figure 3.6: Figure showing host star K magnitude vs. one atmospheric scale height
observable transit signal in parts per million (ppm) for all the planets selected in
the grid. Colours indicate the temperature of the planet based on the scale, and the
size shows the planet mass relative to the mass of the Jupiter. Grey lines indicate
contours at theoretical relative signal to noise (SNR) ratio values of 20, 10 and 2.1
(for WASP-43b) from top to bottom.
100 1000






















Figure 3.7: Same as 3.6 but for V magnitude and SNR contours of 20, 10 and 1 (for
WASP-43b) from top to bottom.
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where OTS is the observable transit signal for one scale height of the atmo-
sphere in parts per million (ppm), H is scale height given by KT/µg, where K is
the Boltzmann constant, T is the planetary equilibrium temperature, µ is the mean
molecular weight of the planetary atmosphere which in this case is for a H2 and
He dominated atmosphere, g is the planetary surface gravity, Rp is the planetary
radius within which the planet is optically thick at all wavelengths and R∗ is the
stellar radius, all in CGS units. The OTS for each planet and their host star Vmag
and Kmag are plotted in Figure 3.6, along with contours, at a particular relative







where SNRc is the theoretical relative signal to noise ratio of the contour,
SNRref is the same for the reference planet, OTSc are the range of one scale height
observable transit signal plotted in the contours, while OTSref is the OTS for the
reference planet, Vc and Vref are the V magnitudes in the contours and reference
planet host star, respectively. In our case we have taken WASP-12b as our reference
to plot SNR contours in Figure 3.6 and 3.7. This SNR for WASP-12b is calculated
with five scale height transit depth value and the average noise calculated from Man-
dell et al. (2013) for one transit. These contours are used to select observationally
significant atmospheres of exoplanets as shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7.
We select the planets with theoretical relative SNR greater than that of WASP-
43b in Vmag and Kmag as shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7. We have deliberately chosen
to make this grid planet specific, rather than exploring the huge parameter space of
mass, radius, gravity etc., which would have increased the size of the grid substan-
tially. Making it planet specific is also very helpful to directly use it for observa-
tional proposals and interpretation without interpolation. All the planets with their
parameters and references, selected in our current grid of model simulations from
TEPCAT database (Southworth 2011a), are shown in Appendix B.1.
3.3.2 Parameter Space Selection
This section describes in detail, the parameter space of the grid for which model
transmission spectra are generated. These parameters have been selected based on
the most important physical parameters affecting the transmission spectra and the
computational feasibility of running the simulations for a range of planets. For
each planet, five major parameters are varied and are listed in Table 3.3. The first
parameter is the temperature of the planet, which is not a well constrained parameter
observationally, since it is dependent on various other properties of the atmosphere.
However, it has a profound effect on the transmission spectra of a planet (Fortney
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Temperature Metallicity C/O-ratio Haze Grey




Teq - 300 0.005 0.15 1 (No Haze) 0 (No Cloud)
Teq - 150 0.1 0.35 10 0.06
Teq 1 0.56 150 0.2
Teq+ 150 10 0.70 1100 1
Teq + 300 50 0.75
100 1
200 1.5
Table 3.3: Table showing the entire parameter space of the grid. The temperature
is with respect to the planetary equilibrium temperature (Teq). The C/O ratio of
0.56 is solar value. The haze enhancement factor is with respect to gaseous Rayleigh
scattering. The grey cloudiness factor is with respect to H2 scattering cross-section
at 350 nm.
et al. 2010). The zeroth order Teq calculated based on the distance of the planet
from the host star is the only known parameter. When computing transmission
spectra we are concerned with the temperature approximately around the 1 millibar
pressure region of the atmosphere. Therefore, Teq is used as a first guess. We vary
the temperature of the planetary atmosphere in increments of 150K to a maximum
of ±300K, with respect to the Teq of the planet, giving a total of 5 temperature grid
points per planet as shown in Table 3.3. The selection of 150K increment is based
on the typical temperature uncertainty in the observational transmission spectra
(Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2008). The selection of maximum variation of ±300K
is based on a compromise between computational feasibility and accuracy required
to capture major spectral features. The metallicity of a planet is a parameter which
indirectly determines the chemical composition of its atmosphere, thereby affecting
its observable signatures in the transmission spectra. The metallicity is varied from
sub-solar to super-solar values: 0.005, 0.5, 1, 10, 50, 100 and 200 times solar.
Öberg et al. (2011) and Madhusudhan et al. (2016a) provided evidence of
utilising C/O ratios to constrain the location of planetary formation in the debris
disk. Its effect on the exoplanet atmospheric chemistry has been studied extensively
by Seager et al. (2005), Kopparapu et al. (2012), Madhusudhan (2012), and Moses
et al. (2013a). In particular, Mollière et al. (2015) developed a very extensive grid
for various C/O ratios and analysed its effect on the emission spectrum. The C/O
ratios are selected here based on the current important transition values guided by
previous studies. Our selection of lower C/O ratios (0.15 and 0.35) was guided by
model fitting to observations, since some of the observations were consistent with
very low C/O ratio (see Section 3.7). Therefore, our parameter space contains C/O
ratios of 0.15, 0.35, 0.56, 0.7, 0.75, 1 and 1.5. The solar C/O ratio is ∼0.56 (Caffau
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et al. 2011).
Sing et al. (2016) presented a comparative planetology of various exoplanets
that highlighted the importance of haze and clouds in understanding and charac-
terising exoplanet atmospheres using transmission spectra. Lecavelier Des Etangs
et al. (2008) and Sing et al. (2015) and Sing et al. (2016) highlighted the effect of
haze in muting the spectral features in transmission spectra. Therefore, haze in the
form of Rayleigh scattering having variable strengths with respect to the nominal
multi-gas Rayleigh scattering has been included in the grid as a fourth parameter.
αhaze, the haze enhancement factor, explained in Section 2.6.2 is varied in the grid in
steps such that it leads to approximately one scale height change in the transmission
spectrum, where the Rayleigh scattering dominates, which leads to multiplication
factors 1, 10, 150, 1100 times nominal multi-gas Rayleigh scattering in the grid.
A grey scattering opacity representing clouds of different scattering cross-
sections is used as a fifth parameter. We use a grey cloud strength factor (αcloud)
(see Section 2.6.2) of 0.06, 0.2 and 1 corresponding to scattering opacity (κ) of ∼
1.5 × 10−4, 5 × 10−4 and 2.5 × 10−3 cm2/g, respectively in the grid. αcloud = 0
corresponds to clear sky scenario. These factors were chosen based on the change
in the 1.4 µm H2O spectral feature due to addition of grey clouds, particularly for
the test case of HD 189733b (McCullough et al. 2014; Sing et al. 2016; Heng et
al. 2017). However, since these factors correspond to fixed values of scattering opac-
ity, they are independent of planetary parameters. The factors 0.06, 0.2 and 1 led
to the transit radius ratio of this 1.4 µm feature being reduced to ∼66%, 33% and
15%, respectively, compared to clear atmosphere case (see Figure 3.26 discussed in
Section 3.6.4). In ATMO, clouds can be specified at any level in the atmosphere. How-
ever, we specify clouds throughout the atmosphere (all 50 levels), while changing its
scattering strength to represent the degree of cloudiness.
3.4 Validation of Transmission Spectra using Isother-
mal P -T profile with those using radiative-convective
equilibrium profile
In Goyal et al. (2018) we calculated transmission spectra adopting isothermal P -T
profiles. In this section we explain the differences between transmission spectra com-
puted using isothermal P -T profiles and those using consistent radiative-convective
equilibrium P -T profiles. We note that model transmission spectra with isothermal
P -T profiles have been shown sufficient to explain the observations (see Fortney
2005; Heng et al. 2017).
To quantify the effect of assuming an isothermal P -T profile as opposed to cal-
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Figure 3.8: (a) Figure showing differences (residuals) in transit depth (R2p/R2?)
generated using radiative-convective equilibrium P -T profiles and isothermal P -T
profile (in the sense consistent minus isothermal) for the isothermal temperatures
in our parameter space for GJ 3470b which are 304K (green), 604K (blue) and
904K (grey). Thicker line in blue for 604K shows minimum residuals and green
line for 304K shows maximum residuals. Spectra with equilibrium P -T profile is
using the recirculation factor of 0.5. Residuals are shown both in transit depth in
parts per million (ppm) on left and number of scale heights on right Y-axis. X-axis
shows wavelength in µm. (b) Figure showing radiative-convective equilibrium P -
T profiles for a recirculation factor of 0.5 (black), and isothermal P -T profiles in
our parameter space for GJ 3470b which are 304K (green), 604K (blue) and 904K
(grey). The condensation curves for KCl and Na2S are also shown with dotted lines
in red and blue respectively. Shaded green region highlights the atmospheric pres-
sures (altitude) probed using the transmission spectra. X-axis shows temperature
in Kelvin and Y-axis shows pressure in bar. Lower boundary pressure for isothermal
P -T profiles has been restricted to 10 bar compared to 103 bar adopted earlier in
Goyal et al. (2018).
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Figure 3.9: (a) Figure showing residuals similar to Figure 3.8a, but for hotter planet,
HD 209458b (Teq = 1459K) at 1159K (green), 1309K (blue) and 1459K (grey).
Thicker line in blue for 1309K shows minimum residuals and green line for 1159K
shows maximum residuals. (b) Figure similar to Figure 3.8b, but for HD 209458b
showing radiative-convective equilibrium P -T profiles for a recirculation factor of
0.5 (black), and isothermal P -T profile at 1159K (green), 1309K (blue) and 1459K
(grey).







































































(a) Figure showing residuals similar to Figure 3.8a, but for a hotter planet WASP-
12b (Teq = 2580K) at 2580K (green), 2730K (grey) and 2880K (blue). Thicker
line in blue for 2880K shows minimum residuals and green line for 2280K shows
maximum residuals. (b) Figure similar to Figure 3.8b but for WASP-12 showing
radiative-convective equilibrium P -T profiles for a recirculation factor of 0.5 (black),
and isothermal P -T profile at 2280K (green), 2580K (grey) and 2880K (blue).
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culating a P -T profile consistent with radiative-convective equilibrium, we compared
the two approaches for planets spanning a wide range of Teq. Namely, GJ 3470b (Teq
= 604K), HD 209458b (Teq = 1459K) and WASP-12b (Teq = 2580K). Computing
a P -T profile consistent with radiative-convective equilibrium requires adoption of
an angle of incidence (θ) for the radiative flux, and a “recirculation factor” (treated
as a reduction in incoming flux as in Fortney et al. 2007). The recirculation fac-
tor simulates the redistribution of input stellar energy in the planetary atmosphere,
by the dynamics, where a value of 1 equates to no redistribution, while 0.5 rep-
resents efficient redistribution. Simulations adopting solar metallicity, solar C/O
ratio, without cloud or haze, were then performed for the consistent case, adopting
θ = 60◦ (equating to the dayside average) and a recirculation factor of 0.5, and
compared to each of the counterpart different temperature isothermal simulations
in our grid.
The differences (residuals) between simulated spectra derived from the consis-
tent simulations and their isothermal counterparts at three different temperatures
adopted in the grid are shown for GJ 3470b, HD 209458b and WASP-12b in Figures
3.8a, 3.9a and 3.10a, respectively. Figures 3.8b, 3.9b and 3.10b show the derived
consistent (equilibrium) P -T profiles and the adopted isothermal profiles for these
simulations, alongside the condensation curves of KCl and Na2S. Figures 3.8a, 3.9a
and 3.10a include both examples of the largest and smallest residuals, and reveal
that the differences are all less than ∼1 scale height for the closest matching isother-
mal spectrum at all the wavelengths. Therefore, very high precision measurements
(e.g ∼150 ppm for HD 209458b) would be needed to detect temperature variations
via altitude-dependent scale height differences in the transmission spectra probed
region.
In the case of GJ 3470b, residuals within ∼ 1 scale height are seen for the
isothermal temperature of 604K in Figure 3.8a since this temperature is closest to
the consistent P -T profile in the transmission spectra probed region, which is al-
most isothermal, as shown in Figure 3.8b. The residuals are largest for the coolest
isothermal simulation at 304K, since it is substantially different from the consistent
P -T profile. For HD 209458b and Wasp-12b, the residuals of the closest matching
isothermal spectrum are again within ∼ 1 scale height, despite the P–T profile be-
ing far from isothermal. For optical wavelengths large residuals can be seen, for the
coolest isothermal temperature, at the core of the strong Na lines for HD 209458b
and TiO/VO lines for WASP-12b. For HD 209458b this large difference is caused
by the condensation of Na2S which occurs, as shown in Figure 3.9b, in the coolest
isothermal simulation, at pressures above 102 Pa (where the Na2S condensation curve
intersects the temperature of 1159K), but not in the consistent version. In our model
we assume efficient settling of condensates i.e. “rainout”, which as described in Sec-
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tion 2.8.1, depletes the atmosphere above the condensation point of the constituent
species. This leads to the absence of Na features in the spectrum derived from
the coolest isothermal simulation, and thus, large residuals when compared to the
radiative-convective equilibrium version. A similar effect is found for WASP-12b,
but due to condensation of TiO/VO bearing species in the coolest isothermal simu-
lation as shown in Figure 3.10a. However, additionally, there is substantial deviation
of coolest isothermal P -T profile from that of consistent profile, as seen in Figure
3.10b, increasing the residuals. It is important to note that the residuals found
between the spectra derived from the isothermal and consistent P -T profile simu-
lations are also a function of the recirculation factor adopted in the latter. As the
recirculation factor is an unconstrained parameter this introduces uncertainties into
the consistent calculation thereby effecting the match with the isothermal spectra.
In summary, for all the test case planets from our grid shown in Figures
3.8a, 3.9a and 3.10a, the assumption of an isothermal atmosphere leads to observa-
tionally negligible differences for the closest matching, most appropriate isothermal
temperature, except where the temperatures are cool enough for condensation and
subsequent rainout to occur (as is the case for lowest isothermal temperature for
these planets). In practice, different isothermal temperatures can be used for differ-
ent altitudes, as was done for for the Na line in HD 189733b (Huitson et al. 2012),
which would avoid this issue.
As described in Section 3.1.2 we assume efficient settling of condensed species
(rainout) as one of the approaches while computing the equilibrium chemistry in our
current simulations, which is a widely adopted assumption in the literature (Burrows
et al. 1999; Lodders et al. 2006a; Fortney et al. 2008; Mbarek et al. 2016). Without
a sophisticated cloud model, calculating whether a given condensate will be present
in the atmosphere or settle is not possible, so the best that can be done are the
two limiting cases of efficient settling (rainout) and efficient vertical lofting (local
condensation or no-rainout). Therefore, we develop our grid of models using this
two extreme assumptions of local condensation and rainout condensation.
3.5 Decoupled Transmission Spectra
Transmission spectra are shaped by the total opacity due to various molecular
species. Therefore, here we show the major spectral features in the transmission
spectra of hot Jupiter exoplanets across a wide wavelength regime. Figures, 3.11
and 3.12 show the transmission spectra with opacities of just individual species in-
cluded in the simulation. All the individual opacity model runs are for HD 209458b
with 1609K equilibrium temperature, solar metallicity, solar C/O ratio and a clear
atmosphere. We omit Rayleigh scattering to avoid absorption features being masked
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Figure 3.11: Figure showing transmission spectra features of each individual
molecule used in ATMO (1 to 10) for HD 209458b with 1609K equilibrium tempera-
ture, solar metallicity, solar C/O ratio and a clear atmosphere. H2-H2 (blue), H2-He
(green), H2O (red), CO2 (cyan), CO (magenta), CH4 (yellow), NH3 (lightblue), Na
(purple), K (brown), Li (lightgreen) and all 20 opacities (black). No Rp/R? offset
was applied while plotting. Rayleigh scattering is switched off to avoid absorption
features being masked at optical wavelengths. Individual simulations are divided
into blocks of 10 while plotting for clarity.

























Figure 3.12: Same as Figure 3.11 but for Rb (blue), Cs (green), TiO (red), VO
(cyan), FeH (magenta), PH3 (yellow), H2S (lightblue), HCN (purple), C2H2 (brown),
SO2 (lightgreen) and all 20 opacities (black)
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at optical wavelengths. The simulation depicted in black in both the figures include
all the 20 opacities in the ATMO, hereafter termed “all opacity simulation”. This
allows identification of major species which contribute to final transmission spectra.
With just H2-H2 or H2-He collision induced absorption (CIA) opacities in-
cluded in the simulation, shown in blue and green, respectively in Figure 3.11, we
mainly see broad band collision induced signatures of absorption, primarily in the
near infrared regions. The simulation with just water (H2O) in red (Figure 3.11),
leads to spectral features in almost all parts of the spectrum, one of the major ones
being at 1.4 µm, which has been detected in many exoplanet atmospheres. Com-
paring the all opacity simulation in black, and the simulation in red with just H2O
opacity we can clearly see that H2O dominates the final transmission spectra at solar
metallicity. This changes with change in metallicity and C/O ratio, as explained in
detail in Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3. Carbon dioxide (CO2) also has many significant
features with the strongest one at ∼4.2 µm. Carbon monoxide (CO) has extremely
large spectral signatures at around 1.6 µm, 2.2-2.8 µm and a wide-band 4 to 6 µm
feature. The comparison with the all opacity simulation also shows the substantial
contribution of CO to the final planetary transmission spectrum, especially in the
4-6 µm region. Except in the optical, methane (CH4) also has many important
features similar to H2O , with major features in the 1.2-1.3, 1.7-1.8, 2-2.8, 3-4 and
7-9 µm bands. Depending on the C/O ratios, infrared spectra can either be H2O
dominated or CH4 (carbon species) dominated (Kopparapu et al. 2012; Madhusud-
han 2012; Moses et al. 2013a; Venot et al. 2015; Mollière et al. 2015). Moreover,
since the primary absorption features between 1 to 5 µm region, alternate between
H2O and CH4 as a function of wavelength, they are in principle readily distinguish-
able. Ammonia (NH3) has some wide band spectral features, but smaller than H2O
and CH4. Sodium (Na) has one of the strongest signature in hot Jupiter spectra at
around 0.58 µm and has been detected conclusively in many of these planets. Potas-
sium (K) is the other alkali metal with very strong spectral features, the strongest
being at 0.76 µm along with many narrow features which are extremely difficult to
resolve with current instruments. We can also see from Figure 3.11, the all opacity
simulation matches the individual Na and K model spectra around 0.58 µm and 0.76
µm, respectively, demonstrating their dominance at these wavelengths.
Alkali metal elements like Lithium (Li) (shown in Figure 3.11), Rubidium
(Rb) and Cesium (Cs) (shown in Figure 3.12) have very narrow features in the
all opacity simulation, making it challenging to detect them observationally. How-
ever, broadband features can be seen in the optical wavelengths in the individual
spectra of these species, at high pressure levels (deeper) in the atmosphere, making
them important opacity sources to obtain accurate heating rates (depending on their
abundances) and thereby P -T profiles.
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Titanium oxide (TiO) and vanadium oxide (VO) don’t have any major fea-
tures at temperatures of 1600K due to their low concentrations. However, at very
high temperatures, above 2200K, TiO and VO dominate the visible region of the
spectrum suppressing the Na and K features, as seen in Figure 3.17. Due to their
high optical opacity, their presence could lead to a thermal inversion in the planetary
atmosphere (Spiegel et al. 2009; Evans et al. 2017). Iron Hydride (FeH) features
are also visible only at high temperatures similar to TiO/VO. Phosphine (PH3) has
its primary features in the infrared with the major one between 4 to 5 µm. Hydro-
gen sulphide (H2S) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) also have many strong spectral
features especially in the infrared. Equilibrium chemistry calculations show H2S is
a quite abundant species for all temperature and metallicity regimes when rainout
condensation is included (see Section 3.6.1, 3.6.2, 3.6.3), therefore its primary spec-
tral peaks at 1.5, 2 µm and between 2.5 to 3, 3.3 to 5, 6 to 10 µm will be interesting
to observe with JWST. The detection of H2S in Jupiter (Niemann et al. 1998), em-
phasised the importance of condensation with rainout, since without condensation
FeS takes up all sulphur inhibiting H2S formation. At higher metallicities, HCN be-
comes important due to an increase in its concentration. This leads to many HCN
features around 1.1µm, 1.4 to 1.5 µm , 2.5 to 2.7 µm and 3 to 3.2 µm along with a
possible broadband feature between 6 and 9 µm. Acetylene (C2H2) features are neg-
ligible at solar metallicity but increase substantially at higher metallicities due to an
increase in its concentration. Sulphur dioxide (SO2) tends to become important at
higher metallicities (See Section 4.3 for details). We note that this analysis is based
on a particular planet and specific parameters, therefore the strength of the features
might change with change in planetary and grid parameters (basically changing
chemistry). However, the position of peaks in wavelength will remain unchanged
since they are inherent characteristics of each species/molecule.
3.6 Transmission Spectra: variation with parame-
ters
The major spectral features of various species in the transmission spectrum of exo-
planets are described in Section 3.5. In this section, we explore the parameter space
for a subset of planets, to demonstrate their effect on the transmission spectra. For
brevity, we select three planets with different equilibrium temperatures covering our
target range. The effect on the transmission spectra of these planets over the entire
parameter space is investigated, along with their physical interpretation. The three
planets for which we present the analysis are, HAT-P-12b, WASP-17b and WASP-
12b, with equilibrium temperatures of 960K, 1755K and 2580K, respectively. These
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Figure 3.13: Figure showing HAT-P-12b transmission spectra for a range of temper-
atures (in Kelvin) at solar metallicity, solar C/O ratio and clear atmosphere. X-axis
is wavelength in µm and Y-axis transit radius ratio (Rp/R?).



















Figure 3.14: Same as Figure 3.13 but with local condensation approach.
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Figure 3.15: (a) Figure showing WASP-17b transmission spectra for a range of tem-
peratures, similar to Figure 3.13, with major molecular features shown at equilibrium
temperature (1755K). (b) Figure showing change in mean chemical abundances be-
tween 0.1 and 100 millibar for various molecules, with change in temperature for
WASP-17b at solar metallicity, solar C/O ratio and clear atmosphere. X-axis is
temperature in Kelvin while Y-axis shows mean abundances in units of mole frac-
tion.






















































Figure 3.16: (a) Same as Figure 3.15a but with local condensation approach. (b)
Same as Figure 3.15b but with local condensation approach.
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Figure 3.17: Figure showing WASP-12b transmission spectra for a range of temper-
atures, similar to Figure 3.13



















Figure 3.18: Same as Figure 3.17 but with local condensation approach
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three different planets cover the full range of currently observed hot Jupiter planets.
3.6.1 Effect of Temperature
The temperature structure of the planet governs the most important physical and
chemical mechanisms in a planetary atmosphere. The isothermal temperature we
adopt, is indicative of the temperature at the ∼1 millibar pressure level. The metal-
licity and C/O ratio were fixed to solar values to explore the effect of temperature,
without any changes due to other parameters.
Changes in the transmission spectral features for a range of temperatures for
HAT-P-12b with an equilibrium temperature of 960K are shown in Figure 3.13. As
the temperature increases from 660K to 1260K, the dominant spectral features vary
substantially. For temperatures from 660K to 960K, the spectra are dominated by
CH4 without any Na, K or other alkali metal features. However, at a temperature
of 1110K we see a strong Na feature at 0.589 µm, a K feature at 0.76 µm, a Li
feature at 0.67 µm and most importantly H2O features start to dominate spectra
over those of CH4. The alkali metal features of Li, Rb and Cs also start showing
their signatures at this temperature. Moreover, spectral features of CO also appear
for T>960 K, between 4 to 6 µm. The spectra with local condensation approach as
shown in Figure 3.14 is also very similar, except larger features of alkali species as
they are not removed from the atmosphere as in the rainout condensation approach.
Moreover, small features of TiO/VO can be seen at temperatures of 1260K absent
in the rainout scenario, as they are sustained in the atmosphere.
The change in transmission spectral features for a range of temperatures for
WASP-17b with an equilibrium temperature of 1755K are shown in Figure 3.15a.
The features become stronger with the increase in temperature, because the scale
height increases, implying hot planets are the best targets for transmission spec-
troscopy as found in previous studies (Fortney et al. 2010).
To understand the change in equilibrium chemical abundances with tempera-
ture, we calculate the simple linear mean abundances for some spectrally important
species in the transmission spectra probed region (0.1-100 millibar). Figure 3.15b
shows these mean abundances for WASP-17b. CO is the most abundant chemical
species after H, H2 and He (not shown here). Surprisingly, H2S is also as abundant
as H2O, but with a weak spectral signature, therefore it has not yet been detected
in any exoplanet atmosphere. However, H2S abundances decrease with increasing
temperature while that of H2O increases, especially after 1900K. The drop in CH4
abundances with increase in temperature is substantial, going from 10−8 to 10−11
mole fraction as temperature goes from 1455K to 2055K. HCN and C2H2 abun-
dances are almost constant with increase in temperature but decreases after 1900K.
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We note that the H2O mole fraction is 3.1×10−4 at 1500 K with solar metallicity and
solar C/O ratio, when only gas phase chemistry is considered, dropping to 2.4×10−4
with local and rainout condensation chemistry, which is the case for this entire grid,
as some of the oxygen is taken up by condensate species reducing elemental oxygen
available to form H2O (Moses et al. 2011).
With the increase in temperature there is a gradual increase in the concen-
tration of both TiO and VO and their features become increasingly significant for
WASP-17b, as seen in Figure 3.15b . The spectra with local condensation approach
as shown in Figure 3.16a is particularly different at lower temperatures (1455 and
1605K), since the abundance of TiO and VO becomes spectrally important even at
∼1450K in this case as compared to ∼1700K with rainout condensation approach.
Figure 3.17 shows spectra for WASP-12b with an equilibrium temperature
of 2580K. Here we clearly see the gradual increase in the TiO/VO features as we
increase the temperature from 2280 to 2880K, with the spectra substantially dom-
inated by TiO/VO with extremely large effective Rp/R? in the optical. This shows
that the presence of TiO/VO in these high temperature planetary atmospheres leads
to a substantial signature in transmission spectra in agreement with previous stud-
ies (Burrows et al. 1999; Fortney et al. 2010). It is also important to note that
TiO/VO features develop around Na and K features, thereby masking them. We
would expect Na and K to be ionised as such high temperatures, but we currently
don’t include ionisation in our model. We also see that the ratio of optical and
near-infrared bands Rp/R? change with changing temperature. The spectra with
local condensation approach as shown in Figure 3.18 is almost similar, except with
larger features due to slightly higher abundances.
3.6.2 Effect of Metallicity
Figure 3.19a, 3.20a and 3.21a show changes in the transmission spectra with changes
in metallicity for HAT-P-12b, WASP-17b and WASP-12b, respectively. Addition-
ally, their corresponding mean chemical abundances are shown in 3.19b, 3.20b and
3.21b, respectively. These simulations are at planetary equilibrium temperature,
solar C/O ratio and do not include any haze or clouds. At optical wavelengths, for
HAT-P-12b as shown in Figure 3.19a, we see the change in the Rayleigh scattering
strength as we go from sub-solar metallicities to super-solar metallicities. This is
a direct result of inclusion of multi-gas Rayleigh scattering, explained in Section
2.6.1. The larger spectral features (higher Rp/R?) at higher metallicities for all
wavelengths can be attributed to an increase in opacity (Fortney et al. 2010). In the
infrared and near infrared we see a trend where increasing metallicity leads to an
increase in the strength of spectral features. However, there is a substantial change
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Figure 3.19: (a) Figure showing HAT-P-12b transmission spectra for a range of
metallicity (times solar) at its equilibrium temperature, solar C/O ratio and clear
atmosphere. X-axis is wavelength in µm and Y-axis transit radius ratio (Rp/R?). (b)
Figure showing change in mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and 100 millibar
for various molecules, with change in metallicity for HAT-P-12b. X-axis is metallicity
(× solar) while Y-axis shows mean mole fraction.






















































Figure 3.20: (a) Figure showing WASP-17b transmission spectra for a range of
metallicity (times solar), similar to Figure 3.19a, with major molecular features
shown at highest metallicity (200x). (b) Figure showing change in mean chemical
abundances between 0.1 and 100 millibar for various molecules, with change in
metallicity for WASP-17b, similar to Figure 3.19b.
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Figure 3.21: (a) Figure showing WASP-12b transmission spectra for a range of
metallicity (times solar), similar to Figure 3.19a. (b) Figure showing change in
mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and 100 millibar for various molecules, with
change in metallicity for WASP-12b, similar to Figure 3.19b.
in the features at 50 times solar metallicity. This can be attributed to a increase in
H2O and CO2 abundances and a corresponding decrease in CH4 abundances shown
in Figure 3.19b for HAT-P-12b.
For WASP-17b, one of the major effects is the transition from TiO/VO dom-
inated optical spectra to spectra with Na and K features as we go from sub-solar
to super-solar metallicities. There is also a substantial change in the spectra for
metallicities greater than 10 times solar, primarily due to rapid increase in CO2
abundances.
Figure 3.21a shows the change in transmission spectra with changes in metal-
licity for WASP-12b, with equilibrium temperature of 2580K. At extremely sub-
solar metallicity, TiO/VO features are absent, due to their low abundances as seen
in Figure 3.21b. This is in complete contrast to effect of metallicity for WASP-17b,
indicating how different temperature regimes can result in varying effects of metal-
licity. However, the strength of TiO/VO spectral features increase with increasing
metallicity reaching its peak at solar metallicity, before decreasing again. This de-
crease in spectral feature size is primarily due to decrease in scale height of the
atmosphere as metallicity increases.
3.6.3 Effect of C/O ratio
Figures 3.22a, 3.23a and 3.24a show changes in the transmission spectra resulting
from the changes in the C/O ratio for HAT-P-12b, WASP-17b and WASP-12b,
respectively. Additionally, the mean chemical abundances are shown in 3.22b, 3.23b
and 3.24b, respectively. These simulations are at planetary equilibrium temperature,
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Figure 3.22: (a) Figure showing HAT-P-12b transmission spectra for a range of
C/O ratio at its equilibrium temperature, solar metallicity and clear atmosphere.
X-axis is wavelength in µm and Y-axis transit radius ratio (Rp/R?). (b) Figure
showing change in mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and 100 millibar for
various molecules, with change in C/O ratio for HAT-P-12b, X-axis is C/O ratio
and Y-axis is mean abundances in units of mole fraction. Dashed line indicates solar
C/O ratio.






















































Figure 3.23: (a) Figure showing WASP-17b transmission spectra for a range of
C/O ratio, similar to Figure 3.22a. (b) Figure showing change in mean chemical
abundances between 0.1 and 100 millibar for various molecules, with change in C/O
ratio for WASP-17b, similar to Figure 3.22b.
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Figure 3.24: (a) Figure showing WASP-12b transmission spectra for a range of C/O
ratio, similar to 3.22a. (b) Figure showing change in mean chemical abundances
between 0.1 and 100 millibar for various molecules, with change in C/O ratio for
WASP-12b, similar to Figure 3.22b.
solar metallicity, and do not include any haze or clouds.
For HAT-P-12b, as the C/O ratio increases CH4 features start dominating
over the H2O features, with C/O ratio of ∼0.7 being the transition value, as seen in
Figure 3.22a. Interestingly, Figure 3.22b shows that H2O and CH4 abundances are
almost equal at the C/O ratio of ∼0.7 (solar). However, H2O dominates below ∼0.7
and CH4 above it. Note that for lower C/O ratios, oxygen-bearing species such as
CO and CO2 dominate, but are replaced by other carbon-bearing species such as
HCN and C2H2 as the C/O ratio increases, thereby changing the spectra drastically.
In the case of WASP-17b, as shown in Figure 3.23a, a transition can again be
seen from a H2O to a CH4 dominated infrared spectrum as the C/O ratio increases.
However, in this case the transition occurs at a higher C/O ratio of ∼0.75 (compared
to ∼0.7 for HAT-P-12b), implying that planets with higher equilibrium temperature
have higher transition C/O ratios, in agreement with previous studies (Kopparapu
et al. 2012; Madhusudhan 2012; Moses et al. 2013a; Venot et al. 2015; Mollière
et al. 2015). Figure 3.23b shows the change in mean abundances with C/O ratio for
WASP-17b. Here, the transition from H2O to CH4 dominated chemistry occurs at
higher C/O ratio compared to HAT-P-12b. It can also be seen that C2H2 and HCN
abundances slightly increase even more than CH4 for WASP-17b, for a C/O ratio of
0.75 and higher. This results in a drastic change in transmission spectra, at a C/O
ratio of 0.75.
Figure 3.24a shows spectra for WASP-12b at solar metallicity at various C/O
ratios with a clear atmosphere. Figure 3.24a demonstrates an evolution in the
TiO/VO features with C/O ratio. For a C/O ratio up to ∼0.75, TiO/VO features
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Figure 3.25: Figure showing HD 189733b transmission spectra for a range of haze
enhancement factor at its equilibrium temperature, solar C/O ratio, solar metallicity
and no clouds. X-axis is wavelength in µm and Y-axis transit radius ratio (Rp/R?).
are dominant but decline thereafter, becoming almost absent by a C/O ratio of
1 and completely absent by 1.5. This is caused by the depletion of oxygen, and
subsequent depletion of TiO/VO, as shown in Figure 3.24b. As found for cooler
planets there is a clear transition in the spectra with C/O ratio, as shown in Figure
3.24b. However, this transition occurs at a higher C/O ratio, ∼1-1.4, compared
to that found in lower temperature planets (e.g., HAT-P-12b at a C/O ratio of
∼0.7). Furthermore, the transition in cooler planets is simply between a H2O and
CH4 dominated infrared spectrum, whereas in this hotter case HCN and C2H2 also
become more abundant, and therefore spectrally important alongside CH4 at higher
C/O ratios. Therefore, HCN may well be detectable using the NIRSPEC G395 grism
onboard JWST, which could also aid constraining planetary atmospheric C/O ratio.
We also performed additional tests adopting radiative-convective equilibrium P -T
profiles for some planets, to explore whether our conclusions relating to the C/O
transition values are robust, and find they remain unchanged, in agreement with
previous works (Kopparapu et al. 2012; Madhusudhan 2012; Moses et al. 2013a;
Venot et al. 2015; Mollière et al. 2015).
3.6.4 Effect of Haze and Clouds
Haze can be an important source of scattering in planetary atmospheres. Figure 3.25
shows the effect of our haze treatment on the transmission spectra of HD 189733b.
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Figure 3.26: Figure showing HD 189733b transmission spectra for a range of grey
cloud enhancement factor at its equilibrium temperature, solar C/O ratio, solar
metallicity and no haze. X-axis is wavelength in µm and Y-axis transit radius ratio
(Rp/R?).
It shows that as the amount of haze is increased in the atmosphere there is an
increase in the amplitude of Rayleigh scattering slope and tendency to mute features,
especially at very high values of haze enhancement factor. Haze pre-dominantly
effects the optical part of the spectrum due to its scattering nature.
Figure 3.26 shows the effect of our cloud treatment on the transmission spec-
tra of HD 189733b. An increase in cloud strength (αhaze) from 0 which indicates no
clouds, to 1 which corresponds to grey scattering opacity of 2.5 × 10−3cm2/g (ex-
plained in detail in Section 3.3.2), increasingly mutes the absorption features at all
wavelengths in the transmission spectra. Essentially, increasing cloud cover tends
to flatten the spectra. However, interestingly for very hot planets like WASP-12b,
the TiO/VO features are so large that even the maximum cloud strength in our
parameter space is not able to mute them completely. We note that our model
simulations can be used to produce a spectrum that represents patchy clouds using
a linear combination of clear and cloudy models (e.g Line et al. 2016).
3.7 Interpretation of Observations
In this section we interpret the observations of ten hot Jupiter exoplanets from
Sing et al. (2016), using model spectra from our grid. The best fitting planetary
characteristics are determined for each planet, using transmission spectra in chemical
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Figure 3.27: Figure showing the ATMO forward model grid with rainout conden-
sation applied to observations of 10 exoplanets from Sing et al. (2016). The Y-axis
shows relative altitude in scale height. Solid lines show best fit forward models and
filled circular markers show HST observations with error-bars. Planet names are
placed above their respective spectra. Dashed lines indicate expected Na and K
features. Comparatively clear atmospheres at the top have strong H2O and alkali
features. The strength of these features decreases from top to bottom as planets
become more hazy and cloudy.
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Figure 3.28: Figure showing the ATMO forward model grid with local condensation
applied to observations of 10 exoplanets from Sing et al. (2016). The Y-axis shows
relative altitude in scale height. Solid lines show best fit forward models and filled
circular markers show HST observations with error-bars. Planet names are placed
above their respective spectra. Dashed lines indicate expected Na and K features.
Comparatively clear atmospheres at the top have strong H2O and alkali features.
The strength of these features decreases from top to bottom as planets become more
hazy and cloudy.
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Rainout Cond. T = 1116.0 Z = +2.0 C/O = 0.35 Haze = 0150 Cloud = 1.00
Local Cond. T = 1266.0 Z = +2.3 C/O = 0.35 Haze = 0150 Cloud = 1.00
Observations
Figure 3.29: WASP-39b data from Wakeford et al. (2017) fitted to local and rainout
condensation grid from Goyal et al. (2018).
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Planet Teq Tbestfit Metallicity C/O Haze Cloud χ2 DOF Reduced
χ2
Data Source
(K) (K) (x solar) (αhaze) (αcloud)
WASP-17b 1755 1605 10 0.35 150 1.0 32.44 38 0.853 Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-39b 1116 1266 1 0.56 10 0.2 40.18 34 1.181 Fischer et al. (2016)
and Sing et al. (2016)
HD-
209458b
1459 1159 1.0 0.7 10 0.2 210.47 123 1.711 Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-19b 2077 1777 10 0.56 150 0 7.79 13 0.60 Huitson et al. (2013)
and Sing et al. (2016)
HAT-P-1b 1322 1322 0.1 0.15 10 1.0 49.37 41 1.2 Wakeford et al. (2013)
and Nikolov et
al. (2014)
WASP-31b 1575 1425 0.005 0.35 1 0.06 82.89 60 1.38 Sing et al. (2015) and
Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-12b 2580 2880 0.1 0.56 150 1 21.35 23 0.928 Sing et al. (2013) and
Sing et al. (2016)
HAT-P-
12b
960 1260 10 0.7 1100 0.2 27.25 30 0.908 Sing et al. (2016)
HD-
189733b
1191 1491 0.1 0.56 150 0 85.88 52 1.65 Pont et al. (2013), Mc-
Cullough et al. (2014),
and Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-6b 1184 1184 0.005 0.15 1100 0 29.1 18 1.616 Nikolov et al. (2015)
and Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-96b 1285 1585 0.1 0.7 1 0 47.44 48 0.99 Nikolov et al. (2018)
WASP-
121b
2358 2208 100 0.35 1 0.2 116.18 74 1.57 Evans et al. (2018)
Table 3.4: Table showing best fit planetary characteristics for all the observed ex-
oplanets from Sing et al. (2016) with rainout condensation chemistry. The C/O
ratio of 0.56 is solar value. The haze enhancement factor is with respect to gaseous
Rayleigh scattering. The grey cloudiness factor is with respect to H2 scattering
cross-section at 350 nm. DOF refers to degrees of freedom applied to best fit.
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Planet Teq Tbestfit Metallicity C/O Haze Cloud χ2 DOF Reduced
χ2
Data Source
(K) (K) (x solar) (αhaze) (αcloud)
WASP-17b 1755 1455 10 0.15 150 0.06 50.24 38 1.322 Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-39b 1116 1266 1 0.56 10 0.2 39.42 34 1.16 Fischer et al. (2016)
and Sing et al. (2016)
HD-
209458b
1459 1159 10 0.7 10 0.2 211.1 123 1.72 Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-19b 2077 2227 0.005 0.15 1.0 0 13.51 13 1.039 Huitson et al. (2013)
and Sing et al. (2016)
HAT-P-1b 1322 1322 0.1 0.15 10 1.0 49.81 41 1.214 Wakeford et al. (2013)
and Nikolov et
al. (2014)
WASP-31b 1575 1275 0.005 0.35 1 0.06 85.16 60 1.42 Sing et al. (2015) and
Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-12b 2580 2880 0.1 0.56 150 1 21.48 23 0.934 Sing et al. (2013) and
Sing et al. (2016)
HAT-P-
12b
960 1260 10 0.7 1100 0.2 27.43 30 0.914 Sing et al. (2016)
HD-
189733b
1191 1341 0 0.7 150 0 106.43 52 2.047 Pont et al. (2013), Mc-
Cullough et al. (2014),
and Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-6b 1184 1184 0.005 0.15 1100 0 29.55 18 1.64 Nikolov et al. (2015)
and Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-96b 1285 1435 0 1.5 1 0 45.15 48 0.94 Nikolov et al. (2018)
WASP-
121b
2358 2058 0.005 0.15 1 0.2 105.85 74 1.43 Evans et al. (2018)
Table 3.5: Table showing best fit planetary characteristics for all the observed exo-
planets from Sing et al. (2016) with local condensation chemistry. The C/O ratio of
0.56 is solar value. The haze enhancement factor is with respect to gaseous Rayleigh
scattering. The grey cloudiness factor is with respect to H2 scattering cross-section
at 350 nm. DOF refers to degrees of freedom applied to best fit.
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Figure 3.30: Figure showing χ2 map for WASP-39b using data from Sing et
al. (2016). Contours of χ2 are shown for all the combinations of grid parameters.
Axis for cloud and haze factors are log-scaled. Metallicity is also log-scaled, 0 being
solar metallicity and 2 being 100 times solar metallicity. Colours indicate confidence
intervals as shown in colormap to the right.
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equilibrium and the standard technique of χ2 minimisation, where the only free
parameter is a vertical offset between the data and model. We have also compared
our physical interpretations with previous studies. Degrees of Freedom (DOF) is
equal to number of data points minus 1, due to free vertical offset (Rp/R∗) parameter.
Figure 3.27 shows the best fitting model spectra with observations for all the
planets, using the rainout condensation approach and the Figure 3.28 shows a similar
plot, but adopting the local condensation approach. These figures can be directly
compared to Figure 1 of Sing et al. (2016). However, in this thesis the best fit
transmission spectra come from a homogenous set of forward models from our grid,
compared to a combination of different models shown in Sing et al. (2016). The best
fitting planetary characteristics along with their χ2 values are shown in Table 3.4.
We also present the χ2 maps (Madhusudhan et al. 2009), to demonstrate how the
physical parameters are constrained for each planet, in Figure 3.30 for WASP-39b
and in Figures A.1a to A.5a in Appendix A.1 for all the other planets. For this, χ2
is computed for each model simulation. Then we fix values of a pair of parameters
whilst allowing all others to be free. This is repeated for all pair combinations and
all the possible combinations of grid parameters. The resulting χ2 space is mapped
along with confidence intervals, which are obtained under the assumption of a χ2
distribution with two degrees of freedom, since there are two unconstrained variables
for each plot on the map.
3.7.1 WASP-17b
The best fit WASP-17b forward model (topmost) in Figure 3.27 shows that the data
are consistent with 10 times solar metallicity and sub-solar C/O ratios as shown in
Table 3.4. The best fitting model gives a reduced chi square value of 0.85 which
can be considered to be an excellent fit for a purely forward model. It also shows
signature of haze due to Rayleigh scattering of the order of αcloud = 150. The data
are also consistent with cloudiness factor of αcloud = 1. However, the Na feature
in our best fit model is not as strong as in the observations. The reason for this is
unclear and retrieval models are also not able to explain this strong feature as shown
in Barstow et al. (2017). The χ2 map for WASP-17b is shown in Figure A.1a in
Appendix A.1. It shows that the data are consistent with the lowest possible C/O
ratio in our parameter space. Therefore, current observations do not show clear
features indicative of carbon bearing species. This finding was also one of the initial
motivations to expand our parameter space to C/O ratio as low as 0.15. The best
fit model also shows that H2O features dominate the infrared spectra.
With the local condensation approach the best fit temperature is lower at
1455K along with lower cloudiness factor. Even the fit is not as good as the rainout
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approach and the primary reason for this are the small TiO/VO features in the
spectra, which arise at this temperature only for the case of adopting the local
condensation approach.
3.7.2 WASP-39b
For WASP-39b shown in Figure 3.27, the data are consistent with αhaze = 10 and
αcloud = 0.2 with solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio. The data for this planet
shows one of the clearest atmosphere of the set as concluded by Fischer et al. (2016),
but our results also show weak haziness and cloudiness. Figure 3.30 shows the χ2
map for WASP-39b, revealing that except the temperature all other values are very
well constrained for this planet. The 1σ credible range for the temperature of the
planet is higher than the upper limit of our parameter space. The metallicity of the
planet is well constrained between solar and slightly sub-solar values, while the C/O
ratio is well constrained near a solar C/O ratio. The data are also consistent with
the presence of Na and K, albeit at a low significance.
In Wakeford et al. (2017) the observational data for WASP-39b was improved
substantially by three more transit observations, using the Hubble WFC3 instru-
ment. Therefore, we reinterpreted the spectra with both the approaches rainout
and local condensation as shown in Figure 3.29. The best fit models give a reduced
χ2 value of 1.56 and 1.57 for rainout and local condensation case, respectively, with
69 DOF. The updated data is consistent with super-solar metallicity but with ex-
tremely low C/O ratio for both the condensation approaches, which is a direct result
of detection (addition) of two more water features in the new dataset. These three
water features help in placing a precise constraint on the water abundances (Wake-
ford et al. 2017) and therefore also favours a low C/O ratio, due to absence of
features of any carbon bearing molecules. The best fit model also shows substantial
amount of haziness and cloudiness for this planet. We also note that the fit in the
original paper (Wakeford et al. 2017) is different from the fit presented here, because
of the presence of the rainout bug in the earlier version of ATMO.
3.7.3 HD 209458b
HD 209458b is the best observationally constrained planet in our sample. We find
that the data are consistent with solar metallicity and a combination of Rayleigh
haze and grey clouds, with muted H2O, Na and K features. However, a rise in the
Rp/R? values between 0.3 and 0.4 µm in the Rayleigh slope part of the spectrum is
still not explained by the model. This may be due to thermospheric effects or miss-
ing opacity. The χ2 map of HD 209458b is shown in Figure A.1b in Appendix A.1.
It demonstrates that the best fit values of HD 209458b are very well constrained
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with 4σ confidence. This is mainly due to the high wavelength resolution in obser-
vations compared to any other planet. However, it is interesting to see that some of
the parameters like metallicity have a bi-modal structure in the maps. Therefore,
although observations are consistent with a 10 times solar metallicity model, a 0.1
times solar metallicity model can also explain the observations, with the correspond-
ing decrease in haziness, cloudiness and temperature. With the local condensation
approach, data is consistent with a slightly super-solar metallicity. The data is also
consistent with a C/O ratio of 0.7 using both the approaches, hinting at the features
of carbon bearing species in the spectra.
3.7.4 WASP-19b
WASP-19b is the planet with least observational data points, posing a challenge
to accurately constrain its characteristics. This can be seen in the χ2 map plot
for WASP-19b in Figure A.2a in Appendix A.1. Temperature, clouds and haze are
the least constrained, while the C/O ratio is constrained to values less than solar,
and metallicity between 0.1 to 1 times solar, considering 1σ confidence intervals.
However, data are consistent with 10 times solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio
with haze, but no grey clouds. The H2O feature is clearly visible in the model and
observations, muted by haze, all in agreement with Huitson et al. (2013). The best
fit forward model also suggests a weak narrow Na feature for WASP-19b, which has
not been detected in the observations due to lack of sufficient data points. TiO/VO
features can also be seen as expected at these temperatures but muted by haze.
3.7.5 HAT-P-1b
The HAT-P-1b data are consistent with 0.1 times solar metallicity, sub-solar C/O
ratio of 0.15, αhaze = 10 and substantial grey cloudiness factor of αcloud = 1. They
are consistent with H2O features similar to Wakeford et al. (2013) but are strongly
muted, which can be attributed to the extreme cloudiness. One of the most im-
portant discrepancies between the data and the model, is that the best fit forward
model in chemical equilibrium predicts a very weak, narrow Na feature, compared to
a larger feature in the observations implying that it might have enhanced (non-solar
or disequilibrium) Na concentration in agreement with Nikolov et al. (2014). The χ2
map for HAT-P-1b is shown in Figure A.2b in Appendix A.1. It demonstrates that
similar to WASP-17b, the HAT-P-1b data are consistent with the lowest considered
C/O ratio in our parameter space, i.e. C/O=0.15. Interpreted characteristics of this
planet are very similar to that of WASP-17b, but with more cloudiness. The best
fit local condensation model is also exactly the same as the rainout condensation
model for HAT-P-1b.
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3.7.6 WASP-31b
The WASP-31b data are consistent with a 0.005 times solar metallicity and the C/O
ratio of 0.35 with no enhanced Rayleigh scattering, but a grey cloud enhancement
factor αcloud = 0.06. One of the important discrepancies between the data and
the model, is that the observations suggest a possible K feature without any Na
feature, which none of the forward models in our parameter space for this planet
are able to reproduce. Na and K have very similar condensation curves so they
are both expected in the spectrum in chemical equilibrium conditions (see 3.7.8 for
the exception). Sing et al. (2015) interpreted a strong haze and cloud deck with K
feature, but our best fit forward model in chemical equilibrium suggests a more clear
atmosphere, with a very weak K feature and extremely sub-solar metallicity. This
discrepancy points towards a sub-solar Na/K abundance in agreement with Sing et
al. (2015). It also highlights the degeneracy existing between the effect of metallicity
and clouds/haze on spectral features and can be seen in χ2 map for WASP-31b in
Figure A.3a.
3.7.7 WASP-12b
WASP-12b has the highest equilibrium temperature among our observed targets.
Madhusudhan et al. (2011) concluded a high C/O ratio and weak thermal inversion
for this planet based on Spitzer infrared measurements. However, HST WFC3 op-
tical observations from Sing et al. (2016) show a completely flat spectra with just a
Rayleigh scattering slope. The data from Sing et al. (2016) are consistent with an
extremely hazy and cloudy atmosphere. They show evidence for aerosols and small
TiO/VO features in the model. The best fit values reach the upper edge of our
parameter space for clouds (αcloud=1) along with haziness factor of αhaze = 150, sub-
solar metallicity and solar C/O ratios. The χ2 map of WASP-12b is shown in Figure
A.3b in Appendix A.1. It shows that many of the parameters are unconstrained,
which is mainly due to the feature-less spectrum. At such high temperatures very
few chemical species can condense, therefore it can be seen that the rainout and lo-
cal condensation, both approaches lead to same best fit model. However, Kreidberg
et al. (2015) obtained more precise data between 0.8 and 1.6 µm with 6 HST transits
along with detection of a H2O feature. When data from Kreidberg et al. (2015) are
used along with the data from Sing et al. (2016), they are consistent with an equi-
librium temperature of 2280K, extremely sub-solar metallicity, C/O ratio of 0.15,
haze factor of αhaze = 10 and cloud factor of αcloud = 0.06. It is also consistent
with the 1.4 µm H2O feature. Since our best fit model suggests a C/O ratio of 0.15,
ruling out carbon-rich spectra, it is in agreement with retrieval results of Kreidberg
et al. (2015), within the 1σ uncertainties.
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3.7.8 HAT-P-12b
The data for HAT-P-12b are consistent with a strong enhanced Rayleigh scattering,
αhaze = 1100, reaching the upper limit of parameter space, but without any grey
clouds. The best-fit model shows evidence for K, but not Na. Interestingly, this
particular scenario, where a K feature is present but Na is not, is produced in our
model simulations for HAT-P-12b shown in Figure 3.13. However, this scenario is
not in agreement with other spectral features, therefore, is not selected as best fit
model. However, the temperature required to obtain K features without any Na
features lie within 2 σ uncertainties of best fit temperature values. Figure A.4a in
Appendix A.1 shows χ2 map for HAT-P-12b, which also suggests extremely high
haziness for this planet is well constrained.
3.7.9 HD 189733b
HD 189733b is the planet with the second highest number of observations of our tar-
gets and has one of the strongest enhanced Rayleigh scattering signatures in agree-
ment with Pont et al. (2013). The data shows H2O and Na feature as found in Mc-
Cullough et al. (2014) and Sing et al. (2016). They are consistent with αhaze = 150,
solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio, shown in Figure 3.27 and Table 3.4. However,
the forward model also predicts a Na feature which is not seen in the observations.
The χ2 maps show that most of the model parameters are well constrained as seen
in Figure A.4b in Appendix A.1. Only the temperature of the planet tends to hit
the upper edge of our parameter space.
3.7.10 WASP-6b
WASP-6b has very few observations similar to WASP-19b making it very difficult
to constrain its physical parameters. There is a strong signature of haze with
αhaze = 1100 also in agreement with Nikolov et al. (2015), but no Na or K sig-
nature, tentatively seen in observations. The χ2 map for WASP-6b in Figure A.5a
in Appendix A.1 also do not not show strong constraints on any other parameters
except haze.
3.7.11 WASP-96b
WASP-96b is a hot Saturn type exoplanet with the equilibrium temperature of
1285K. In Nikolov et al. (2018) we detected the deep sodium wings in the atmosphere
of an exoplanet (WASP-96b) for the first time as shown in Figure 3.31 and 3.32.
Figure 3.31 shows the best fit model for WASP-96b data from Nikolov et al. (2018),
using the rainout and local condensation grid. Both the best fit models don’t need
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Rainout Cond. T = 1585.0 Z = -1.0 C/O = 0.70 Haze = 0001 Cloud = 0.00
Local Cond. T = 1435.0 Z = +0.0 C/O = 1.50 Haze = 0001 Cloud = 0.00
Observations
Figure 3.31: WASP-96b data from Nikolov et al. (2018) fitted to local and rainout
condensation grid from Goyal et al. (2018).
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Figure 3.32: (a) Comparison of the FORS2 observations (black dots with 1σ vertical
error bars; the horizontal bars indicate spectral bin widths) with clear, cloudy and
hazy one-dimensional forward atmospheric models at solar abundance(continuous
lines). The two best-fit models assume a clear atmosphere with different line broad-
ening shapes for Na and K. Models with hazes or clouds (magenta and blue) predict
much smaller and narrower absorption features (Nikolov et al. 2018). (b) Similar
to a, but showing the best-fit model obtained from the retrieval analysis(red line)
binned to the data resolution (red dots), with the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence intervals
(dark blue to pale blue regions). Both figures are adopted from (Nikolov et al. 2018),
Nature.
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Rainout Cond. T = 2208.0 Z = +2.0 C/O = 0.35 Haze = 0001 Cloud = 0.20
Local Cond. T = 2058.0 Z = -2.3 C/O = 0.15 Haze = 0001 Cloud = 0.20
Observations
Figure 3.33: WASP-121b data from Evans et al. (2018) fitted to local and rainout
condensation grid from Goyal et al. (2018).
any clouds or haze to explain the observations, making the atmosphere of WASP-96b
one of the clearest yet seen in transmission spectrum, for an exoplanet. Metallicity
is close to solar value. The lack of H2O as well as features of any carbon bearing
species, leaves C/O ratio unconstrained, thus giving drastically different C/O ratios
with local and rainout condensation. This observation used the FORS2 instrument
on VLT, thus also providing a high resolution spectra compared to space based
instruments such as WFC3 onboard HST. The previous observations of other planets
revealed only the narrow absorption line cores of Na and K, which could have been
obscured by clouds or hazes. However, the clear atmosphere of WASP-96b allows us
to probe deeper in the atmosphere (i.e to higher pressures) revealing the absorption
line wings of Na for the first time and allowing to place strong constraint on the Na
abundances. In this work we also used two different line wing profiles for Na and K,
while testing which of the profiles provide a better fit to observations. As seen from
Figure 3.32, the Burrows profile (Burrows et al. 2000) just provides a slightly better
fit than Allard profile (Allard et al. 2003), indicating that even current observations
from VLT FORS2 cannot distinguish between these two line shapes.
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Figure 3.34: Transmission spectrum for WASP-121b from Evans et al. (2018). Two
forward models assuming chemical equilibrium are shown, both with a temperature
of 1500 K and 20Œsolar metallicity. One model includes TiO/VO opacity (light
purple line) and the other does not include TiO/VO opacity (dark purple line).
Figure adopted from Evans et al. (2018), AJ.
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3.7.12 WASP-121b
WASP-121b is a extremely irradiated hot Jupiter with the dayside equilibrium tem-
perature of about 2358K. This is also the first planet with strong evidence of an
inversion layer (Evans et al. 2017). At first the library of models developed in Goyal
et al. (2018) was used to interpret the transmission spectra observations of WASP-
121b from Evans et al. (2018). However, we have excluded the data short-ward
of 0.47µm while performing the fitting, since the steep slope in this region is not
explained by Rayleigh scattering and is potentially due to SH molecule (Evans et
al. 2018), currently not included in the ATMO modelFigure 3.33 shows the best
fit local condensation and rainout condensation model, from the library of models
for WASP-121b. The best fit models give a reduced χ2 value of 1.57 and 1.43 for
rainout and local condensation case, respectively, with 74 DOF. Both models show
TiO/VO features in the optical along with 1.4 µm H2O feature and have sub-solar
C/O ratios. However, they both differ substantially in the metallicity, haze and
cloud values, which highlights a strong degeneracy between these three parameters
when interpreting observations. In Goyal et al. (2018) we restricted the isothermal
temperature for the models to Teq = ±300K for both, local and rainout condensa-
tion cases. However, as discussed in Chapter 4 the TiO/VO features can become
prominent in the spectra at substantially different temperatures for local and rain-
out condensation approaches. Moreover, only VO can become prominent in the
certain temperature range (see Section 4.3.4 in Chapter 4 for details). Therefore, in
Evans et al. (2018) we interpreted the transmission spectra observations of WASP-
121b as shown in Figure 3.34, without anchoring the temperatures to equilibrium
temperatures for the local condensation case. We developed a small grid of aerosol-
free atmosphere models across a range of temperature and metallicity, assuming
isothermal P -T profiles and chemical equilibrium abundances, similar to (Goyal et
al. 2019b). This grid consisted of models with temperatures ranging from 1000K to
2700K with increments of 100K, each computed for metallicities of 0.1x, 1x, 10x,
20x, 30x, 40x and 50x solar. The opacities used in this model simulation was similar
to those used in (Goyal et al. 2019b) plus the Iron (Fe) opacity. The model setup
was similar to that used in (Goyal et al. 2019b). However, only local condensation
was used to compute chemical abundances, where the abundances on each level are
independent of the other levels and just dependant on the pressure and temperature
on that level. Apart from a uniform vertical offset, no other correction was applied
to the model while comparing with observations. However, the data short-ward of
0.47 µm was not used while interpreting observations in Evans et al. (2018) with
ATMO forward model grid due to large slope in this region possibly due to SH (see
Evans et al. (2018) for details), currently not included in ATMO.
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The model with 1500K and 20x solar metallicity ((light purple line)) is the
best fit model as shown in Figure 3.33 with reduced χ2 of 1 for 69 degrees of freedom.
However, models with 10x and 20x solar metallicity at 1500K also provide a good
fit to the observed spectra. The model without TiO/VO opacity (dark purple line)
is also shown in the figure, clearly showing the importance of these opacities to
explain the current observations. Figure 3.34 shows the best fit model decoupled
into different opacities and their corresponding mixing ratios in the left panel. Apart
from H2-H2 and H2-He collision induced absorption (CIA), and Rayleigh scattering
opacity (not shown in the plot), the dominant molecular opacities are Na and VO
in the optical and H2O in the near infrared wavelengths. Surprisingly, TiO opacities
are not as dominant as the VO opacities even though the solar elemental abundance
of Ti is about an order greater than that of V (Asplund et al. 2009). This is because
at 1500K a large amount of Ti is condensed in Ti3O5(s) as compared to V in V2O3,
thus leading to more VO in gas phase as compared to TiO. Therefore. VO dominates
the spectrum (see Goyal et al. 2019b, for more details).
It can however be noticed that the best fit forward model is not able to explain
the observations short-ward of 0.47 µm and the bump between 1.15-1.3 µm. The
observations short-ward of 0.47 µm have been speculated to be due to SH absorption,
currently missing in our models due to uncertainty in the electronic transitions
of SH molecule (Zahnle et al. 2009). The bump between 1.15-1.3 µm can either
be explained by VO or FeH opacity. However, the abundance of FeH required
to produce this bump is 5 orders of magnitude larger than 20x solar metallicity
model, as obtained using retrieval analysis (not in chemical equilibrium) in Evans
et al. (2018), which is considered implausible. The other candidate is VO but this
requires increasing the abundance which is incompatible with the optical spectrum in
the retrieval analysis. Thus, this bump between 1.15-1.3 µm still remains a mystery.
3.8 Simulating JWST observations using the library
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is an infrared space telescope with a 6.5-
metre primary mirror scheduled for launch in 2021. The high sensitivity of JWST
and its suite of instruments (NIRCam, NIRSpec, NIRISS and MIRI) spanning 0.6-
28.3 µm provide the potential to revolutionise our understanding of the atmospheres
of extrasolar transiting planets. In preparation for its launch Batalha et al. (2017)
have developed a noise simulator, called PandExo6, which creates observation simu-
lations of all observatory-supported time-series spectroscopy modes.
We present PandExo simulations of the transmission spectra of WASP-17b for
the NIRISS SOSS, NIRSpec G395H and MIRI LRS modes shown in Figure 3.35 using
6http://pandexo.science.psu.edu:1111/#
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Figure 3.35: Figure showing ATMO best fit model transmission spectrum (transit
depth) for WASP-17b simulated with PandExo for JWST observations. Model spec-
trum with all opacities is shown in yellow, which for most of the spectrum is hidden
behind only H2O opacity spectrum shown in black. CO2 (carbon dioxide) feature
is marked. Shaded regions and corresponding coloured markers indicate different
JWST instrument modes, red indicates NIRISS SOSS mode, blue indicates NIR-
Spec G395H mode and green indicates MIRI LRS mode. X-axis is wavelength in
µm and Y-axis transit depth (R2p/R2?).
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the ATMO model simulation which best-fits the current HST data shown in Figure
3.27 and best fit values given in Table 3.4. We also over-plotted this simulation with
only H2O opacity model spectrum, which shows H2O features explain the spectrum
almost completely. Interestingly, between 4 and 6 µm, the model spectrum created
by only the H2O opacity deviates from that generated when including all the opacity
sources, which we find is due to CO features, even though this spectrum is for a
very low C/O ratio of 0.15. This highlights the capability of JWST to detect CO in
exoplanet atmospheres and also possibly constrain their C/O ratio.
The PandExo simulation in Figure 3.35 was performed for a single occultation
with an equal fraction of in to out of transit observation time, a noise floor of 20 ppm
was set for all observation modes and detector saturation was set at 80% full well.
The stellar and planetary parameters necessary for the simulation were retrieved
from the TEPCAT database and the stellar spectrum used was identical to the
one used for the WASP-17b model grid from the BT-SETTL stellar models. All
instrument related parameters, such as subarrays and readout patterns, were kept
at the PandExo defaults. The maximum resolution of the ATMO model grid spectrum
currently provided is not strictly as high as the achievable resolution of the NIRSpec
G395H, however binning of the data will be typically necessary to improve the signal
to noise and make resolving certain spectral features possible. As such we do not
expect the current model resolution to negatively affect either the current PandExo
simulations or any future data analysis. It is evident from these simulations that
JWST is likely to provide a dramatic improvement in data quality and wavelength
coverage, and the model atmospheres presented, in conjunction with PandExo, are
an excellent predictive tool for the planning of future observations.
3.9 Summary
We have created an extensive grid7 (∼920,000 simulations) of forward model trans-
mission spectra with corresponding chemical abundances for 117 observationally
significant exoplanets (7840 simulations per planet). The simulated spectra and
abundances were produced using a 1D radiative–convective–chemical equilibrium
model termed ATMO (described in Tremblin et al. 2015; Tremblin et al. 2016; Drum-
mond et al. 2016), under the assumption of an isothermal P -T profile and includ-
ing local condensation and rainout condensation, varying temperature, metallicity,
C/O ratio, haziness and cloudiness. The opacity database used for the simulation
(Amundsen et al. 2014) is one of the most up-to-date for high temperature planets,
including H2 and He broadening wherever possible. The selection of the planets to
be modelled was based on their observational transit signal and signal to noise ratio
7https://bd-server.astro.ex.ac.uk/exoplanets/
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(SNR) in Vmag and Kmag.
In this chapter, we explored the validity of the assumption of an isothermal
atmosphere, by comparing our simulations with versions including a P -T profile in
radiative-convective and chemical equilibrium. For a test planet (HD 209458b), we
demonstrated that the difference in the transmission spectra between the isothermal
and consistent P -T profile were small in most cases, except in the temperature
regime where spectrally important species condense and potentially rain out of the
atmosphere (for example, Na).
We used our set of model simulations to interpret observations of ten exoplanet
atmospheres from Sing et al. (2016). We see a continuum from clear to hazy/cloudy
atmospheres as found by Sing et al. (2016). The data for all the ten planets are
consistent with sub-solar to solar C/O ratio, 0.005 to 10 times solar metallicity and
a water, rather than a methane dominated atmosphere. The data for WASP-17b,
HAT-P-1b and WASP-6b are consistent with the lowest C/O ratio in out parameter
space (0.15), implying the current observations of these planets do not show any
clear features, indicative of carbon bearing species. The data for HAT-P-12b and
WASP-6b are consistent with extremely high haziness, but without any grey clouds.
The data for WASP-12b show extremely muted H2O features leading to the most
hazy and cloudy planet of all, while the data for WASP-17b, WASP-39b, WASP-
19b and WASP-31b are consistent with a comparatively clear atmosphere. The χ2
map for WASP-31b also highlighted the degeneracy existing between the effect of
metallicity and clouds/haze on spectral features. The χ2 map for HD 209458b re-
vealed a bimodal structure in metallicity, again highlighting the degeneracy between
metallicity and all other considered parameters.
We described the variation in transmission spectra with the grid parameters,
specifically, temperature, metallicity, C/O ratio, haziness and cloudiness. We also
explored the change in the chemical equilibrium abundances with respect to these
parameters in the transmission spectra probed region (∼ 0.1 to 100 millibar). We
highlighted spectral features of various chemical species across a range of wave-
lengths, useful for identifying their signatures in JWST or HST transmission spec-
tra. CO remains the most abundant chemical species between ∼0.1 to 100 millibar,
apart from H, H2 and He in all the temperature regimes, except below 800K, where
H2O and CH4 are more abundant than CO.
CO also remains the most abundant chemical species apart from H, H2 and
He in all the metallicity regimes. CO abundances also increase substantially with
increasing metallicity. There are changes in the spectral features with change in
metallicity, first due to change in chemical composition and second due to change
in atmospheric scale height, which decreases with increase in metallicity for a given
temperature. We find the transition C/O ratio, from H2O to CH4 (carbon species)
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dominated spectra increases with increasing temperature in agreement with previous
studies (Kopparapu et al. 2012; Madhusudhan 2012; Moses et al. 2013a; Venot et
al. 2015; Mollière et al. 2015), but spanning a larger range, with values as low as
∼0.7 for low equilibrium temperature (960K) planets like HAT-P-12b and ∼1-1.3
for very high equilibrium temperature (2580K) planets like WASP-12b, where even
HCN and C2H2 can become more abundant than CH4.
We also demonstrated the application of our set of model simulations in con-
junction with JWST simulator PandExo, as a predictive tool to plan future obser-
vations.
We note some of the other major limitations of the current grid. Only the
terminator region of the planetary atmosphere is probed using transmission spectra.
Therefore, it may not be the representative of the entire planetary atmosphere.
The assumption of equilibrium chemistry becomes less accurate with the decrease
in the equilibrium temperature and non-equilibrium effects such as vertical mixing
in 1D might become important (Drummond et al. 2016). Current treatment of
clouds and haze in our model is very simple without considering any type, shape
or distribution of particles which might effect transmission spectra (Wakeford et
al. 2015; Morley et al. 2015). 1D model is also limited by the absence of various 3D
effects like spatial variability, 3D cloud structure, dynamics including horizontal and
vertical advection with quenching etc., which can have dramatic effects on observable
signatures (Agúndez et al. 2014; Zellem et al. 2014; Kataria et al. 2016).
JWST is expected to constrain the atmospheric P -T structure os some exo-
planets motivating our upcoming work to publish an extended set of model simula-
tions, comprising of transmission spectra, emission spectra and contribution func-
tions with consistent radiative-convective equilibrium P -T profiles and equilibrium
chemistry. A next step is also to include non-equilibrium chemistry and more realis-
tic clouds, however the computational feasibility is still to be established. The cur-
rent grid is publicly available online8 and will continuously evolve with the discovery
of new observationally significant exoplanets. We encourage the community to use
it as a tool to assist them in planning future observations, such as with JWST, HST
and various ground based telescopes, along-with interpreting existing datasets. It
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Chapter 4
Fully Scalable Forward Model Grid
of Exoplanet Transmission Spectra
“A theory is the more impressive
the greater the simplicity of its
premises, the more different kinds
of things it relates, and the more
extended its area of applicability.”
— Albert Einstein
Planning and interpretation of exoplanet atmospheric characterisation obser-
vations necessarily relies on theoretical spectra generated from atmospheric models.
There currently exist several exoplanet atmospheric forward model grids and sim-
ulators providing publicly available theoretical transmission spectra (e.g. Fortney
et al. 2010; Mollière et al. 2016; Kempton et al. 2017; Goyal et al. 2018) all of
which make specific choices about the atmospheric physics, chemistry, radiative
transfer and spectroscopic line lists incorporated into their models. However, inter-
comparisons between these modeling frameworks still prove difficult. Many of the
exoplanet spectral databases produced to date cover very specific non-overlapping
parts of exoplanet atmospheric phase space. Often choices made by specific teams
concerning the underlying spectroscopic line lists and physical processes like con-
densation and rainout are not clearly outlined, which can lead to disagreements and
confusion when the models are applied by scientists outside the team. Furthermore,
the sensitivity of these theoretical spectra to these specific physics choices are often
not explored. Publicly accessible databases that provide representative theoretical
spectra for exoplanet atmospheres spanning a broad range of atmospheric properties
and physical assumptions are necessary to determine the validity of our understand-
ing of these distant worlds to our theoretical constructs. These grids also provide
a straight forward way to test spectral sensitivity both within a given modeling
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framework and across modeling frameworks.
Transmission spectra observations of exoplanet atmospheres have been increas-
ing in quality and resolution since the commissioning of the Wide Field Camera 3
(WFC3) instrument on board the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) (e.g. Deming
et al. 2013; Kreidberg et al. 2014; Wakeford et al. 2016; Sing et al. 2016; Evans
et al. 2016b; Evans et al. 2017; Wakeford et al. 2018) and FORS2 on the Very Large
Telescope (VLT) (Nikolov et al. 2018). This increase in data fidelity has also moti-
vated development of grids of models covering fine variations of model parameters,
especially those that alter the chemistry most significantly.
In this chapter we present a publicly available1 new generic grid of forward
model simulations that can be scaled to a wide range of star-planet pairs for atmo-
spheric transmission spectra. We provide a user-friendly generic grid of simulated
transmission spectra to interpret observations, where the word “generic” implies a
grid of models that can be scaled to a wide range of H2/He dominated exoplanet
atmospheres. We also derive and present scaling equations which can be used with
this grid, for a wide range of planet-star combinations. We highlight the sensitiv-
ity of our model transmission spectra to choices in atmospheric physics, such as
condensation schemes. We also provide comparisons between our scalable grid and
planet specific grid as well as spectra generated by other atmospheric modelling
frameworks. These comparisons critically highlight how choices made in generating
atmospheric models influence our interpretation of the underlying physics captured
by observations. In Section 4.1 we first detail the model, its setup for the grid
and treatment of condensation. In Section 4.2 we describe the parameter space of
the grid. In Section 4.3 we present the scientific results obtained from the grid by
detailing the effects of sensitivity tests on atmospheric chemical composition and
the resultant transmission spectra. In Section 4.4 we detail how the models can
be scaled to any planet-star combination and compare them with other published
model grids in the literature for validation. In Section 4.5 we discuss the application
of the grid with specific reference to the transmission spectral index established in
Sing et al. (2016) and finally this chapter is summarised in Section 4.6.
4.1 Model Setup for Generic Grid
We use ATMO, a 1D-2D radiative-convective equilibrium model for planetary atmo-
spheres (Tremblin et al. 2015; Tremblin et al. 2016; Amundsen et al. 2014; Drum-
mond et al. 2016; Tremblin et al. 2017; Goyal et al. 2018) to compute a grid of
generic forward models, which can be scaled to represent a wide range of H2/He
dominated atmospheres. For this work we use isothermal P -T profiles under the
1https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZFbkPdqg37_Om7ECSspSpEp5QrUMfA9J
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assumption of chemical equilibrium. We include H2-H2 and H2-He collision induced
absorption (CIA) opacities. We also include opacities due to H2O, CO2, CO, CH4,
NH3, Na, K, Li, Rb, Cs, TiO, VO, FeH, CrH, PH3, HCN, C2H2, H2S and SO2. The
source of these opacities and their pressure broadening parameters can be found
in Amundsen et al. (2014) and Goyal et al. (2018). We note that in this work we
adopt Na and K pressure broadened line profiles as derived in Burrows et al. (2000),
instead of Allard et al. (2003), adopted for planet specific grid presented in Goyal
et al. (2018). This was motivated by the results of Nikolov et al. (2018) where the
profiles of Burrows et al. (2000) had a slightly better fit to observations than that of
Allard et al. (2003), although the final results were statistically inconclusive while
comparing these different pressure broadened profiles.
This grid of model simulations is baselined for a Jupiter radius planet (1 RJ at
1 millibar pressure) around a Solar radius star (1 Rsun). Our isothermal P -T profiles
extend from 10−6 bar at the top of the atmosphere to 10 bar at the bottom, with
the radius of the simulated planet that is 1 RJ , defined at the 1 millibar pressure
level, which approximates the region of the atmosphere probed with transmission
spectra (Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2008). The upper and the lower boundary
conditions of the atmosphere, for the equilibrium chemical abundances calculation
are set by the input pressure grid. We use 50 model levels for each isothermal
P -T profile, which are evenly spaced in log(P) space. Over a large pressure range
the assumption of an isothermal atmosphere is an extreme assumption, especially
for isothermal P -T profiles with rainout (see Section 3.4 in Chapter 3). Therefore,
we set the bottom of the atmosphere pressure to 10 bar, approximately similar to
previous works (e.g Fortney et al. 2010).We compute transmission spectra in 5000
correlated-k bins, evenly spaced in wavenumber, which corresponds to R∼5000 at
0.2 µm while decreasing to R∼100 at 10 µm (see Goyal et al. 2018, for details).
4.2 Grid Parameter Space
The aim is to produce a forward model grid which can be scaled to any planet-star
pair for both, local condensation and rainout condensation cases. The grid requires
a sizeable number of parameters which must be sampled with sufficient fineness to
allow accurate interpolation. For each of the two treatments of condensation we
compute 28,160 forward models over a range of 22 planetary equilibrium temper-
atures (400, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700,
1800, 1900, 2000, 2100, 2200, 2300, 2400, 2500, 2600; all listed in K), four planetary
surface gravities (5, 10, 20, 50; all listed in ms−2), five atmospheric metallicities (1,
10, 50, 100, 200; all in × solar), four C/O ratios (0.35, 0.56, 0.7, 1.0), four scattering
haze parameters (1, 10, 100, 1100× standard Rayleigh-scattering) and four uniform
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cloud parameters (0, 0.06, 0.2, 1). Haze is treated as a small scattering aerosol par-
ticles and implemented as a parameterized enhanced multi-gas Rayleigh scattering,
while clouds are treated as large particles with grey opacity. Haze parameterisation
is implemented via the equation σ(λ) = αhazeσ0(λ) where σ(λ) is the total scattering
crossection with haze, αhaze is the haze enhancement factor and σ0(λ) is the scatter-
ing crossection due to all other gases. The cloud parameterization is implemented
vi the equation κ(λ)c = κ(λ) +αcloudκH2 , where κ(λ)c is the total scattering opacity
in cm2/g, κ(λ) is the scattering opacity due to nominal Rayleigh scattering in same
units, αcloud is the variable cloudiness factor governing the strength of grey scattering
and κH2 is the scattering opacity due to H2 at 350 nm which is ∼ 2.5× 10−3cm2/g
(see Goyal et al. 2018, for more details) and Chapter 3.
We do not extend the grid to sub-solar metallicities and limit the high metal-
licity end to 200× solar. Above 200× solar the atmosphere becomes abundant in
species other that H2 and He, such as CO2, H2O, CO etc. This would require the
inclusion of pressure broadening effects due to these species, and no existing stud-
ies have solved this problem due to lack of lab-based observational data (Fortney
et al. 2016). The choice of C/O ratios in the grid is guided by important transi-
tion regimes as found by previous studies (Madhusudhan 2012; Mollière et al. 2015;
Goyal et al. 2018). Each of the cloud and haze parameters apply a scaling from
0.0 or 1×, respectively, up to extreme values of almost total obscuration (1.0) for
uniform clouds and 1100× the scattering parameter for haze.
4.3 Sensitivity Analysis of the Grid
This model grid explores a wide range of giant planet parameter space across temper-
atures and chemical abundances, for two different condensation regimes. Therefore,
we detail the sensitivity of spectra to different parameter and physics choices in
this section. We show a subset of our simulations for both local condensation (left)
and rainout condensation (right) in Fig. 4.1, demonstrating the changes with tem-
perature (top), metallicity (middle) and C/O ratio (bottom). For the same 3 grid
parameters, we also show the changes in the mean chemical abundances of various
spectrally important species in Fig. 4.2.
4.3.1 Impact of changing temperature
Changes in temperature have a more profound impact on the transmission spectrum
compared to any other parameter, as the chemical composition is strongly depen-
dent on the temperature, under the assumption of chemical equilibrium (Burrows
et al. 1999). To demonstrate the impact of temperature on the transmission spec-
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Figure 4.1: Figure showing transmission spectra with the effects of local condensa-
tion (left) and rainout condensation (right). We show the effects of varied tempera-
ture (top row) with a fixed metallicity and C/O ratio set to solar, varied metallicity
(middle row) with a fixed Teq =1500K and C/O at solar, varied C/O ratio (bottom
row) with a fixed Teq =1500K and solar metallicity.
In each case we consider a clear atmosphere with haze and cloud parameter set to
1.0 and 0.0, respectively, for a planet with radius 1 RJ around a star with radius 1
Rsun and gp=10ms−2. An offset in transit depth has been added to each spectrum
for clarity.
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Figure 4.2: Figure showing change in mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and
100 millibar for various molecules for the same model simulations as in Fig. 4.1.
Changes in mean chemical abundances due to local condensation (left) and rainout
condensation (right) for varied temperature (top row) with a fixed solar metallicity
and C/O ratio, varied metallicity (middle row) with a fixed Teq =1500K and solar
C/O ratio, and for varied C/O ratios with a fixed Teq =1500K and solar metallicity
(bottom row)].
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trum we fix the metallicity and C/O ratio to solar value and use a clear atmospheric
(haze and cloud parameters of 1.0 and 0.0, respectively) spectrum for a planetary
gravity of 10ms−2, as shown in Fig. 4.1(top row). In both condensation cases, at
low temperatures <1000K the spectra are dominated by CH4 with minor contribu-
tions from H2O. Above ∼1000K the spectra are dominated by H2O absorption with
contributions in the IR from CO and CO2. This can also be noticed in Fig. 4.2
bottom row, where the CH4 abundance drops dramatically after ∼1000K. The main
difference between the two condensation cases can again be seen in the optical. In
the local condensation case TiO/VO absorption is expected at temperatures above
∼1400K, while in rainout condensation, absorption by TiO/VO is suppressed until
∼1700K. This implies that the atomic Na and K line absorption is only apparent
in the local condensation grid between ∼ 800–1400K. In the rainout condensation
grid, the presence of Na and K is also impacted by condensation, therefore Na and
K features are only expected between ∼ 1100–1700K
4.3.2 Impact of changing metallicity
The effects of metallicity are shown for a clear atmosphere at an equilibrium tem-
perature of 1500K, solar C/O ratio(0.56) and gravity of 10ms−2. Generally, it can
be seen that all the spectral features tend to be reduced in amplitude with increase
in metallicity as seen in Fig. 4.1 (middle row), although the abundance of all the
spectrally important species increase, as seen in Fig. 4.2. This is caused by the
increasing metallicity leading to a reduction in the scale height of the atmosphere,
as the mean molecular weight increases. With increase in metallicity, there is also
increase in CO2 abundance (Moses et al. 2013b) as seen in Fig. 4.2, which can also
be noticed by rise in strong CO2 feature at 15µm.
In the local condensation case, the strength of TiO/VO features in the optical
decreases with increasing metallicity at 1500K, which is a combination of decrease
in TiO/VO abundance as well as muting of the features due to increased molecular
weight of the atmosphere. In contrast, rainout condensation entirely removes TiO
and VO features at 1500K due to condensation and removal of the species deeper
in the atmosphere, leading to their lower abundances. The lower abundances of
TiO and VO, leaves the atomic lines of Na and K as the dominant transmission
features in the optical. There is, however, little difference (between rainout and no-
rainout) in the infrared (IR) with only moderate changes in the absolute abundance
of the oxygen based species due to condensate formation. The IR spectra are mainly
dominated by H2O features. However, CO and CO2 features can be seen between 4
and 5 µm.
Additionally, there is a SO2 feature between 7 to 8µm which first appears in
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the 100× solar metallicity models, with a stronger feature at 200× solar metallicity.
The presence of SO2 can possibly be used to constrain the metallicity of exoplanet
atmospheres with mid-IR observations and strong near-IR constraints on the H2O
abundance. SO2 is one of the most prominent sulphur gases in the atmosphere
of Venus, having substantial effect on its radiative balance (Vandaele et al. 2017).
Therefore, investigating the possibility of SO2 detection, can increase our under-
standing of the sulphur cyle in giant planetary atmospheres.
4.3.3 The impact of changing C/O
The effects of varying the carbon-to-oxygen (C/O) ratio are shown in Fig. 4.1 and
4.2 (bottom row) for a clear atmosphere at an equilibrium temperature of 1500K,
solar metallicity and gravity of 10ms−2. The C/O ratio primarily dictates the dom-
inance of various carbon and oxygen bearing molecular species in the atmosphere
and thereby the spectra. As seen in Fig. 4.2 bottom row, for C/O ratios less than
equal to solar values, atmosphere is dominated by CO, H2O and CO2. However, for
C/O ratios greater than solar, the abundances of molecules with carbon but without
oxygen such as CH4, HCN, and C2H2 start increasing rapidly. This effect is visible
in the transmission spectra as shown in Fig. 4.1 (bottom row), where the infrared
spectra is primarily dominated by H2O features upto solar C/O ratio (0.56), 0.7
being the transitional value and 1 being the C/O ratio at which the infrared spectra
is primarily dominated by CH4 and HCN features. Choice of condensation also has
an effect on spectral features, especially for C/O ratios greater than solar. It can
be seen in Fig. 4.1 that at C/O ratio of 1, spectral features are different between
rainout and local condensation cases. This is because the rainout case has a slighly
larger abundance of CH4, HCN and C2H2, as compared to local condensation case
seen in Fig. 4.2. It can also be seen from this figure that the abundances of spec-
trally important molecules such as H2O, C2H2 etc. are more strongly dependent on
the C/O ratio in the rainout case, compared to local condensation case.
4.3.4 The presence of VO without TiO
Recent observations have shown the possibility of VO with the absence of TiO
in the atmosphere of extremely irradiated hot Jupiter WASP-121b (Equilibrium
temperature (Teq)= 2358K) (Evans et al. 2017). The calculations presented here
suggest that this may only be possible across a narrow range of temperatures, namely
∼ 1200–1400K, under the assumption of local condensation as seen in Fig. 4.2 (top
row). In this rather narrow temperature regime, the abundance of VO is higher
than that of TiO and sufficient enough to impart its features in the transmission
spectrum. This is because the primary Ti condensate Ti3O5 is more abundant than
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the V condensate V2O3, thereby locking more Ti in condensates than V at these
temperatures. For temperatures higher than 1400K TiO starts dominating the
optical spectrum. However, for the rainout condensation case, this narrow range
where VO is present without TiO, is ∼ 1700–1800K. Therefore, presence of VO
features in the spectrum without TiO can help constrain the limb temperature of the
planet’s atmosphere, if the rainout and local condensation processes in the planetary
limb are constrained. Additionally, if the planetary limb temperature is constrained
using the Rayleigh scattering slope, TiO or VO features can reveal which process is
dominant in these atmospheres (rainout or local condensation).
4.4 Working with the Grid
The generic exoplanet ATMO model grid has been produced such that it can be scaled
to a wide range of planet/star combinations and can be applied as an interpretive tool
as well as a preparation tool for exoplanet atmospheric studies. Temperature and
gravity are two of the most important parameters shaping the transmission spectrum
of giant exoplanets as they effectively control the scale height of the atmosphere.
The temperature also governs the chemical state of the atmosphere, where different
temperatures can lead to different chemical properties (see Fig. 4.2). As such, the
parameter space of the temperature (400-2600K) is broken down into fine bins (of
∼100K). The gravity, however, can be represented over fewer values and scaled
to a more precise value. The amplitude of features in the transmission spectra
are strongly tied to the scale height of the planet’s atmosphere, which is inversely
proportional to the planet’s gravity as shown in Fig. 4.3. In short, all else remaining
equal, as the gravity increases, the amplitude of spectral features decrease.
To demonstrate the scalability of the gravity, for each gravity parameter in
the grid (5, 10, 20, 50ms−2) the model has been scaled to a variety of different
planetary gravities and compared to a model specifically generated for that gravity.
In Fig. 4.4 and 4.5, we demonstrate the accuracy associated with scaling the four
gravities supplied in the grid to a finer parameter space between 3–100ms−2. The
residuals are well below half the scale height of the atmosphere, when scaled from
the 5, 10, 20 or 50 ms−2 models as seen in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5. It can be noticed that
the residuals are maximum between 0.5 and 1 µm, specifically around Na and K ab-
sorption bands at 0.58 and 0.76 µm respectively. This is because when transmission
spectra is computed for a specific value of gravity it corresponds to specific value of
pressure and therefore specific pressure broadening of opacities. However, scaling to
a different gravity changes the pressure level probed by transmission spectra, since
it varies as square root of g (see Equation 4.2) and therefore ideally requires pressure
broadened opacities at this new pressure levels. But while scaling generic models
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Figure 4.3: Figure showing how changing the gravity changes the size of the ab-
sorption features in the transmission spectrum, due to a change in the scale height,
for each of the gravities represented in the grid (5ms−2, 10ms−2, 20ms−2, 50ms−2
). Each model is for a clear solar metallicity ans solar C/O ratio atmosphere with
Teq =1500K.
between different gravities, we don’t alter the opacities, leading to largest residuals
for Na and K bands which are very strongly affected by pressure broadening.
The other parameters covered by the grid represent different scaling param-
eters applied to either the chemistry (e.g. metallicity, C/O ratio) via a scaling of
the abundances, or in the opacity (e.g. haze and cloud, via scaling factors with and
without wavelength dependence; see Goyal et al. 2018 for details).
4.4.1 Scaling to Specific Planetary Parameters
In order for these models to be applied to the desired exoplanet they will have to be
scaled based on the planetary radius, stellar radius, surface gravity, and planetary
equilibrium temperature.
The wavelength-dependent observed (apparent) radius of the planet Rp(λ) can
be seen as a combination of the wavelength-independent bulk planet radius Rp,bulk
and a wavelength-dependent contribution from the atmosphere z(λ),
Rp(λ) = z(λ) +Rp,bulk, (4.1)
where the term z(λ) is dependent on the physical and chemical properties of
the atmosphere.
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Figure 4.4: Figure showing the residual comparison of the generic model scaled to
different planetary gravities to models computed at the specific gravities, for each
of the planetary gravity parameters in the grid (5ms−2 top, 10ms−2 bottom).
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Figure 4.5: Same as Figure 4.4 but for gravity values of 20ms−2 (top) and 50ms−2
(bottom).
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Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. (2008) provide an approximate analytic solution
for z(λ),








= H lnα, (4.2)
where T is temperature, µ is the mean molecular weight, g is gravity, kb is the
Boltzmann constant and H = (kbT )/(µg) is the atmospheric scale height. σabs(λ)
and ξabs are the absorption cross section and mole fraction of the dominant absorbing
species, respectively. Pz=0 is the pressure at the effective altitude(z) of 0 (i.e at the
base of the atmosphere). Optical depth, τeq, is set to 0.56 (Lecavelier Des Etangs
et al. 2008). We note that we do not use Eq. 4.2 to calculate the transmission
spectra in our model grid, but use the numerical approach detailed in Amundsen
(2015) and Goyal et al. (2018).
In this model grid a large number of transmission spectra are included for
specific sets of model parameters, where, Rgridp (λ) = zgrid(λ) + R
grid
p,bulk, as shown in
Eq. 4.1. However, we derive a scaling relation by solving Eq. 4.2 simultaneously
for grid and planet parameters, to fine-tune a particular model from the grid to a






= lnαgrid − lnαplanet (4.3)
where terms denoted “grid” are values from the model grid and terms de-
noted “planet” are the new parameters for a specific case. Rearranging Eq. 4.3 and











Importantly, the assumption that σabs, ξabs and µ are constants has been made
while scaling from the nearest grid to planetary parameter, which is a reasonable
assumption given the fine variation of parameters in the grid, as demonstrated in
Section 4.4.2
The wavelength dependent planetary radius (Rp(λ)) scaled to the parameters






can then be obtained simply by including the relevant stellar
radius R∗. We provide a python code on GitHub and the grid on the google drive















R* = 0.90 Rsun,

Rp = 1.27 RJ

Teq = 1116K, 

gp = 4.07 ms-2, 

[M/H] = 2.3, 

cloud = 0.2, 

haze = x150.
Figure 4.6: Figure showing the use of the generic grid (red) to fit atmospheric data
(black points, Wakeford et al. 2018), in comparison to the planetary forward model
grid (blue) presented in Goyal et al. (2018). In both cases we use the grid for local
condensation only.
4.4.2 Comparison to Planetary Specific Grid
To test this new scalable ATMO grid it has been compared to the previously pub-
lished planetary specific transmission spectra (Goyal et al. 2018)4. WASP-39b has
Teq =1116K, gp =4.07ms−2, Rp =1.27RJ, and R∗=0.90Rsun adopted from TEP-
CAT database (Southworth 2011b). As shown in Wakeford et al. (2018), the best
fit model for WASP-39b data from the Goyal et al. (2018) grid has a metallicity of
100× solar, uniform cloud = 0.2, and scattering haze = 150×. To demonstrate the
applicability of this generic model spectra grid for different planetary systems, it
is scaled to the planetary parameters of WASP-39b, and compared to this best fit
model in Fig. 4.6. From the generic grid we scale the Teq =1100K, gp =5.0ms−2,
200× solar, uniform cloud = 0.2, and scattering haze = 150× model to the best
fit model parameters for WASP-39b. For this temperature range the spectrum is
relatively independent of the treatment of the condensation, so for clarity we only
show the local condensation spectrum in Fig. 4.6.
This test demonstrates the flexibility of this grid of models to be adapted to
specific planetary parameters. There are minor differences, ∼100ppm, in the IR near
4.5 microns with the scaled CO/CO2 feature, however, these do not significantly af-
fect the fit to the data. In the rest of the spectra, the differences between the models
average 50 ppm, which is well below the data uncertanties. The minor differences
in the Rayleigh scattering slope can be attributed to differences in adopted pressure
broadening profiles for Na in this work and that in (Goyal et al. 2018), explained in
detail in Section 4.1.
4https://bd-server.astro.ex.ac.uk/exoplanets/
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This test also demonstrates that differences shown in Fig. 4.4 when scaling
the 5ms−2 model to new planetary parameters are negligible between specifically
generated models and our re-scaled generic models, where differences are well within
the constraints of the current observational measurements.
Compared to the planetary specific grid presented in (Goyal et al. 2018) this
grid can be applied to a wide range of H2/He dominated exoplanet atmospheres
and is not limited to the 117 well studied planets. This grid is applicable to targets
detected using TESS, NGTS, HATS and any number of other H2/He dominated
planets discovered in the future over a wide parameter space. Due to the scalable
nature of the grid it can also be implemented within a retrieval framework, for which
the planetary specific grid is not suitable.
4.4.3 Comparison to other Forward Models
Figure 4.7 shows the “scaled” simulated spectrum from the generic exoplanet ATMO
forward model grid, with similar generic forward model simulations from Fortney
et al. (2008) and Fortney et al. (2010) and Exo-transmit from Kempton et al. (2017).
Each simulation is computed for isothermal P-T profiles assuming thermochemical
equilibrium. The simulations in Fig. 4.7 are computed for solar metallicity atmo-
spheres without cloud opacities and Teq =600K (top), Teq =1500K (bottom), with
gp =10ms−2, Rp =1RJ, and R∗=1Rsun. Both Exo-transmit (Kempton et al. 2017)
and the models based on Fortney et al. (2008) and Fortney et al. (2010), included
thermochemical equilibrium scheme which account for condensation (Lodders 1999;
Lodders et al. 2002b; Lodders et al. 2006a; Lodders et al. 2002a; Lodders et al. 2006b;
Visscher et al. 2006; Freedman et al. 2008).
We see that all three models agree well at low temperature (Teq =600K) (with
a slight difference in the ExoTransmit model between 1–2 µm). The difference in
the relative radius ratio in the optical slopes at Teq =1500K between models from
Fortney et al. (2010) and ATMO, can be attributed to raining out of TiO/VO in ATMO
at these temperatures.
Here some of the potential reasons for differences between these models as seen
in Fig. 4.7 are discussed. Both Exo-transmit (Kempton et al. 2017) and the models
based on Fortney et al. (2008) and Fortney et al. (2010) use elemental abundances
from Lodders (2003). However, ATMO uses elemental abundances from Asplund et
al. (2009). The major difference between these two sources is in Helium abundance
which is greater in Lodders (2003) compared to Asplund et al. (2009). This can
lead to some differences in equilibrium chemical abundances. The differences in
adopted polynomial coefficients for chemical equilibrium calculations can also lead
to differences. In Fortney et al. (2010) the base radius is either at 10 or 100 bar,
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Teq = 1500 K
Teq = 600 K
ATMO 
Rainout
Fortney et al. 
(2010) eq. chem. 
Exo-Transmit 
with Rainout
Figure 4.7: Figure showing comparison of ATMO rainout condensation model (red) to
the Fortney et al. (2010) equilibrium model with TiO/VO (blue), and Exo-transmit
with condensation and rainout (yellow). Each are isothermal models for gp=25ms−2,
Rp/R∗=0.1, and Teq= 600K (top) and 1500K (bottom). We show the spectra
aligned in the infrared 1.4µm. The main differences in the infrared are due to the
opacity database used for H2O and CH4. Bottom: In the optical, Exo-transmit and
the Fortney et al. (2010) show evidence for VO absorption while this is removed in
the rainout process in ATMO.













































































Figure 4.8: Figure showing ATMO grid based transmission spectral index tracks first
(e.g. Sing et al. (2016)). We show the H2O amplitude versus the ∆zUB−LM index
for [M/H] (red), C/O (green), uniform cloud (grey), and scattering haze (purple)
parameters. We show the tracks for both the grid with rainout condensation (solid
lines) and local condensation (dashed lines). Planetary data points are taken from
Sing et al. (2016) and Wakeford et al. (2018).
while in this work a value of 10 bar is adopted. The grid generated using ATMO uses
high temperature line-lists primarily from Exomol with H2/He pressure broadening
applied wherever possible. In comparison, Fortney et al. (2010) and Kempton et
al. (2017) models primarily use HITRAN line-lists. This can lead to differences in
spectral features.
4.5 Transmission Spectral Index
To evaluate the impact that changing individual scaling parameters has on the
atmospheric transmission spectrum, the grid of generic models has been used to
compute the different transmission spectral indices as detailed in (Sing et al. 2016).
Spectral indices for both local condensation and rainout condensation grids are
computed, and the difference in the radius ratio with an increase in atmospheric
metallicity, uniform cloud scattering, and wavelength dependent haze scattering is
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measured. The H2O amplitude versus ∆ZUB−LM/Heq index for both the grids are
computed and the model trends are shown in Fig. 4.8.
For each model, the H2O amplitude is computed based on the radius ratio of
each model between 1.34–1.49µm relative to the standard solar model over the same
wavelength range. The relative change in the radius ratio for each model is then
converted to a percentage amplitude of the H2O feature compared to solar. The
∆zUB−LM/Heq index represents the measured radius ratio of the model in the blue-
optical UB-band (0.3–0.57 µm) compared to the mid-infrared LM-band (3–5µm)
in terms of atmospheric scale height. A negative number here indicates that the
blue-optical is lower in altitude than the mid-IR, with the opposite true for positive
numbers. The model trends for the uniform cloud, scattering haze, and super solar
metallicity parameters covered by both grids are shown in Fig. 4.8.
The transmission spectral indices show that the differences between local con-
densation and rainout condensation are predominantly in the ∆zUB−LM/Heq index,
where ∆zUB−LM/Heq =-0.8 and -1.75 for the clear solar model for local condensation
and rainout condensation respectively. In all model cases the H2O amplitude is de-
creased, with the exception of the 10× solar model which would require the optical
and mid-IR data to distinguish from a clear solar case. There is a distinct separation
between each of the model tracks. Increasing the metallicity decreases the amplitude
of the water feature while increasing the radius ratio in the mid-IR compared to the
optical, mainly due to the presence of CO2 at higher metallicities (see Fig. 4.1).
Increasing the uniform cloud parameter decreases the H2O amplitude with little
change to the relative radius ratio between the optical and mid-IR. Increasing the
wavelength dependent scattering haze decreases the amplitude of the H2O feature
while increasing the relative radius ratio between the optical and mid-IR.
Note that these computed transmission spectral tracks show the trend of the
individual parameters compared to a clear solar abundance atmosphere and for
example, do not depict the combined impact of scattering haze and high metallicity.
However, these are a useful indication of dominant factors in the transmission spectra
of exoplanets and have successfully been used to make predictions for atmospheric
measurements (Sing et al. 2016; Wakeford et al. 2018). Each of the measurements
shown on the diagram are from Sing et al. (2016) with the addition of WASP-39b
from Wakeford et al. (2018). A majority of the currently measured transmission
spectra from the optical to the mid-IR follow the track of increased scattering haze
with a majority of measured H2O amplitudes between 20–50% of the clear solar
model. These indices demonstrate the importance of the optical and mid-IR data




A publicly available5 generic forward model grid of exoplanet transmission spectra
is presented in this chapter, computed using the ATMO code, based on both local
condensation and rainout condensation conditions. This grid can be scaled to a
wide range of H2/He dominated planetary atmospheres. The entire grid consists of
56,320 model simulations across 22 isothermal temperatures, four planetary gravi-
ties, five atmospheric metallicities, four C/O ratios, four uniform cloud parameters,
four scattering haze parameters, and two chemical condensation scenarios. Sensi-
tivity analysis is performed to explain the reasoning behind selection of different
grid parameters and their values. Furthermore, scaling relations have been derived
allowing the grid to be used over a wide range of planet-star combinations. This
grid of forward models is validated against published models of Fortney et al. (2010),
Kempton et al. (2017) and Goyal et al. (2018).
Degeneracies are known to exist in the interpretation of various characteris-
tics of planetary atmospheres from observations. The grid of atmospheric models
presented here allows us to decouple and better understand the thermochemical pro-
cesses shaping observable spectra. Changes in temperature and chemical abundances
have been demonstrated to cause different trends in the spectra, and the following
major factors that can effect interpretation of observations have been identified:
• Adopting different condensation processes (rainout and local) can lead to dif-
ferent interpretation of observations.
• SO2 features at 6–8µm, along with H2O, can be used to constrain the metal-
licity of the exoplanet atmosphere, since the SO2 spectral feature only appears
for metallcities greater than 100x solar.
• The presence of VO without TiO can help constrain the temperature of the at-
mospheric limb, and that both TiO/VO features can reveal dominant physical
process (rainout or local condensation) in the planet’s atmosphere.
• At high C/O ratios (∼1), spectral features in the infrared are different between
the rainout and local condensation case, because rainout case has higher abun-
dance of carbon bearing species without oxygen such as CH4, C2H2 and HCN.
• The difference in solar elemental abundances between Asplund et al. (2009)
and Lodders (2003) used for model initialisation, can lead to differences in
equilibrium chemical abundances and therefore the spectral features.
5https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZFbkPdqg37_Om7ECSspSpEp5QrUMfA9J
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This grid can be used to interpret the observations of H2/He dominated hot
Jupiter exoplanet atmospheres, as well as to plan future observations using the HST,
VLT, JWST and various other telescopes. It can be used directly with the HST and
JWST simulator PandExo (Batalha et al. 2017) for planning observations. The
scaling flexibility provided by this grid for a wide range of planet-star combinations
will be extremely valuable to efficiently choose and plan observations, for soon to be
discovered TESS targets.The fine variation of parameters in the grid also allows it to
be incorporated in a retrieval framework with various machine learning techniques,
as demonstrated in Marquez-Neila et al. (2018).
Chapter 5
Library of Self-consistent Simulated
Exoplanet Atmospheres
“To explain all nature is too
difficult a task for any one man or
even for any one age. ’Tis much
better to do a little with certainty
& leave the rest for others that
come after you.”
— Issac Newton
The weather, climate and dynamics of a planetary atmosphere are governed by
its pressure-temperature (P -T ) structure. The P -T structure of the planetary atmo-
sphere also governs its spectral signatures, when remotely observed using telescopes,
spacecrafts or satellites. Therefore, it is necessary to constrain the P -T structure
of a planet’s atmosphere, to understand the various physical processes occurring
within them. Constraining the 3D P -T structure of the planetary atmosphere is
ideally required, but the complexity and the computational limitations of such a
model, especially for a library of model simulations, motivates us to restrict our cur-
rent analysis to 1D P -T profiles. 1D P -T profiles of an irradiated H2/He dominated
planetary atmospheres with sufficiently high equilibrium temperatures are expected
to reach a radiative-convective equilibrium condition in the lower pressure regions
(< ∼100 bar) (Iro et al. 2005; Madhusudhan et al. 2016b), but not in the higher
pressure regions (e.g Mayne et al. 2014). This is primarily a result of extremely large
heating rates provided by strong irradiation from the host star, that rapidly forces
any perturbations in P -T profiles back to radiative-convective equilibrium, termed,
RCE, hereafter. Using equilibrium chemistry, to model hot Jupiter atmospheres is
also a reasonable assumption, due to high temperature of these planets, especially
for atmospheric temperatures larger than ∼2000K, and a good starting point to
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constrain main atmospheric constituents for lower temperatures (Madhusudhan et
al. 2016b). However, RCE P -T profiles for different planets can vary depending on
their gravity, host star distance and spectral type, circulation in the planet’s atmo-
sphere, chemical composition of the atmosphere and the presence of haze or clouds.
This can then lead to a wide range of possible spectra for a given planet, governed
by its P -T profile. Therefore, a library of RCE P -T profiles and the corresponding
chemical abundances and simulated spectra is required to interpret the observations
of exoplanet atmospheres and constrain the important physical processes in them.
In the previous chapters, we used isothermal P -T profiles for computing trans-
mission spectra for a wide range of exoplanet atmospheres. This library of models
was made publicly available and has proved to be very useful in interpreting obser-
vations of various exoplanets (see for e.g Wakeford et al. 2018; Alam et al. 2018).
However, the assumption of an isothermal P -T profiles is only accurate for a small
region of the atmosphere, namely the high-altitude, low-pressure regions probed
by transmission spectra. In fact, the atmosphere in this region may rarely be ex-
actly isothermal, but current transmission spectra observations cannot differentiate
between such small temperature changes in P -T profiles. However, future high res-
olution observations might permit this. Additionally, isothermal P -T profiles would
give rise to a simple black body emission spectrum, devoid of spectral features.
Furthermore, the emission spectrum is much more strongly directly dependent on
the temperature than the transmission spectrum (Emission Flux ∝ Temperature4).
Therefore, to identify features in the emission as well as constrain the P -T profile
using these features, we require computation of a more accurate non-isothermal P -T
profile. Therefore, in this work we compute P -T profiles in radiative - convective
equilibrium for various observationally significant exoplanets, along with their cor-
responding equilibrium chemical abundances, simulated transmission and emission
spectra, and contribution functions.
Computing RCE P -T profiles consistent with equilibrium chemistry is not a
trivial task. The P -T profile and the chemistry are intricately linked as they depend
on each other. Chemistry is largely dependent on temperature, and temperature is
largely dependent on composition (via opacities). Moreover, the P -T profile as well
as the chemical abundance profile continuously evolve as the simulation progresses
towards the solution. In such a scenario a large number of temperature and pressure
points are encountered. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to obtain converged (sat-
isfying all constraints) RCE P -T profiles for values across a large parameter space.
There are always the regions of the parameter space where the simulations tend
not to reach a converged solution due to many factors such as the boundary con-
ditions, numerical instabilities, non-convergence of equilibrium chemistry especially
with condensation and many more. We deal with such problems by tweaking the
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numerical setup for some of the failed model simulations as described in the next
section.
In this chapter we first start by introducing the details of the numerical setup
of this grid with RCE P -T profiles in Section 5.1, including the chemistry and opacity
setup. This is followed by the implementation and validation of the recently included
H- opacity in ATMO in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we describe the parameter space
of the grid. In Section 5.4 we show the sensitivity of model simulations to different
model choices by comparing RCE P -T profiles, equilibrium chemical abundances
and the spectra, using two planets WASP-017b or WASP-121b as test cases. These
model sensitivity tests include, comparison due to rainout and local condensation
approaches in Section 5.4.1, comparison when adopting different Na and K line
wing profiles in Section 5.4.2, comparison when adopting different VO line-lists in
Section 5.4.3 and comparison with and without including convection in the model
simulations in Section 5.4.4. Furthermore, comparison of model simulations varying
O/H (Oxygen to Hydrogen ratio) with those varying C/H (Carbon to Hydrogen
ratio), to vary C/O ratio is discussed in Section 5.4.5. In Section 5.5 we show
decoupled model emission spectra for WASP-17b and WASP-121b for a particular
combination of parameters from the grid, mainly to help identify major spectral
features in the emission spectrum. In Section 5.6 we show the effects caused by high
levels of irradiation by using extremely irradiated hot Jupiter WASP-121b as the
test case. This includes the effect of thermal ionisation in Section 5.6.1, followed by
the implications of recently added H- and Fe opacities in Section 5.6.2 and 5.6.3,
respectively, and formation of inversion due to additional grey opacity or Fe opacity
without any TiO/VO opacities, in Section 5.6.4. This is followed by sensitivity to
grid parameters in Section 5.7. This includes the effect of varying the recirculation
factor on the P -T profiles and the spectra using WASP-121b as the test case in
Section 5.7.1, followed by the effect of varying metallicity and varying C/O ratio
by varying O/H, on the P -T profiles and the spectra in Section 5.7.2 and 5.7.3,
respectively, using both planets WASP-017b and WASP-121b as the test case. In
Section 5.8, transmission and emission spectrum observations of WASP-121b are
interpreted using the grid of models presented in this chapter. Finally, we summarise
this chapter in Section 5.9.
5.1 Numerical setup for the Grid
We use 50 vertical model levels with a maximum optical depth of 5 × 105 at 1
µm. Since ATMO calculates quantities on the optical depth grid, the minimum and
maximum optical depths govern the pressure domain (extent of the atmosphere). An
increase in the maximum optical depth leads to an increase in the pressure domain
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of the P -T profile, for a given set of parameters. The model stability when solving
for radiative-convective equilibrium, consistently with equilibrium chemistry, is very
sensitive to the selected top of the atmosphere (minimum) optical depth boundary
condition, as the atmosphere can become very sparse (less dense) in this region.
Therefore, the top of the atmosphere optical depth is varied to achieve convergence.
The typical values used for top of the atmosphere optical depth are 10−2, 10−5,
10−10 and 10−13 at 1 µm. Although this is a wide range for top of the atmosphere
optical depth, these extremely low optical depth regions are outside the domains
of the region probed by either transmission or emission spectra. Moreover, we find
that the value of 10−5 is sufficient for most of the model simulations. The top of
the atmosphere pressure is restricted to 10−6 bar, which corresponds to the top
of the atmosphere minimum optical depth. Even though we vary the minimum
optical depth to achieve convergence, the pressure is always set at 10−6 bar for this
minimum optical depth, serving as a reference for the atmospheric P -T profile. We
use 32 band correlated-k cross-sections for generating consistent RCE P -T profiles
and 5000 bands to generate transmission spectra, emission spectra and contribution
functions, as explained in detail in Chapter 2. We adopt a mixing length constant
α = 1.5 for calculating convective flux (Baraffe et al. 2015), as used in previous
ATMO simulations (e.g Drummond et al. 2016).To standardise the comparison of
transmission spectra for a range of variables, we set the pressure at which the radius
of the planet is defined at 1 millibar (Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2008), only while
computing the transmission spectra. We note that there exists a degeneracy between
reference transit radius and associated reference pressure as highlighted by Lecavelier
Des Etangs et al. (2008) and Heng et al. (2017). The input stellar spectra for
each planetary model grid are taken from the BT-Settl1 models (Allard et al. 2012;
Rajpurohit et al. 2013). These stellar spectra are selected according to closest
obtained host star temperature, gravity and metallicity from the TEPCAT database
(Southworth 2011a). All the parameters required for model initialisation like stellar
radius, planetary radius, planetary equilibrium temperature, surface gravity and
semi-major axis are also adopted from the TEPCAT2 database. The minimum and
maximum step size while iterating the P -T profiles to obtain a converged solution is
typically 0.1 and 0.9, respectively. This step size is basically the multiplying factor
to the temperature perturbation while the model is iterating to obtain a converged
solution. The minimum value of accuracy to achieve convergence is typically set
to 10−3, which corresponds to error in flux balance. The angle of incidence of the
incoming beam of radiation as explained in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.3 and shown in
Fig. 2.3 is taken as 60◦, representing the dayside average, giving cos 60◦ = 0.5. The
1https://phoenix.ens-lyon.fr/Grids/BT-Settl/AGSS2009/SPECTRA/
2http://www.astro.keele.ac.uk/jkt/tepcat/allplanets-ascii.txt
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Figure 5.1: Absorption cross-sections (kband) of all species used in ATMO in each
of the 5000 correlated-k bands at 1 millibar and 1000K. These are absolute cross-
sections without any dependance on chemical abundances.
equation for contribution function is described in Chapter 2 Section 2.11. However,
for plotting we compute Normalised Contribution Function (NCF), by normalising
using the largest value of contribution function along the P -T profile.
5.1.1 Chemistry Setup
The chemistry for the calculations presented in this chapter are also restricted to
equilibrium chemistry, as in Goyal et al. (2018) and Goyal et al. (2019b) (i.e in
Chapters 3 and 4). However, the major addition to those previous works in terms
of chemistry is the inclusion of ionization in the equilibrium chemistry computation.
Therefore, in addition to 258 species as used in Goyal et al. (2018) and Goyal et
al. (2019b) and listed in Chapter 3 Section 3.1.2, the list of species for equilibrium
computation now also includes H+, H-, Na+, K+, e-, C+, He+, Ca+ and Si+
ions along with additional gaseous species NaF, KF, SiO, SiS, CaH, CaOH and
condensate species Na3AlF6 in three different forms and LiF in the crystalline form.
Thus the total number of species used in equilibrium chemistry calculation adds up
to 277 for simulations presented here.
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Figure 5.2: Same as Figure 5.1 but at 1 millibar and 2000K.













































Figure 5.3: Same as Figure 5.1 but at 1 bar and 1000K.
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Figure 5.4: Same as Figure 5.1 but at 1 bar and 2000K.
5.1.2 Opacity Setup
As described in Chapter 2 the potential of a particular species to absorb/emit ra-
diation at a particular wavelength/wavenumber is governed by its absorption cross-
sections. These cross-sections are then binned into various bands for computational
efficiency, using the correlated-k technique, as described in Chapter 2. Compared to
the simulations presented in Chapter 3 and 4, the opacities due to H- and Fe have
been newly included in this work, in addition to H2-H2 and H2-He collision induced
absorption (CIA) opacities, and opacities due to H2O, CO2, CO, CH4, NH3, Na, K,
Li, Rb, Cs, TiO, VO, FeH, CrH, PH3, HCN, C2H2, H2S and SO2. The implemen-
tation of H- opacity is described in Section 5.2. The effect of these newly added
opacities, H- and Fe on the P -T profiles and thereby the spectra is discussed in
Section 5.6.2 and 5.6.3, respectively.
Absorption cross-sections for all the species included in ATMO in each of the
5000 correlated-k bands at 1 millibar and 1000K, 1 millibar and 2000K, 1 bar and
1000K and, 1 bar and 2000K are shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
These plots will help in identifying major absorbing species in various parts of the
spectrum. However, it must be noted that the final opacities are the product of
absorption cross-sections and chemical abundances. Therefore, although species
such as TiO,VO, FeH, Fe have strong absorption cross-sections in the optical their
contribution to total absorption will be zero if they condense or don’t form at any
given temperature.
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5.2 Implementation and Validation of H- opacity
Recently, a series of publications highlighted the importance of H- opacity in the
atmospheres of extremely irradiated hot Jupiters (Arcangeli et al. 2018; Mansfield et
al. 2018; Kreidberg et al. 2018; Parmentier et al. 2018). Therefore, we also included
H- opacities in ATMO and investigated its effects on the P -T profiles and thereby the
spectra. The H- opacity was implemented using the analytical equations of John
(1988). The formation of species H- (hydrogen anion) is basically a result of electron
attachment, driven by presence of abundant hydrogen (H) and low energy electrons
in the ionised atmospheres of stars or hot Jupiters (Rau 1996). The absorption of
electromagnetic radiation by H- is driven by photo-detachment (bound-free) and
free-free transition processes. These are computed using analytical equations from
John (1988) derived from the original derivation of free-free transition in Bell et
al. (1987).
The photo-detachment process of H- absorption is given by
hν + H− −−→ H + e−, (5.1)
where h is the Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency of radiation. In this
process H- ions absorbs radiation of frequency ν, to form atomic hydrogen and an
electron. As shown in John (1988) for wavelengths (λ) less than the ionisation
threshold λ of H- (λ < 1.6419 µm) this is computed using,





















where kbf (λ) is the bound-free cross-section of H- in units of cm2, λ is the
wavelength, λ0 = 1.6419 µm is the threshold wavelength, Cn are the coefficients for
n different values given in the Table 2 of John (1988). The bound-free absorption
cross-section above the threshold λ of 1.6419 µm is zero. The total opacity due to
bound-free absorption is then computed using,





where κbf is the total bound-free opacity, A[H−] is the abundance of H- (mixing
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ratio), nd is the atmospheric number density (cm−3) and ρ is the atmospheric mass
density (g/cm3).
The free-free transition process of H- is given by
hν + e− + H −−→ H + e−. (5.4)
In this reaction photons can be absorbed by electrons interacting with neutral
hydrogen atom across the whole spectral range (0 < λ < ∞). This process is solely
responsible for H- opacity beyond the ionisation threshold wavelength (1.6419 µm).
This is computed using













where kff (λ, T ) is the free-free cross-section of H- in units of cm4/dyne and T is
the temperature. An, Bn, Cn, Dn, En and Fn are coefficients as given in table 3a and
3b of John (1988) for λ > 0.3645 µm and 0.1823 < λ < 0.3645 µm, respectively. By
multiplying by Boltzmann’s constant (1.38×10−16 erg/s) and temperature, kff (λ, T )
is obtained in the units of cm5. The total opacity due to free-free absorption is then
computed using,




where κff is the total free-free opacity, A[H] is the abundance of neutral
hydrogen (mixing ratio) and A[e−] is the abundance of electron (mixing ratio). The
total opacity of the H- ion (κtot) due to bound-free and free-free transitions is then
given by κtot = κbf + κff .
5.2.1 Validating H- Opacity
We validate the abundance weighted H- opacity by comparing with the results
from Parmentier et al. (2018) and Mansfield et al. (2018). Figure 4 of Parmen-
tier et al. (2018) shows the abundance weighted absorption cross-section of H-
(cm2/molecule) as a function of wavelength at the P -T point of 0.042 bar and
3100K. We also compute the abundance weighted absorption cross-section of H- at
this P -T point within ATMO using κtot × µmeanNA , where κtot is the total opacity of
the H- ion computed as shown in the previous section, µmean is the mean molecu-
lar weight of the atmosphere and NA is the Avogadro’s constant. The comparison
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Figure 5.5: (a) Figure showing abundance weighted cross-section of H- at 0.042
bar and 3100K from Figure 4 of Parmentier et al. (2018) (green) and from ATMO
(blue). (b) Figure showing abundance weighted cross-section of H- at 0.084 bar and
2756K from Figure 7 of Mansfield et al. (2018) (green) and from ATMO (blue).
is shown in Figure 5.5a. Figure 5.5a shows that the agreement is quite good and
even the equilibrium chemical abundances at this P -T point are similar in ATMO
and Parmentier et al. (2018) (from Figure 3 in their paper), thus validating the
implementation of H- opacity in ATMO.
Figure 7 of Mansfield et al. (2018) shows the abundance weighted absorption
cross-section of H- at a P -T point of 0.084 bar and 2756K. When compared with
this, there is a substantial difference between the abundance weighted absorption
cross-section of H- as shown in Figure 5.5a. The primary reason being the differ-
ence in equilibrium chemical abundances at this P -T point, which is ∼3.4 times
larger in ATMO as compared to Mansfield et al. (2018). However, when this factor
of 3.4 is taken into consideration while comparing the abundance weighted absorp-
tion cross-section of H- from both models, there is a good agreement (not shown
here). The reason for differences in equilibrium chemical abundances is still unclear
and can be due to many factors, such as the differences in input elemental abun-
dances, polynomial coefficients etc. as shown in Goyal et al. (2019a). We note that
the equilibrium chemistry scheme used in ATMO has been validated by comparing
to various numerical and analytical equilibrium chemistry models, with local and
rainout condensation (Drummond et al. 2016; Goyal et al. 2019a).
5.3 Grid Parameter Space
In Chapter 2, we defined the recirculation factor, metallicity and C/ O ratio. The
library of models with RCE P -T profiles and corresponding equilibrium chemical
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abundances, transmission spectra, emission spectra and contribution functions for
various planets are computed at four different recirculation factors (0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1.0), six metallicities (0.1, 1, 10, 50, 100, 200; all in × solar) and six C/O ratios
(0.35, 0.56, 0.7, 0.75 1.0,1.5), giving a total of 144 model RCE P -T profiles and
spectra per planet. However, as mentioned earlier, not all models in the parameter
space achieve convergence, thus leading to absence of some models in the library
(∼5-10%) which varies for different planets.
The choice of recirculation factor (RCF) covers all possible scenarios from no
recirculation (1.0) to extremely fast winds (0.25). We do not extend the grid to
metallicities greater than 200× solar, because above this metallicity the atmosphere
becomes abundant in species other that H2 and He, such as CO2, H2O, CO etc. This
would require the inclusion of pressure broadening effects due to these species, and no
existing studies have solved this problem due to lack of lab-based observational data
(Fortney et al. 2016). The choice of C/O ratios in the grid is guided by important
transition regimes as found by previous studies (Madhusudhan 2012; Mollière et
al. 2015; Goyal et al. 2018).
As discussed in Chapters 3 and Chapter 4, there are two approaches to treat
condensation in our library of models, rainout and local condensation. While com-
puting equilibrium chemical abundances to obtain RCE P -T profiles with rainout
condensation, each layer is dependent on other layers, specifically only on layers that
lie at higher pressures, in contrast to the local condensation approach where each
layer is independent. This makes the assumption of rainout with RCE P -T profiles
more likely to resemble a real planetary atmosphere as compared to just local con-
densation. Therefore, we generate RCE P -T profiles with rainout condensation for
the library of models presented in this chapter. However, we show the differences in
the P -T profiles and the spectra due to both approaches in the next section.
The structure of the pressure broadened line wings of Na and K can have a
substantial effect on the P -T profiles and thereby the emission spectrum of Brown
dwarfs and hot Jupiter exoplanet atmospheres (Burrows et al. 2000; Allard et
al. 2003). Even with their high resolution measurements, the shape of the pres-
sure broadened wings are still a matter of debate for Brown dwarfs (Burrows et
al. 2002; Burgasser et al. 2003; Allard et al. 2003). For hot Jupiters we have very re-
cently started to observationally probe the line wings of Na/K (Nikolov et al. 2018).
In Section 5.4.2 we show the differences in the P -T profiles and the spectra due to
these two line wing profiles for Na and K. The differences are negligible and un-
likely to be detectable by observations. We adopt the Na and K line wing profiles
from (Allard et al. 2003) for the library of models presented in this chapter, which
includes detailed quantum mechanical calculations while computing these profiles
(Amundsen 2015).
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Although convection plays an important role in determining the P -T profile of
brown dwarfs, we see for hot Jupiter exoplanet atmospheres the effect of convection
on the P -T structure is negligible. The P -T profile comparison with and without
including convection is discussed in Section 5.4.4, which shows negligible differences.
This is because of the strong irradiation on these planets from their host stars, which
reduces the radiative time scale, thus making the atmospheric P -T profile entirely
dependant on the top of the atmosphere irradiation (along with the atmospheric
pressure, temperature and heat capacity), at-least in the region where observations
can probe the atmosphere. Therefore, we conclude that it is not necessary to include
convection while computing RCE P -T profiles for irradiated hot Jupiter exoplanet
atmospheres. However, in this chapter all the P -T profiles (except in Section 5.4.4)
include convection for testing, as it is computationally inexpensive, but will not be
included for the entire library of models.
5.4 Sensitivity to Model Choices
5.4.1 Comparing model simulations with rainout and local
condensation
Rainout and local condensation approaches result in the differences in transmission
spectra with isothermal P -T profiles, as shown in Chapters 3 and 4. Here, we in-
vestigate the effects of these two condensation approaches on the RCE P -T profiles
and thereby the equilibrium chemical abundances, and transmission and emission
spectra. Fig. 5.6a, 5.6b, 5.6c, 5.6d and 5.6e, show the RCE P -T profiles, equilib-
rium chemical abundances, transmission spectra, emission spectra and Normalised
Contribution Functions (NCF), respectively, for WASP-017b at 0.25 RCF, solar
metallicity and solar C/O ratio, with rainout and local condensation . A difference
of ∼100-300K can be seen between the 1 and 100 mbar pressure levels in Fig. 5.6a,
with the P -T profile adopting the local condensation approach having higher tem-
peratures. However, in the deeper atmosphere (∼ 0.1-1000 bar) the P -T profile with
rainout condensation is hotter by ∼200K. This difference in temperature leads to
lower abundance of Na and K in the upper atmosphere and a higher abundance of
TiO/VO in the local condensation case, as compared to rainout condensation case,
shown in Fig. 5.6b. This higher TiO/VO abundance can also be noticed in the
transmission spectra shown in Figure 5.6c where the spectra with local condensa-
tion show TiO/VO features in the optical, missing in the rainout condensation case.
This also strengthens the findings of Goyal et al. (2019b), that TiO/VO features
can reveal dominant physical process (rainout or local condensation) in the planet’s
atmosphere.











































































































Figure 5.6: (a) Figure showing RCE P -T profiles for WASP-017b at 0.25 recircula-
tion factor (RCF) and solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio, with rainout (blue) and
local condensation (red). (b) Figure showing equilibrium chemical abundances of
important species using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.6a, with rainout (solid) and
local condensation (dashed). (c) Figure showing transmission spectra using P -T
profiles shown in Fig. 5.6a and chemical abundances shown in Figure 5.6b, with
rainout (blue) and local condensation (red). (d) Figure showing emission spec-
tra using P -T profiles shown in Fig. 5.6a and chemical abundances shown in Figure
5.6b, with rainout (blue) and local condensation (red) .(e) Figure showing contribu-
tion function for emission spectra shown in Fig. 5.6d, with rainout (blue) and local
condensation (red) at 1.1 (solid), 1.4 (doted), 2.25 (dashed) and 2.8 (dot-dash)µm.
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The differences in the emission spectra shown in Fig. 5.6d are substantial,
primarily due to the differences in the P -T structure. At 1.1µm deeper parts of the
atmosphere (∼1 bar) are being probed as seen in the NCF shown in Fig. 5.6e, mainly
because none of the species have a strong opacity to absorb in this region. Therefore,
it can be seen in the emission spectra that the flux is higher for rainout condensation
as compared to local condensation, since the temperature at ∼1 bar is higher for the
simulation adopting rainout condensation. At 1.4µm the wavelength of one of the
strongest water opacity bands, we see the NCF moves to the upper atmosphere and
the difference between the pressure levels being probed by observations of emission
in the case of the rainout (0.1 bar) and local condensation (0.01bar) simulations
are also substantially different. This is mainly due to the large difference in the
temperatures between the rainout and local condensation simulations between 0.1
and 0.01bar. However, in the emission spectra the difference in the flux between
both condensation approaches is very low. This is because the differences in the
pressure level probed leads to almost similar emission temperatures (∼1500K) for
both as can be noticed from P -T profiles in Fig. 5.6a. These simulations reveal
an important result that even though the emission spectrum of two different P -T
structure are similar, the pressure level of the atmosphere that they probe can be
substantially different. The difference in the peak pressure level of the NCF as
observed between 1.1 and 1.4µm, the wing and core of water band, respectively, can
be observed more strongly at 2.25 and 2.8µm, since this is the region of peak emission
for body with temperature similar to the equilibrium temperature of WASP-017b.
It might be possible to distinguish between emission spectra due to rainout and local
condensation, and therefore constrain the P -T profiles and thereby the condensation
processes using JWST.
5.4.2 Comparing model simulations with different Na and K
line wing profiles
Figure 5.7a shows the Na and K cross-sections at 1000K and 1 mbar with line
profiles from Burrows et al. (2000) which is primarily Lorentzian and from Allard
et al. (2003) which uses more detailed quantum mechanical calculations. It can be
noticed from this figure that the differences are primarily in the pressure broadened
wings.
The effect of these line profiles on the RCE P -T profiles, transmission and
emission spectra are shown in Figure 5.7b, 5.7c and 5.7d, respectively, for WASP-
017b at 0.25 RCF, solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio. The differences are negli-
gible and likely not detectable with current observations, in all cases.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Figure showing absorption cross-sections (cm2/molecule) of Na and
K using two different pressure broadening treatments from Allard et al. (2003) and
Burrows et al. (2000) (b) Figure showing RCE P -T profiles using two different pres-
sure broadening profiles (Allard and Burrows) for Na and K, shown in Figure 5.7a,
for WASP-017b at solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio with 0.25 RCF. (c) Trans-
mission spectra for WASP-017b using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.7b, and two
different pressure broadening profiles, namely, Allard and Burrows. (d) Emission
spectra for WASP-017b using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.7b, and two different
pressure broadening profiles, namely, Allard and Burrows.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Figure showing absorption cross-sections (cm2/molecule) of VO
using different two different line-lists VOMYT (McKemmish et al. 2016) and PLEZ
(Plez 1999) (b) Figure showing RCE P -T profiles using different VO line-list named
PLEZ and VOMYT for WASP-121b at 200x solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio
with 0.5 RCF. (c) Transmission spectra for WASP-121b using P -T profiles shown in
Figure 5.8b, and two different VO line-lists. (d) Emission spectra for WASP-121b
using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.8b, and two different VO line-lists.
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5.4.3 Comparing model simulations with different VO line-
list sources
Vanadium Oxide (VO) has been predicted to be the major absorber in the atmo-
sphere of WASP-121b leading to an inversion, with the hints of VO features detected
in the transmission and emission spectrum of WASP-121b (Evans et al. 2017; Evans
et al. 2018). In ATMO we initially included the VO line-list from Plez (1999), this
was updated to new high temperature VO line-list from Exomol named as VOMYT
(McKemmish et al. 2016). Figure 5.8a show the differences in the cross-sections
computed using both line-lists. It can be seen that the new line-list (VOMYT) is
more complete, especially in the infrared. Surprisingly, there is also a strong VO
absorption band in the infrared between 10-12µm in the new VO line list (McKem-
mish et al. 2016) in comparison to the old line-list. There are two important peaks
one near 3µm and other a broad band peak between 10-12µm, offering a potential
wavelength region to detect VO using JWST. The effect of using different line-lists
on the RCE P -T profiles is shown in Figures 5.8b at 200 times solar metallicity
for WASP-121b. At solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio with 0.5 RCF, there is
no difference in the RCE P -T profiles generated using the two different line-lists
(not shown here), due to comparatively low abundance of VO. However, when the
metallicity is increased to 200x solar, the abundance of VO increases, (see Figure
3.21b in Chapter 3) rising to ∼1000 times than that at solar metallicity. These
enhanced abundances are then sufficient to create differences between the P -T pro-
files obtained using the two different line-lists. Moreover, retrieval models have also
predicted the presence of substantially large abundances of VO (∼ 1000x solar abun-
dance), required to produce an inversion in the atmosphere of WASP-121b (Evans
et al. 2017). At 200× solar metallicity, the P -T profile obtained using the VOMYT
line-list is hotter by ∼ 50K around 1 millibar region, but this absorption of radiation
in the upper atmosphere leads to cooling in the deeper atmosphere from 0.1 to 10
bar by about 100K.
The effect of different VO line-lists on the transmission and emission spectra
of WASP-121b are shown in Figure 5.8c and 5.8d, respectively. In the transmission
spectra the differences are only in the size of the features which is a combination
of difference in P -T profiles, abundances and small differences in line-lists. In the
emission spectra, the difference is a result of differences in the P -T profile. As the
temperature in the region of the inversion which is probed by emission spectra is
higher for VOMYT than PLEZ, it leads to higher value of Fλp (planetary flux) in
the near infrared wavelengths (> 1µm), thus producing differences.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Figure showing RCE P -T profiles for WASP-017b at 0.25 RCF and
solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio, without (blue) and with (red) convection. (b)
Same as Figure 5.9a but for WASP-121b at 0.5 RCF and solar metallicity and solar
C/O ratio.
5.4.4 Comparing model simulations with and without con-
vection
Figure 5.9a and 5.9b show P -T profiles for simulations of WASP-017b and WASP-
121b, respectively, with and without convection. It can be seen that the differences
in the P -T profiles for both planets are negligible, implying that convection plays no
role in determining the P -T structure across the pressures we simulate for irradiated
hot Jupiters with sufficiently high temperatures.
5.4.5 Comparing model simulations varying O/H with those
varying C/H to vary C/O ratio.
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2 there are three different methodologies to vary
C/O ratio relative to solar C/O ratio of 0.55. In Chapters 3 and 4 we varied
C/O ratio by varying O/H as adopted in (Goyal et al. 2019b, 2019b). However,
varying C/O by varying C/H can lead to differences in P -T profiles and equilibrium
chemical abundances as shown by Drummond et al. (2019). Therefore, here we
show the differences in the P -T profiles and the spectra between the simulations,
varying C/O ratio by varying O/H and those by varying C/H, using WASP-017b
and WASP-121b as the test cases. We note that when we vary C/H or O/H we keep
the abundances of other species to their solar value or to a metallicity scaled value.
WASP-017b Figures 5.10a shows the P -T profiles at a C/O ratio of 0.35 resulting
from varying O/H and C/H for WASP-017b. We can see there are differences of


































































































































Figure 5.10: (a) Figure showing P -T profiles with C/O ratio of 0.35 by varying
C/H (red) and O/H (blue) relative to solar C/O ratio (0.55) at 0.25 RCF and solar
metallicity for WASP-017b. (b) Figure showing equilibrium chemical abundances
for P -T profiles shown in Fig. 5.10a by varying C/H (solid) and O/H (dashed)(c)
Figure showing transmission spectra using P -T profiles shown in Fig. 5.10a and
chemical abundances shown in Fig. 5.10b (d) Figure showing emission spectra
using P -T profiles shown in Fig. 5.10a and chemical abundances shown in Fig.
5.10b (e) Same as Fig. 5.10a but for C/O ratio of 1.5. (f) Same as Fig. 5.10b
but for C/O ratio of 1.5.
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the order of 50K between the two profiles. The differences can also be seen in
the equilibrium chemical abundances shown in 5.10b. The abundances of H2O, CO
and CO2 are slightly larger when O/H is varied, compared to the same C/O ratio
model where C/H is varied. This is because for C/O ratios less than 1, abundances
of these species are limited by the carbon abundance (more so for CO as it is the
dominant molecule), therefore when O/H is varied to reach a C/O ratio of 0.35, O/H
is increased thus favouring an increase in oxygen bearing species. On the contrary if
C/H is varied, it has to be decreased (keeping O/H constant) to reach a C/O ratio
of 0.35 thus limiting (decreasing) the formation of carbon bearing species. There is
also an effect caused by the changing of P -T profile which can be seen for CH4 as
its abundances are mainly different in the region where there are larger differences
in P -T profiles, between simulations varying either O/H or C/H, at the same C/O
ratio. The changing P -T profile will also have an effect on other species. These
differences can also be seen in the transmission and emission spectra shown in Fig.
5.10c and 5.10d, respectively, primarily at 4.5µm due to CO.
Figures 5.10e and Figures 5.10f show the P -T profiles and equilibrium chem-
ical abundances similar to Fig. 5.10a and 5.10b, respectively, but at a C/O ratio
of 1.5. At a C/O ratio of 1.5 differences can again be seen in the P -T profiles
and abundances. However, in this case since the C/O ratio is greater than 1, the
abundances are limited by the O/H abundance. Therefore, the abundance of carbon
bearing species is larger when C/H is varied as compared to when O/H is varied at
C/O ratios > 1. However, it must be noted that the effect of changing P -T profiles
is also embedded in this difference.
WASP-121b Figures 5.11a shows the P -T profiles at a C/O ratio of 0.35 obtained
from simulations varying O/H and C/H for WASP-121b. Similar to WASP-017b
there are differences in the P -T profile and the chemical abundances shown in Fig.
5.11b. Similarly, the abundance of H2O, CO and CO2 are also slightly larger when
O/H is varied. The differences in the transmission spectra shown in Fig. 5.11c are
basically due to differences in the size of the features due to differences in abun-
dances. The differences in the emission spectra shown in Fig. 5.11c are negligible,
as the RCE P -T profile adjusts itself to maintain energy balance.
Figures 5.11e and Figures 5.11f show the P -T profiles and equilibrium chemical
abundances similar to Fig. 5.11a and 5.11b, respectively, but at a C/O ratio of 1.5.
In this case a similar trend as observed for WASP-017b is seen, since for C/O ratios
> 1, abundances are limited by the O/H abundance. Therefore, the abundance of
carbon bearing species is larger when C/H is varied, as opposed to when O/H is
varied, at C/O ratios > 1.
In this section we presented the differences in the P -T profiles and the spec-






































































































































Figure 5.11: (a) Figure showing P -T profiles with C/O ratio of 0.35 by varying
C/H (red) and O/H (blue) relative to solar C/O ratio (0.55) at 0.5 RCF and solar
metallicity for WASP-121b. (b) Figure showing equilibrium chemical abundances
for P -T profiles shown in Fig. 5.11a by varying C/H (solid) and O/H (dashed)(c)
Figure showing transmission spectra using P -T profiles shown in Fig. 5.11a and
chemical abundances shown in Fig. 5.11b (d) Figure showing emission spectra
using P -T profiles shown in Fig. 5.11a and chemical abundances shown in Fig.
5.11b (e) Same as Fig. 5.11a but for C/O ratio of 1.5. (f) Same as Fig. 5.11b but
for C/O ratio of 1.5.
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Figure 5.12: Figure showing WASP-017b emission spectrum with 0.25 RCF, so-
lar metallicity and solar C/O ratio, when removing opacity contributions of single
species at a time from the calculation, shown by their respective colours. Emis-
sion spectrum including all 21 opacities is shown in black. (a) Emission Spectrum
when removing opacity due to species H2-H2 (blue), H2-He (green), H2O (red), CO2
(cyan), CO (magenta), CH4 (yellow), NH3 (lightblue), Na (purple), K (brown), Li
(lightgreen) and Rb (violet). (b) Same as 5.12a but when removing opacity due to
species Cs (blue), TiO (green), VO (red), FeH (cyan), PH3 (magenta), H2S (yellow),
HCN (lightblue), C2H2 (purple), SO2 (brown) and Fe (lightgreen)
tra, at extreme values of C/O ratio parameter space in the grid (0.35 and 1.5) by
adopting two different approaches, one by varying O/H and other by varying C/H.
Although there are some differences in the results obtained using these two different
methodologies, in the parameter space we consider, they are smaller compared to
the effects of other parameters in the grid and other model choices (for e.g. local
or rainout condensation). Therefore, to avail fair comparison between the model
spectra generated in the previous chapters and keep the library of models consis-
tent with our previous works (Goyal et al. 2018; Goyal et al. 2019b), we again in
this work adopt the methodology varying C/O ratio by varying O/H. The effects of
varying C/O ratio using this methodology across the parameter space is described in
detail in Section 5.7.3. Ideally, we could use O/H and C/H as separate parameters
in the grid, however, that increases the size of the grid substantially and makes it
computationally expensive for a large number of exoplanets. Therefore, we select
one methodology over the other.
5.5 Decoupled emission spectrum
To identify the features of various absorbing/emitting species in the emission spec-
trum, we compute the spectrum by removing opacity contribution due to one species
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Figure 5.13: (a) Same as Figure 5.12a but for WASP-121b, at solar metallicity and
solar C/O ratio with 0.5 RCF. (b) Same as 5.12b but for WASP-121b, at solar
metallicity and solar C/O ratio with 0.5 RCF.
at a time, which we term the decoupled emission spectrum. In the emission spec-
trum as the radiation travelling radially outward from the planetary atmosphere is
measured, spectral features are indicated by a dip due to absorption as opposed
to in a transmission spectrum, unless there is an inversion, in which case it shows
an emission feature (bump). We show decoupled spectra for two planets, first is
WASP-017b, a hot Jupiter with Teq = ∼ 1750K in Fig. 5.12a and 5.12a. Second
an extremely irradiated hot Jupiter WASP-121b, with Teq = ∼ 2400K and a strong
evidence of an inversion layer in its atmosphere (Evans et al. 2017) in Fig. 5.12a
and 5.12b. For WASP-017b it can be seen that most of the contribution to the
emission spectrum is from H2O , since when H2O is removed while computing the
emission spectrum as shown in Figure 5.12a most of the absorption features vanish
as compared to where all opacities sources are included (black). The absence of
H2O also allows probing the hotter deeper atmospheres, as can be seen from higher
flux for model without H2O opacity. There is also a strong CO absorption feature
at 4.5µm. The P -T profile used to generate the spectrum for WASP-017b is shown
in Figure 5.19a.
Figure 5.13a and 5.13b show the decoupled spectra for WASP-121b with the
corresponding P -T profile shown in Figure 5.19a. For WASP-121b also it can be
seen that most of the contribution to the emission spectrum is from H2O since when
the opacity of H2O is removed, shown in Figure 5.12a most of the emission features
vanish when compared to the spectrum including all opacity sources (black). How-
ever, it is interesting to note that due to the temperature inversion in the simulated
atmosphere of Wasp-121b the H2O features are seen in emission, as opposed to ab-
sorption as in the case of Wasp-017b. There is also a decrease in the overall flux
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after removal of H2O opacity as emission is now from the cooler deeper atmosphere.
The emission from CO can also be noticed near ∼4.5µm. The optical spectrum is
dominated by emission features of TiO as seen in Figure 5.13b. It must be noted
here that we remove TiO only while computing emission spectra for this test shown
in Figure 5.13b, not while computing RCE P -T profile used to generate the emission
spectrum.
5.6 Effects caused by high levels of irradiation
5.6.1 Effect of Thermal Ionisation
Thermal ionisation of certain species can have a substantial effect on the chemistry
of the planetary atmospheres, depending on the atmospheric temperature. Figure
5.14a shows the equilibrium chemical abundances of certain important species for
a extremely irradiated hot Jupiter WASP-121b, with (dashed line) and without
(solid line) thermal ionisation. The abundance of Na decreases by about 3 orders
of magnitude in the upper atmosphere (transmission spectra probed region) when
thermal ionisation is included, as Na is ionised to form Na+. Figure 5.14a shows
that the abundance of Na+ becomes almost equal to Na without thermal ionisation
in the upper atmosphere (Pressures < 10−3 bar). Similar behaviour can be observed
for K and K+ ions. The thermal ionisation also has effects on the transmission
spectra, where the narrow Na and K features (cores) seen in the model spectra
without thermal ionisation, disappear in the model spectra with thermal ionisation
as shown in Figure 5.14b.
At higher C/O ratios (C/O = 1.5) as shown in Figure 5.14d, the abundance of
Na and Na+, and K and K+ are similar, as the P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.14c is
about 1000K cooler than for a solar C/O ratio at 1 mbar pressure, inhibiting thermal
ionisation of Na and K. Also at such high values of the C/O, the abundance of TiO
and VO is low enough to have any effect on the transmission spectra. Therefore,
Na and K features can be seen in the transmission spectra if the C/O ratio of the
extremely irradiated planet similar to WASP-121b is very high (see Figure 5.22c).
However, when compared with the observations of Evans et al. (2018) we can rule
out a high C/O ratio for this planet, as there is no evidence of either Na or K in
the atmosphere of WASP-121b and there is a strong evidence of an inversion (Evans
et al. 2017), potentially due to VO.
5.6.2 Effect of H- opacity
H- opacity contributes to the absorption of radiation in hot Jupiters via bound-free
and free-free cross-sections as explained in section 5.2. To understand the effect of
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Figure 5.14: (a) Figure showing equilibrium chemical abundances of various species
without (solid) and with (dashed) thermal ionisation included in the model for
WASP-121b at solar metallicity, solar C/O ratio and 0.5 RCF. (b) Figure showing
transmission spectra models, with and without thermal ionisation at solar metallic-
ity, solar C/O ratio and 0.5 RCF. (c) Figure showing P -T profile with C/O ratio
of 0.55 (solar) and 1.5, solar metallicity and 0.5 RCF, with thermal ionisation in-
cluded in chemistry. (d) Figure showing equilibrium chemical abundances of various
species without (solid) and with (dashed) thermal ionisation included in the model
for WASP-121b at solar metallicity, C/O ratio of 1.5 and 0.5 RCF.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Figure showing RCE P -T profiles without (blue) and with (red) H-
opacity included in the model for WASP-121b at solar metallicity, solar C/O ratio
and 0.5 RCF. (b) Same as Figure 5.15a but at C/O ratio of 1.5 and 1.0 RCF. (c)
Figure showing transmission spectra using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.15b and
corresponding chemical abundances with and without H- opacity. (d) Figure show-
ing emission spectra using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.15b and corresponding
chemical abundances with and without H- opacity.
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H- opacity we compute P -T profiles with and without H- opacities included in the
model. Figure 5.15a show these P -T profiles at 0.5 RCF with solar metallicity and
C/O ratio for WASP-121b. It can be noticed from the P -T profiles that H- opacity
tends to cool the deeper atmosphere (> 1 bar) by about 100K which increases to
400K with an RCF value of 1 (not shown here). This can be attributed to an increase
in H- abundance in the lower atmosphere (> 1 bar), with a higher RCF value, as the
temperature increases. In Figure 5.15b the P -T profile obtained using a RCF value
of 1.0, solar metallicity and a C/ O ratio of 1.5 is shown. This has been particularly
chosen to show the extreme effects due to H- opacity. Figure 5.15b shows that there
is a substantial difference in P -T profiles with and without H- opacity. Without H-
opacity there is a weak temperature inversion as compared to that with H- opacity.
This is mainly because at high C/O ratios (1 or 1.5) as shown in Figure 5.25b, the
abundance of TiO/VO decreases dramatically, the major absorbers likely to cause an
inversion in extremely irradiated hot Jupiters like WASP-121b. Therefore, without
H- opacity the strong inversion is not sustained but there is a weak inversion due
to Na and K discussed in detail in Section 5.7.3. With H- opacity the strength of
inversion increases dramatically at 1.0 RCF as H- abundance reaches levels where
the opacity can create an inversion similar to TiO/VO.
The effect of H- opacity on the transmission spectrum is also substantial as
shown in the Figure 5.15c where it tends to obstruct the deeper atmosphere due to
its high opacity as shown for a high C/O ratio case for WASP-121b. In this case
it tends to mute the wings of Na and K mimicking the effect of cloud at optical
wavelengths. Figure 5.15d shows the emission spectrum for WASP-121b with and
without H- opacity using the P -T profile shown in Figure 5.15b. Figure 5.15d shows
that there is a substantial difference in the emission spectrum with and without H-
opacity, due to difference in P -T profiles. The flux in the peak region of the emission
spectrum is more with H- opacity as compared to that without H- opacity, due to
consistently high temperature with H- opacity above 0.1 bar pressure level, as seen
in Figure 5.15b.
5.6.3 Effect of Fe opacity
Gaseous iron (Fe) opacity dramatically effects the P -T profiles of extremely irradi-
ated hot Jupiters. It tends to heat the upper, lower pressure, atmosphere as shown
in the Fig. 5.16a and cool the lower, high pressure, atmosphere. Fe cross-section
is quite strong in the optical leading to strong absorption and therefore the heating
in the upper atmosphere. This blocking of radiation higher up in the atmosphere is
one of the causes of the cooling in the deeper atmosphere similar to H-. As seen in
the emission spectrum with and without Fe opacity, it can be seen that the strength
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Figure 5.16: (a) Figure showing RCE P -T profiles without (blue) and with (red) Fe
opacity included in the model for WASP-121b at solar metallicity, solar C/O ratio
and 0.5 RCF. (b) Figure showing transmission spectra using P -T profiles shown in
Figure 5.16a and corresponding chemical abundances with and without Fe opacity.
(c) Figure showing emission spectra using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.16a and
corresponding chemical abundances with and without Fe opacity.












































Figure 5.17: (a) Figure showing P -T profiles for WASP-121b with 0.8 RCF, solar
metallicity and solar C/O ratio, with different amount of optical grey opacity added
throughout the atmosphere. (b) Figure showing emission spectra with different
amount of optical grey opacity using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.17a.
of the inversion in the emission increases after adding Fe opacity. Thus Fe opacity
along with TiO/VO opacity can play an important role in creating inversions. In
the transmission spectra as shown in Figure 5.16c, it can be seen that Fe opacity
is important in the optical part of the spectrum, generally dominated by Rayleigh
scattering slope. The differences in the emission spectrum shown in Figure 5.16c are
negligible because the P -T profile for both cases, with and without Fe, only differ
in the region which is not probed by the emission spectrum, which are the deep and
the uppermost part (optically thin) of the atmosphere, as described in Figure 2.6 in
Chapter 2.
5.6.4 Inversions in hot Jupiters without TiO/VO
Temperature inversions with grey opacity Although a temperature inversion
has been suggested in the atmosphere of WASP-121b (Evans et al. 2017), it is unclear
what the opacity source is to create the extra flux absorption required to generate
a temperature inversion. Therefore, in this section the opacity required to produce
an inversion, the impact on the P -T profile and thereby the emission spectra is
investigated. Following Burrows et al. (2008) and Spiegel et al. (2009), we add
an arbitrary grey absorbing opacity across the optical wavelengths (0.44 - 1µm)
throughout the atmosphere (all model layers) of WASP-121b with 0.8 RCF, solar
metallicity and C/O ratio. Varying the magnitude of this opacity then allows us to
explore the evolution of the P -T profile from being non-inverted to being inverted
as a function of opacity, along with the evolution of the emission spectrum for these
different atmospheric structures. The value of 0.8 RCF is chosen as the best fit value
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Figure 5.18: Figure showing RCE P -T profiles with all opacities (blue) and without
TiO/VO opacities (red), at solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio with 0.5 RCF for
WASP-121b.
to observations in Evans et al. (2017). For this particular test along with a grey
absorbing opacity in the optical, only the H2-H2 and H2-He CIA, and H2O, CO2,
CO, CH4, NH3, Na, K, Li, Rb, Cs opacities were used for simplicity. Figure 5.17a
and 5.17b show the P -T profile and emission spectra, respectively, for varying levels
of grey opacity for WASP-121b. We note that we have omitted TiO/VO opacity in
this model simulation. It can be seen that as the grey opacity increases from 0.002
to 0.02 cm2/g the P -T profile evolves from being non-inverted to inverted. The
evolution in the emission spectrum is more interesting where the H2O absorption
feature at 1.4µm gradually changes into an emission feature, as the amount of grey
opacity is increased. Moreover, with 0.006 cm2/g grey opacity the spectrum almost
resembles a blackbody spectrum indicating an isothermal atmosphere, which can be
seen in Figure 5.17a.
Can Fe without TiO/VO lead to inversion ? Iron (Fe) has very strong opac-
ity in the UV and the optical part of the spectrum. Therefore, we tested whether
Fe can lead to inversions without TiO/VO in extremely irradiated hot Jupiter such
as WASP-121b. For this we removed TiO/VO opacities from the model while com-
puting RCE P -T profiles. We found that Fe is unable to produce inversion like
TiO/VO at solar metallicity as shown in Figure 5.18. It however, leads to a sharp
increase in the temperature at lower pressures (like a thermosphere inversion). Even
if we increase the metallicity to 200x solar, although the Fe abundance increases to
∼ 30× than that at solar metallicity, it does not lead to an inversion.
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Figure 5.19: (a) Figure showing P -T profiles for a range of RCF values (0.25,
0.5, 0.75 and 1) at solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio (0.56) for WASP-121b
(b) Figure showing equilibrium chemical abundances for some important species
for various RCF values obtained using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.19a. (c)
Figure showing transmission spectra for various RCF values obtained using P -T
profiles shown in Figure 5.19a and corresponding equilibrium chemical abundances.
(d) Figure showing planetary emission spectra for various RCF values obtained
using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.19a and corresponding equilibrium chemical
abundances.
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Figure 5.20: (a) Figure showing normalized contribution function at 1.7µm for a
range of RCF values for emission spectra as shown in Figure 5.19d. (b) Same as
Figure 5.20a but for 1.4µm.
5.7 Sensitivity to Grid Parameters
In this section we show the sensitivity of the model simulation, i.e P -T profiles
and the spectra, to all the grid parameters, namely recirculation factor, metallicity
and C/O ratio across their full range used in this library, using WASP-017b and
WASP-121b as the test case.
5.7.1 Effect of recirculation factor
The recirculation factor (RCF) described in Section 2.3 governs the efficiency of re-
distribution of energy (by winds) received from the host star in a column. The value
of 1 corresponds to no-redistribution, with increase in redistribution as this factor
decreases. Here, we show the effect of varying the recirculation factor on the P -T
profiles and thereby the chemical abundances and spectra, using extremely irradiated
hot Jupiter WASP-121b as an example. As can in seen in the P -T profiles in
Figure 5.19a for WASP-121b, the strength of the atmospheric temperature inversion
increases with RCF as expected, since more energy is available to create an inversion
at higher values of RCF. At 0.25 RCF the inversion is absent in the P -T structure
due to reduced irradiation. Absorption due to TiO/VO is the primary reason for
the inversion, but surprisingly the abundance of TiO/VO starts decreasing, as the
inversion is formed and increases in strength, as can be seen in Figure 5.19b for
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increasing RCF. However, the abundance of H- and Fe increases with increasing
RCF. This increase in H- maintains the temperature inversion even though the
abundance of TiO/VO decreases, as described in in Section 5.6.2 and also Section
5.7.3.
In the transmission spectrum of WASP-121b as shown in Figure 5.19c, it
can be seen that the strength of the H2O features decreases with increasing RCF
as H2O abundance decreases in the region where transmission spectra probes (∼
1mbar), since H2O starts becoming thermally unstable with increasing tempera-
tures. However, CO features start appearing near ∼2.5µm and broadband CO
features between 4 to 6µm. The strength of these CO features increases with in-
creasing RCF. As expected, the flux in the planetary emission spectrum shown in
Figure 5.19d increases with increasing RCF as the temperature of emission increases.
The P -T profile at 0.25 RCF is very close to isothermal structure, therefore its emis-
sion spectrum also resembles a blackbody curve, with small dips in the strong water
vapour absorption bands at 1.4, 2 and 3µm. In contrast, P -T profiles at other RCF
values have temperature inversions, thus leading to a bump instead of dip in the
strong H2O and CO absorption bands.
The normalised contribution functions (NCF) at 1.7 and 1.4µm are shown in
Figure 5.20a and 5.20b, respectively. At 1.7µm, the NCF peaks deeper in the atmo-
sphere as compared to that at 1.4µm, indicating emission at 1.7µm is from compar-
atively deeper parts of the atmosphere, since 1.7µm is at the edge of strong water
absorption band centred at 1.4µm. For the profiles with a temperature inversion
(RCF = 0.5, 0.75, 1.0), the deeper and cooler isothermal part (not the inversion) is
primarily probed at 1.7µm as compared to 1.4µm which probes the inversion layer,
thus leading to a emission feature (bump) instead of a absorption feature (dip) in
the emission spectrum from 1.2 to 1.7µm. This also happens for other strong water
absorption bands as shown in the emission spectra. The 1.4µm emission feature has
been detected in the atmosphere of WASP-121b (Evans et al. 2017), but other such
potential emission features indicative of inversion for wavelengths > 2µm are still
to be detected for WASP-121b and can only be possible with JWST.
At 0.25 RCF the inversion is absent as we reduce the irradiation received from
the host star to 25% of its original value, mimicking the transport of energy by
advection (strong winds). This also motivates accurate 3D modelling of extremely
irradiated hot Jupiter exoplanets to predict inversions as well as to infer wind ve-
locities based on the presence or absence of inversions.
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5.7.2 Effect of Metallicity
Metallicity fundamentally effects the chemistry of the atmosphere and thereby its P -
T structure and observed spectrum. The effect of metallicity on the P -T structure,
chemistry, transmission and emission spectra for two different planets is discussed
here.
WASP-017b WASP-017b is a hot Jupiter planet with an equilibrium temperature
of 1755K. Adopting a value of 0.5 for the RCF the transmission spectra for this
planet shows TiO/VO features due to hotter P -T structure as compared to that
using 0.25 RCF. However, observations from Sing et al. (2016) shows the absence of
TiO/VO features, therefore we restrict the following analysis to simulations adopting
an RCF of 0.25 (although all values are available in the model grid). The C/O
ratio is fixed to solar value and the metallicity varied from across the grid range to
investigate the effect of metallicity. For this planet, an increasing metallicity leads
to an increase in the temperature throughout the atmosphere as shown in Figure
5.21a. This is a result of increased absorption of radiation at lower pressures, due to
increased opacity, as the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere increases, driven
by an increase in the abundances of species heavier than H2 and He, namely H2O,
CO2 and Na as shown in Figure 5.21b. A sharp increase in temperature for sub-solar
metallicity can be seen at pressures less than ∼ 10−5 bar, but it is observationally
insignificant either in transmission or emission spectra, due to the low atmospheric
density at these pressures.
The effect of varying the metallicity on the transmission and emission spectra
of WASP-017b is shown in Figure 5.21c and 5.21d, respectively. The transmission
spectra are primarily dominated by Na, K and narrow Li features in the optical for
all metallicities, with weaker TiO/VO features as metallicity increases. The infrared
part of the spectrum is primarily dominated by H2O features for all metallicities.
The size of the H2O features initially increase in size with increase in metallicity
as H2O abundance increases shown in Figure 5.21b, but then again decreases with
increasing metallicity. This is caused by the increase in the mean molecular weight of
the atmosphere, leading to a decrease of the atmospheric scale height, which, in turn,
shrinks the spectral features in transmission. Pressure broadened wings of Na and K
are also effected by change in metallicity. Due to decreasing scale height associated
with increasing metallicity, transmission spectra probes high pressure levels of the
atmosphere, resulting in enhanced broadening of Na and K line wings with increasing
metallicity. The CO2 feature near 4.5µm and 2.5 - 3µm increases in amplitude,
which can also be seen in the emission spectrum, primarily due to a rapid increase
in the CO2 abundances. This shows that even under chemical equilibrium conditions
the atmosphere rapidly tends to migrate towards a CO2 abundant atmosphere with
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Figure 5.21: (a) Figure showing P -T profiles for a range of metallicities at 0.25 RCF
and a solar C/O ratio (0.56) for WASP-017b. (b) Figure showing equilibrium chem-
ical abundances for some important species for various metallicity values obtained
using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.21b. (c) Figure showing transmission spectra
for WASP-017b for different values of metallicity obtained using P -T profiles shown
in Figure 5.21a and corresponding equilibrium chemical abundances shown in Fig.
5.21b. (d) Figure showing emission spectra for WASP-017b for different values of
metallicity obtained using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.21a and corresponding
equilibrium chemical abundances shown in Fig. 5.21b. (e, f, g, h) Figures e, f, g,
h showing normalised contribution function at 2.25, 2.8, 3.8 and 4.5 µm for a range
of metallicity values for emission spectra as shown in Figure 5.21d.
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increasing metallicity (Moses et al. 2013a), offering potential reasons for the CO2
dominated compositions of Mars and Venus in our Solar system. Even Earth in the
past may have had a CO2 dominated atmosphere, currently captured in the oceans
and rocks by various geological processes (Zahnle et al. 2010). The transmission
spectra can also be compared with Figure 3.20a of Chapter 3 which uses isothermal
P -T profiles. The comparison might not be completely accurate as the RCE P -T
profiles shown here are overall cooler than the equilibrium temperature of WASP-
017b (1755K) in the transmission spectra probed region (∼1mbar).
The emission spectra of WASP-017b with varying metallicity is shown in Fig-
ure 5.21d. The blackbody emission flux increases with increase in metallicity, since
the overall temperature of P -T profiles shown in Fig. 5.21a increases with increas-
ing metallicity. This increase in temperature combined with the increase in abun-
dances of species such as H2O and CO2, with increasing metallicity, leads to deeper
absorption features. Similar to transmission spectrum, emission spectrum is also
dominated by water absorption features for WASP-017b in the infrared with CO2
features around 4.5 and 2.5 - 3µm region for metallicities greater than 10 times so-
lar value. The atmospheric level which contributes most to the emission at different
wavelengths can be found using the normalised contribution function (NCF). The
increase in the overall temperature of the P -T profile causes NCF to consistently
shifts towards lower pressure with increase in metallicity as shown in Figures 5.21e,
5.21f, 5.21g and 5.21h. The NCF at core of the CO2 absorption band at 4.5µm
shown in the Fig. 5.21h, peaks at low pressures (>∼ 1 mbar) in the atmosphere
(low pressures), for metallicities greater than 50 times solar, as compared to the
wing of the band at 3.8µm as shown in the Figure 5.21g. The dramatic drop in
the emission flux between these two wavelengths can also be noticed in the emission
spectra for metallicities greater than 50 times solar. The NCF for the 2.8 µm H2O
absorption band also shows similar effect as 4.5 µm CO2 absorption band, shown
in Figures 5.21e and 5.21f, for 2.25 and 2.8µm, respectively.
WASP-121b WASP-121b is an extremely irradiated hot Jupiter planet with an
equilibrium temperature of 2358K (Southworth 2011a). This is the first planet
with definitive evidence of an inversion layer in its atmosphere, potentially created
due to VO (Evans et al. 2017; Evans et al. 2018). Figures 5.22a, 5.22b, 5.22c
and 5.22d show the P -T structure, chemical abundances, transmission and emission
spectra, respectively for WASP-121b at 0.5 RCF and solar C/O ratio. Figures 5.22e,
5.22f, 5.22g and 5.22h show the contribution function at 2.25, 2.8, 3.8 and 4.5µm,
respectively.
For WASP-121b we see a temperature inversion in the P -T profile, which
moves towards higher pressure levels with increasing metallicity, primarily driven
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Figure 5.22: (a) Figure showing P -T profiles for a range of metallicity at 0.5 RCF
and a solar C/O ratio (0.56) for WASP-121b. (b) Figure showing equilibrium chem-
ical abundances for some important species for various metallicity values obtained
using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.22a. (c) Figure showing transmission spectra
for WASP-121b for different values of metallicity obtained using P -T profiles shown
in Figure 5.22a and corresponding equilibrium chemical abundances shown in Fig.
5.22b. (d) Figure showing emission spectra for WASP-121b for different values of
metallicity obtained using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.22a and corresponding
equilibrium chemical abundances shown in Fig. 5.22b. (e, f, g, h) Figures e, f, g,
h showing normalised contribution function at 2.25, 2.8, 3.8 and 4.5 µm for a range
of metallicity values for emission spectra as shown in Figure 5.22d.
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by TiO/VO absorption. At sub-solar metallicity the inversion is very weak, due
to the low abundance of TiO/VO, seen in Figure 5.22b. The Fe abundance is also
substantial, mainly contributing to upper atmosphere heating, as the Fe absorption
cross-sections are largest in the UV-Optical spectrum. This upper atmosphere heat-
ing leads to formation of second inversion layer but this inversion does not have any
observational signature due to the very low density of the atmosphere in this region.
The transmission spectra shown in Figure 5.22c is dominated by TiO/VO
features in the optical, the size of which deceases with increasing metallicity due to
a reduction in the atmospheric scale height. Sharp Fe features dominate the optical
spectrum short-ward of ∼0.4µm with H2O features in the infrared. The CO features
are also seen in the transmission spectrum particularly around 2.5 and 4-6µm, which
can also be seen in the emission spectrum in Fig. 5.22d.
In the emission spectra shown in Figure 5.22d for WASP-121b, due to an
inversion layer in the P -T profile, most of the molecular features are seen as emission
features as opposed to the absorption features seen for WASP-017b. The amplitude
of the CO features increases with increasing metallicity. The TiO/VO features can
also be seen as emission features in the emission spectra in the optical. The H2O
emission features dominate the infrared, where the 1.4µm feature has led to the
detection of an inversion layer for the first time in an exoplanet atmosphere (Evans
et al. 2017). It can also be noticed from the NCF that the wings of strong absorption
bands at 2.25 (H2O) and 3.8µm (CO) shown in Fig. 5.22e and 5.22g, respectively,
mainly probe the region below the inversion layer, while the cores of absorption
bands at 2.8 and 4.5µm shown in Fig. 5.22f and 5.22h probe the inversion layer.
5.7.3 Effect of C/O ratio
WASP-017b The P -T profiles for WASP-017b for a range of C/O ratios are shown
in Fig. 5.23a at 0.5 RCF and solar metallicity. We choose to show simulations with
0.5 RCF instead of 0.25 RCF as one of the models with 0.25 RCF and a C/O ratio of
1.0 failed to converge in the grid. It can be seen that with increasing C/O ratio the
P -T structure consistently cools for pressure (P)≤10−1 bar. However, for P≥10−1
bar the P -T structure first cools up-to C/O ratio of 0.75 and then the temperature
increases for a C/O ratio of 1 and 1.5. The sharp heating at around 10−6 bar is due
to Fe opacity as explained earlier.
The change in the equilibrium chemical abundances due to the change in the
C/O ratio is drastic, as it effects all the major carbon and oxygen bearing molecules.
As expected the abundances of H2O drop with increasing C/O ratio. Although CO2
bears a carbon atom it needs two oxygen atoms per carbon atom, therefore the
equilibrium abundance of CO2 also drops with increasing C/O ratio, but in smaller
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Figure 5.23: (a) Figure showing P -T profiles for a range of C/O ratios at 0.5
RCF and solar metallicity (0.56) for WASP-017b. (b) Figure showing equilibrium
chemical abundances for some important species for various C/O values obtained
using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.23a. (c) Figure showing transmission spectra
for WASP-017b for different values of C/O ratios obtained using P -T profiles shown
in Figure 5.23a and corresponding equilibrium chemical abundances shown in Fig.
5.23b. (d) Figure showing emission spectra for WASP-017b for different values of
C/O ratios obtained using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.23a and corresponding
equilibrium chemical abundances shown in Fig. 5.23b.
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Figure 5.24: (a) Figure showing transmission spectra features of each individual
molecule used in ATMO (1 to 10) for WASP-017b transmission spectra shown in
Fig. 5.23c. H2-H2 (blue), H2-He (green), H2O (red), CO2 (cyan), CO (magenta),
CH4 (yellow), NH3 (lightblue), Na (purple), K (brown), Li (lightgreen) and all 21
opacities (black). No Rp/R? offset was applied while plotting. Individual simulations
are divided into blocks of 10 while plotting for clarity.(b) Same as Figure 5.24a but
for Rb (blue), Cs (green), TiO (red), VO (cyan), FeH (magenta), PH3 (yellow), H2S
(lightblue), HCN (purple), C2H2 (brown), SO2 (lightgreen), Fe (violet) and all 21
opacities (black).
increments as compared to H2O. The abundance of carbon bearing species such as
CH4, HCN, C2H2 increases with increasing C/O ratio, while the abundance of CO
is almost constant, since it has one atom of carbon and oxygen each. This transition
between H2O dominated spectra, to spectra dominated by various carbon bearing
species occurs between C/O ratios of 0.75 and 1, slightly higher than that found
with isothermal P -T profiles where it was between 0.7 -0.75 as shown in Goyal et
al. (2018). However, this value might change with change in RCF value as the C/O
transition point is a strong function of temperature (Mollière et al. 2016; Goyal et
al. 2018).
This C/O transition is also seen in the transmission spectrum shown in Fig.
5.23c, where the spectra transitions from being H2O dominated to being dominated
by CH4, HCN and C2H2 between a C/O ratio of 0.75 and 1. Fig. 5.24a and
5.24b show this transmission spectrum at a C/O ratio of 1.5 decoupled into various
molecules. It can be seen that at a C/O ratio of 1.5, the transmission spectrum is
dominated by CH4 features in the infrared, with contributions from CO, HCN and
C2H2. There is a strong HCN and C2H2 feature at ∼1.6µm and the most common
CO feature at 4.5µm. The emission spectrum shown in Fig. 5.23d also shows this
C/O transition between 0.75-1, from deep H2O absorption features to more deeper
CH4 absorption features, in the peak region of emission around ∼3µm
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Figure 5.25: (a) Figure showing P -T profiles for a range of C/O ratios at 0.5
RCF and solar metallicity (0.56) for WASP-121b. (b) Figure showing equilibrium
chemical abundances for some important species for various C/O values obtained
using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.25a. (c) Figure showing transmission spectra
for WASP-121b for different values of C/O ratios obtained using P -T profiles shown
in Figure 5.25a and corresponding equilibrium chemical abundances shown in Fig.
5.25b. (d) Figure showing emission spectra for WASP-121b for different values of
C/O ratios obtained using P -T profiles shown in Figure 5.25a and corresponding
equilibrium chemical abundances shown in Fig. 5.25b.
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Figure 5.26: (a) Same as Fig. 5.24a but for WASP-121b. (b) Same as Fig. 5.24b
but for WASP-121b. (c,d) Figures c, d showing normalised contribution function
at 1.6 and 3.1µm for a range of C/O ratios for emission spectra as shown in Figure
5.25d.
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WASP-121b The P -T profiles for WASP-121b for a range of C/O ratios are
shown in Fig. 5.25a. With increasing C/O ratio the major temperature inversion
shifts to higher pressures. The major temperature inversion refers to the inversion
that has a potential observational signature unlike the inversion due to Fe opacity at
extremely low pressures (∼10−5 bar) seen in Fig. 5.25a. The absence of H2O due to
thermal dissociation also contributes to an inversion at extremely low pressures, as
there is no strong infrared emitting species available to re-emit the energy absorbed
by Fe.
The abundance of TiO/VO species which are the primary absorbers for form-
ing the temperature inversion layer, decrease with increasing C/O ratio. Their abun-
dance at a C/O ratio of 1.0 and 1.5 is low, still the inversion layer is maintained,
albeit not as hot as at other low C/O ratios. We investigated this phenomenon by
using two tests, first removing TiO/VO opacities and second removing Na, K, TiO
and VO opacities. We found that this inversion at high C/O ratio can be main-
tained due to Na and K opacities in the absence of TiO/VO opacities or their low
abundance, as found by Mollière et al. (2015). Moreover, surprisingly H- opacity
also contributes to this inversion at high C/O ratio and high value of RCF (1.0) as
discussed in Section 5.6.2. It is interesting to see that the HCN abundance at high
C/O ratios is substantial even in the low pressure regions (P > ∼1 mbar). This can
also be noticed in the transmission spectrum shown in Fig. 5.25c and decoupled
transmission spectrum shown in Fig. 5.26a and 5.26b, which is dominated by HCN
features in the infrared at a C/O ratio of 1 and 1.5, as opposed to CH4 for WASP-
017b. This shows an important result that at high temperatures HCN dominates
over CH4 in the atmosphere at high C/O ratios. Therefore, HCN features provide a
very strong signature to constrain high C/O ratios in exoplanet atmospheres. The
transition from an H2O dominated spectra to that dominated by HCN happens be-
tween C/O ratio of 0.75-1.0. Therefore, the temperature dependence of the C/O
transition as seen in Mollière et al. (2015) and Goyal et al. (2018) does not seem to
be holding in this case, as the transition for WASP-017b also happens in this C/O
regime (0.75-1.0). The transmission spectrum also shows FeH features between 0.8
and 1.2µm at a C/O ratio of 1.0 and 1.5. The absence of TiO/VO features makes
it possible for FeH to appear, without being masked.
In the emission spectrum shown in Fig. 5.25d most of the molecular features
are seen in emission due to the presence of an inversion layer, as explained before.
However, between a C/O ratio of 1 and 1.5 surprising difference can be seen, es-
pecially at 3.1µm which is the wavelength of a strong HCN absorption band. At
a C/O ratio of 1 it is an emission feature, however it transforms to an absorption
feature at a C/O ratio of 1.5. This is because at a C/O ratio of 1.5 slightly cooler
upper atmosphere is being probed as can be seen in the NCF at 3.1µm in Fig. 5.26d
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Figure 5.27: (a) Figure showing best fit model transmission spectra using the
grid of model transmission spectra for WASP-121b and observations from Evans
et al. (2018) with χ2 value of 101.68. (b) Figure showing best fit model emission
spectra using the grid of model emission spectra for WASP-121b and observations
from Evans et al. (2017) with χ2 value of 69.44. (c) Decoupled transmission spectra
similar to Figure 5.24a. (d) Decoupled transmission spectra similar to Figure 5.24b.
as compared to a C/O ratio of 1. Therefore, at a C/O ratio of 1.5, HCN absorbs
the radiation from the lower (high pressure atmosphere) in comparison to for a C/O
ratio of 1.0, which probes deeper atmosphere where it has an inversion and leads
to HCN emission. Interestingly, at 1.6µm HCN leads to an emission feature both
at a C/O ratio of 1 and 1.5, since at 1.6µm the inversion layer is being probed at
both C/O ratios as seen in the NCF in Fig. 5.26c and P -T profile in Fig. 5.25a.
Therefore, HCN can be observed in emission as well as absorption at high C/O
ratios (1.5) for extremely irradiated planets such as WASP-121b.
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5.8 Interpreting the observations of WASP-121b
WASP-121b is not expected to be cloudy due to its extremely high temperature.
Moreover, Evans et al. (2018) showed that the extremely steep slope in the optical
is not due to enhanced Rayleigh scattering from a haze. In Evans et al. (2018)
observations were interpreted using isothermal P -T profiles (see Fig. 11 and 12
in Evans et al. 2018) and resulting in detection of H2O, evidence of VO and the
possibility of SH causing significant absorption in the UV and optical. Therefore,
here we use our grid of model transmission spectra with RCE P -T profiles and
additional H- and Fe opacity, without grey clouds and enhanced scattering, to fit
the WASP-121b data from Evans et al. (2018). Similar to Chapter 3, we have
excluded the data short-ward of 0.47µm while performing the fitting, since the
steep slope in this region is not explained by Rayleigh scattering and is potentially
due to SH molecule (Evans et al. 2018), currently not included in the ATMO model.
Fig. 5.27a shows the best fit model transmission spectra for observations from
Evans et al. (2018). It shows the clear H2O feature at 1.4µm and features in the
optical resembling TiO/VO features. The decoupled spectra in Figure 5.27c and
5.27d shows that the optical spectra is dominated by VO features. This strengthens
the argument that VO leads to temperature inversion in WASP-121b and the P -T
structure of this planet is in that narrow temperature regime where VO abundance
dominates the TiO abundance as discussed in Chapter 4. This fitting result is
very surprising in a sense that it confirms the result using isothermal P -T profiles
discussed in Section 3.7.12 in Chapter 3 and Evans et al. (2018). This result also
strengthens the evidence of VO in the atmosphere of WASP-121b.
The best fit model gives a reduced χ2 value of 1.37 with 74 DOF (75 data
points minus 1). The best fit model with RCE P -T profiles gives super-solar metal-
licity and super-solar C/O ratio (both when varying O/H and C/H). The best fit
model with isothermal P -T profile and without H- and Fe opacity also has a super-
solar metallicity with rainout condensation and sub-solar with local condensation,
however they both have a sub-solar C/O ratio. Fig. 5.27b shows the best fit model
emission spectra for observations from Evans et al. (2017). It shows a 1.4µm H2O
emission feature, indicative of inversion layer, as explained in previous sections.
However, the emission feature at 1.2µm is still a mystery, similar to transmission
feature at 1.2µm in Figure 5.27a.
5.9 Summary
The approximation of an isothermal P -T profile has many limitations for a real plan-
etary atmosphere and is a reasonable approximation only to generate model trans-
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mission spectra, which probes a very small part of the overall atmosphere.Therefore,
a grid of radiative-convective equilibrium P -T profiles and corresponding equilibrium
chemical abundances, transmission spectra, emission spectra and contribution func-
tions was created, for a range of observationally significant exoplanets. This grid of
models also included H- and Fe opacity, in addition to the previous grid of models
in Goyal et al. (2018) and Goyal et al. (2019b), presented in Chapters 3 and 4,
respectively. Some of the major contributors to opacities in different temperature
and pressure ranges were identified. The sensitivity of model simulations to model
choices was investigated. The differences in RCE P -T profiles with local and rain-
out condensation were investigated, showing that adopting different condensation
approaches can result in substantial differences in the resulting P -T profiles and
thereby the model spectra, for a typical hot Jupiter planet like WASP-017b. Adopt-
ing different line wing profiles of Na and K, led to differences of ∼50-100K in the
deeper atmosphere temperature, thus leading to some differences in the emission
spectra, which may be detectable with future observations. The effect of differences
in VO line-lists on the P -T profiles and the spectra were investigated. It was found
to have some differences on the P -T profiles and spectra, which can even be larger in
certain regions of the grid parameter space where VO becomes more dominant than
TiO as shown in Chapter 4. The differences in the derived RCE P -T profiles with
and without convection were also investigated, concluding that convection plays a
negligible role in determining the RCE P -T profiles of highly irradiated hot Jupiter
exoplanets. The differences in the derived P -T profiles and the spectra between
the simulations, varying C/O ratio by varying O/H and those by varying C/H are
investigated, which reveals some differences within the range of C/O ratio adopted
in the library, but to a lesser extent compared to other parameters in the library
and other model choices.
Decoupled emission spectra for WASP-017b and WASP-121b enabled us to
identify major spectral features in the emission spectrum. The effect of thermal ion-
isation was investigated for the high temperature planet WASP-121b, revealing that
Na and K are ionized between 10−1 to 10−5 bar (with an atmospheric temperature
inversion) at a solar C/O ratio, solar metallicity and 0.5 RCF. However, at a C/O
ratio of 1.5 there is no temperature inversion with overall lower temperatures, thus
inhibiting the thermal ionisation of Na and K. The effect of recently added opacities
H- and Fe were investigated. It was found that Fe leads to very sharp inversion at
the top of the model atmosphere (∼10−5 - 10−6 bar). Moreover, Fe opacity tends
to cool the P -T profile for P > 0.1 bar, due to absorption of radiation in the upper
atmosphere. It also imparts narrow spectral features in the UV-optical part of the
transmission spectrum short-ward of ∼0.4µm. The effect of H- opacity was inves-
tigated for the high temperature planet WASP-121b. At 0.5 RCF and a solar C/O
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ratio, H- opacity tends to cool the deeper atmosphere (P > 0.1 bar), similar to Fe.
However, the more extreme effect of H- opacity is apparent at 1.0 RCF and a C/O
ratio of 1.5, due to increasing abundance of H- with increased temperature (due
to higher RCF) and decreased TiO/VO abundance at this C/O ratio. There is a
substantial difference in the P -T profile with and without H- opacity, with ∼200K
difference for P < 0.1 bar and ∼500K for P > 0.1 bar. In the transmission spectrum
H- opacity tends to mute the line wings of Na, K and all features up-to 1.6µm (limit
of H- bound free absorption) mimicking the effect of grey cloud deck opacity. The
differences in the P -T profile with and without H- opacity also leads to substantial
differences in the emission spectrum.
Since a temperature inversion has been detected in the atmosphere of WASP-
121b (Evans et al. 2017), we investigated different mechanisms other than TiO/VO
that can produce such a temperature inversion. At first the amount of opacity
needed to form an inversion was investigated by adding varying levels of optical
grey opacity throughout the atmosphere for WASP-121b, showing that an optical
grey opacity of 0.02 cm2/g is needed to form an inversion. This test also showed
how the emission spectrum evolves when the derived P -T profile evolves from an
atmosphere without a temperature inversion to one with such an inversion, also
revealing the transformation of the 1.4µm H2O absorption feature to an emission
feature, as detected in WASP-121b (Evans et al. 2017). Since the Fe absorption
cross-section is very high in the UV-Optical region of the spectrum, its potential to
form a temperature inversion was investigated, which revealed that Fe is unable to
produce a temperature inversion in the dense atmosphere (1 bar to 0.01 mbar) even
at 200× solar metallicity.
The library of simulations presented in this chapter was developed for four dif-
ferent recirculation factors, six metallicities and six C/O ratios. The effect of varying
the recirculation factor was investigated for WASP-121b, showing the variation of the
P -T profile, equilibrium chemical abundances and thereby the transmission and the
emission spectrum. The 0.25 RCF P -T profile almost resembles an isothermal atmo-
sphere which is also reflected in the emission spectrum, with an increase in size of the
spectral features both in transmission and emission spectrum as RCF increases and
the appearance of a temperature inversion in the P -T profiles.The effect of varying
metallicity was investigated for WASP-017b and WASP-121b. For WASP-017b the
P -T profile becomes hotter throughout the atmosphere with increasing metallicity
because of increasing opacity due to absorption by heavier molecules such as H2O,
CO2 etc., as their abundance increases with increasing metallicity. The size of the
spectral features of H2O, CO2 etc. at first increases with metallicity (up to 10× solar
metallicity) due to higher abundances but then decreases again as the scale height
of the atmosphere decreases with increased metallicity. Increased metallicity leads
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to deeper absorption features in the emission spectra for WASP-017b. For WASP-
121b, the observationally significant temperature inversion shifts to lower pressures
with increasing metallicity. The transmission spectra variation with metallicity is
similar to that for WASP-017b. However, in contrast to WASP-017b there are many
emission features in the emission spectrum of WASP-121b due to presence of a tem-
perature inversion and some of them (for e.g., the CO feature) become larger with
increasing metallicity.
The effect of varying the C/O ratio by varying O/H was investigated for
WASP-017b and WASP-121b, across the entire range of C/O ratios adopted in
the grid (0.35 to 1.5). For WASP-017b when O/H is varied, the resulting P -T
profile cools with increasing C/O ratio and a transition can be seen from a H2O
dominated spectra to a spectra dominated by carbon bearing species (primarily
CH4) between a C/O ratio of 0.75 and 1. This leads to drastic changes in the
transmission and emission spectra with C/O ratio variation. For WASP-121b when
O/H is varied, the strength of the temperature inversion decreases as the abundance
of TiO/VO decreases with increasing C/O ratio. At a C/O ratio greater than 1 even
though TiO/VO abundances are low, a temperature inversion is maintained in the
atmosphere due to Na and K at RCF value of 0.5. Whereas, for a RCF value of
1 (hotter P -T profile) H- opacity contributes substantially to develop inversion as
discussed in Section 5.6.2. Interestingly, extremely irradiated exoplanet atmospheres
like WASP-121b show a spectra dominated by HCN features at infrared wavelengths
for high C/O ratios (> 1) in comparison to comparatively cooler planets like WASP-
017b which are dominated by CH4 features.
Finally, the transmission and emission observations of WASP-121b were in-
terpreted using the library of models with RCE P -T profiles. The observational
transmission spectra probing the planetary atmospheric limb reveal H2O features
in the infrared with evidence of VO in the optical. The best fit model indicates
super-solar metallicity and surprisingly greater than solar C/O ratio. The observa-
tional emission spectra probing the dayside of the planetary atmosphere reveals a
H2O feature in emission giving evidence of a potential temperature inversion.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is
only to be understood. Now is the
the time to understand more, so
that we may fear less”
— Marie Curie
We are entering an era of comparative studies, with regards to observations of
exoplanet atmospheres, from atmospheric studies of a few handful of hot Jupiters
some time ago, to a plethora of different types of exoplanets. This has motivated de-
velopment of atmospheric models for a range of exoplanet atmospheres, that could
be used not only to interpret their observations, but to understand the different
physical and chemical processes that shape these far away worlds. Therefore, in
this thesis we take the first step of developing a library of 1D model atmospheres
for a range of hot Jupiter and warm Neptune exoplanets. This allows to explore
different types of atmospheres these planets could form or have, based on the dis-
tance from their host stars and its spectral type, planetary atmospheric temperature
structure and composition, planetary gravity, and many other factors. Furthermore,
it provides a tool to identify various observational signatures, that could be used
to characterise these atmospheres and constrain their properties. Simulated obser-
vations using theoretical forward models also aid predicting scientifically important
targets for characterisation, to use precious telescope time most efficiently. The
launch of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will enable probing exoplanet
atmospheres from wavelengths of 0.6 all the way up-to 28 µm. Therefore, a library
of models will be extremely valuable to select the best targets for characterisation
using JWST.
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6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis we first describe various ingredients to construct a one dimensional
radiative-convective-chemical equilibrium model for planetary atmospheres in Chap-
ter 2. We derive the radiative transfer equation to compute the radiative flux in
a plane-parallel atmosphere with isotropic and coherent scattering. We detail the
computation of high temperature absorption cross-sections of various gases and de-
scribe the correlated-k technique used to increase the computational efficiency, while
including absorption cross-sections in atmospheric models. We describe the compu-
tation of equilibrium chemical abundances and treatment of rainout condensation,
along with definitions of metallicity and C/O ratio. We also detail the parameterisa-
tions used for multi-gas Rayleigh scattering, haze, clouds and convective flux in the
ATMO model. Finally in this chapter, we describe the computation of transmission
spectra and the contribution function in ATMO.
We then present a library of model spectra, pressure-temperature profiles and
equilibrium chemical abundances, for a range of hot Jupiter and warm Neptune
exoplanet atmospheres, altogether termed the “Atmospheric Library of Far Away
Worlds” using our 1D radiative-convective equilibrium model ATMO in subsequent
Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
In Chapter 3, we started by validating the equilibrium condensation scheme
with local and rainout condensation by comparing with different published models
in the literature. We highlighted the reasons for differences in various models and
their potential to effect interpretation of observations due to differences in adopted
thermodynamic data, list of chemical species used for computation of equilibrium
chemical abundances and approach for rainout condensation (constant pressure or
temperature) with isothermal P -T profiles. We demonstrated that the difference
in the transmission spectra between the isothermal and consistent P -T profile were
small in most cases, except in the temperature regime where spectrally important
species condense and potentially rain out of the atmosphere (for example, Na). We
developed a methodology to select the best exoplanet candidates for transmission
spectroscopy observations, using the planetary scale height and the host star’s V and
K magnitude. Following this, a library of model transmission spectra and equilib-
rium chemical abundances was developed for 117 selected exoplanets. We term this
library focused on specific planets as “planet specific library”. The simulated spectra
and abundances were produced using our 1D radiative–convective–chemical equilib-
rium model ATMO, under the assumption of an isothermal P -T profile and including
local and rainout condensation, varying temperature, metallicity, C/O ratio, hazi-
ness and cloudiness. This resulted in a grid of approximately 1 million simulated
spectra. We highlighted spectral features of various chemical species across a range
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of wavelengths, useful for identifying their signatures in JWST or HST transmis-
sion spectra. We find that CO remains the most abundant chemical species between
∼0.1 to 100 millibar, apart from H, H2 and He in all the temperature regimes, except
below 800K, where H2O and CH4 are more abundant than CO. CO also remains
the most abundant chemical species apart from H, H2 and He in all the metallic-
ity regimes. CO abundances also increase substantially with increasing metallicity.
There are changes in the spectral features with change in metallicity, first due to
change in the chemical composition and second due to change in the atmospheric
scale height, which decreases with increasing metallicity for a given temperature. We
find the transition C/O ratio, from H2O to CH4 (carbon species) dominated spec-
tra increases with increasing temperature in agreement with previous studies, but
spanning a larger range, with values as low as ∼0.7 for low equilibrium temperature
(960K) planets like HAT-P-12b and ∼1-1.3 for very high equilibrium temperature
(2580K) planets like WASP-12b, where even HCN and C2H2 can become more
abundant than CH4.
We used our set of simulations to interpret observations of the ten exoplanet
atmospheres from Sing et al. (2016). We see a continuum from clear to hazy/cloudy
atmospheres as found by Sing et al. (2016). The data for all the ten planets are
consistent with sub-solar to solar C/O ratio, 0.005 to 10 times solar metallicity and
a water, rather than a methane dominated atmosphere. The data for WASP-17b,
HAT-P-1b and WASP-6b are consistent with the lowest C/O ratio in out parameter
space (0.15), implying the current observations of these planets do not show any
clear features, indicative of carbon bearing species. The data for HAT-P-12b and
WASP-6b are consistent with extremely high haziness, but without any grey clouds.
The data for WASP-12b show extremely muted H2O features leading to the most
hazy and cloudy planet of all, while the data for WASP-17b, WASP-39b, WASP-19b
and WASP-31b are consistent with a comparatively clear atmosphere. The χ2 map
for WASP-31b also highlighted the degeneracy existing between the effect of metal-
licity and clouds/haze on spectral features. The χ2 map for HD 209458b revealed a
bimodal structure in metallicity, again highlighting the degeneracy between metal-
licity and all other considered parameters. We also interpreted the observations
of WASP-96b and WASP-121b from Nikolov et al. (2018) and (Evans et al. 2018),
respectively. WASP-96b showed the first detection of Na line wings in an exoplanet
atmosphere, which allowed us to constrain its Na abundance using retrieval tech-
niques. The spectra of WASP-121b showed a H2O feature along with strong evidence
of VO and a steep slope in the UV-optical wavelengths, possibly due to SH. We also
demonstrated the application of our set of model simulations in conjunction with
JWST simulator PandExo, as a predictive tool to plan future observations.
Planet specific library included simulations with fixed gravity for a a partic-
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ular planet. Moreover, the measured gravity values of a planet can change due to
changes in stellar/planetary radius derived from new observations (for e.g., GAIA
mission). Therefore, to make the library of models flexible enough to be adapted
to any gravity values and also to their updated values in the future we developed
a generic library of transmission spectra, which can be scaled to a range of H2/He
dominated exoplanet atmospheres, described in detail in Chapter 4. The entire
generic library consists of 56,320 model simulations across 22 isothermal tempera-
tures, four planetary gravities, five atmospheric metallicities, four C/O ratios, four
uniform cloud parameters, four scattering haze parameters, and two chemical con-
densation scenarios. This library of atmospheric models allowed us to decouple and
better understand the thermochemical processes shaping observable spectra. We
found that SO2 features at 6–8µm, along with H2O, can be used to constrain the
metallicity of the exoplanet atmosphere, since the SO2 spectral feature only appears
for metallicities greater than 100x solar. We also found that the presence of VO
without TiO can help constrain the temperature of the atmospheric limb, and that
both TiO/VO features can reveal dominant physical processes (rainout or local con-
densation) in the planet’s atmosphere. It was seen that at high C/O ratios (∼1),
spectral features in the infrared are different between the rainout and local conden-
sation case, as the rainout case has a higher abundance of carbon bearing species
without any oxygen, such as CH4, C2H2 and HCN. We also concluded that the
differences in solar elemental abundances used for model initialisation, can lead to
differences in equilibrium chemical abundances and therefore the spectral features.
Finally, to overcome the limitations due to adopting an isothermal P -T pro-
files and also to generate planetary emission spectra, a library of radiative-convective
equilibrium (rce) P -T profiles and corresponding equilibrium chemical abundances,
transmission and emission spectra, and contribution functions was developed, de-
scribed in detail in Chapter 5. We showed that adopting different condensation
approaches (local or rainout) can result in substantial differences in the rce P -T
profiles and thereby the spectra. Adopting different line wing profiles for Na and K
and different line-list sources for VO resulted in differences in the P -T profiles but
the differences in the transmission and emission spectra were negligible in terms of
potential detection with current observations. The difference between simulations
with and without convection was found to be negligible for irradiated hot Jupiter
exoplanet atmospheres, indicating that convection plays no role in shaping the P -
T structure of the hot Jupiter exoplanets, at-least in the observable region of the
atmosphere. The model simulations, varying C/O ratio by varying O/H and those
by varying C/H revealed some differences within the range of C/O ratio adopted in
the library, but to a lesser extent compared to other parameters in the library and
other model choices.
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Including ionisation in the model has a substantial effect of the Na and K
abundances at temperatures greater than 2000K, where they tend to ionise into Na+
and K+ ions and are therefore are absent from the transmission spectra. Ionisation
also leads to formation of H- ions. The abundance of H- increases with increasing
temperature (or RCF) and contributes greatly to absorption of radiation and thereby
altering the P -T profile. At some extreme values of our parameter space such as at
a C/O ratio of 1.5 where TiO/VO abundance is low, H- opacity even contributes to
a temperature inversion and thereby leads to cooling of the deeper atmosphere. The
transmission spectra features of H- can also be noticed at a high C/O ratio or when
TiO/VO are absent, as it tends to mute the features in the optical to near infrared
wavelengths (up-to 1.6µm), mimicking the effect of cloud. The differences in P -T
profiles due to the additional H- opacity also leads to differences in the emission
spectra. The strong UV-optical absorption of Fe leads to a sharp temperature
inversion at the top the atmosphere but this feature does not have any observational
signature due to the low density of the atmosphere in that region. However, sharp Fe
features can be seen in UV-Optical wavelength region of the transmission spectra.
Without TiO/VO opacity an additional grey opacity of 0.02 cm2/g and higher,
in the optical wavelengths, throughout the atmosphere can lead to formation of a
temperature inversion. Moreover, even though Fe has strong opacity in the the UV-
optical wavelength region, it is not sufficient to produce a temperature inversion in
the dense observable region of the atmosphere.
Adoption of an increasing recirculation factor (decrease in actual energy redis-
tribution) leads to hotter P -T profile throughput the atmosphere. The P -T profile
throughout the atmosphere also becomes hotter with increasing metallicity, due to
an increase in the abundances of species heavier than H2 and He. This also leads
to an increase in the size of the spectral features up-to ∼10× solar metallicity due
to an increase in the abundances of heavier species, but the features again start
becoming smaller due to a decrease in atmospheric scale height. Changing the C/O
ratio drastically changes the transmission and emission spectra, due to a transition
from H2O dominated spectra at a low C/O ratio to spectra dominated by carbon
bearing species such as CH4, HCN, C2H2 etc. at a high C/O ratio. The C/O ratio
of this transition also increases with increasing temperature (hotter planets). For
extremely irradiated exoplanet atmospheres like WASP-121, at high C/O ratio and
low RCF value, Na and K opacity contributes to produce a temperature inversion,
however at high C/O ratio and high RCF value, even H- contributes substantially to
produce this inversion. Moreover, WASP-121b shows a spectra dominated by HCN
features in the infrared at high C/O ratios (> 1) in comparison to comparatively
cooler planets like WASP-017b which are dominated by CH4 features.
The observational transmission spectra of WASP-121b from Evans et al. (2018)
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probing the planetary atmospheric limb, when interpreted using this library of mod-
els with rce P -T profiles, reveal H2O features in the infrared with evidence of VO
in the optical. This strengthens the argument that VO opacity is the cause of
the temperature inversion in WASP-121b, and the P -T structure of this planet is
in that narrow temperature regime where the VO abundance dominates the TiO
abundance as predicted initially using the generic grid in Chapter 5. The best fit
model indicates super-solar metallicity and, surprisingly, a greater than solar C/O
ratio. The observational emission spectra probing the dayside of the planetary at-
mosphere reveals a H2O feature in emission giving an evidence of a P -T profile with
a temperature inversion.
The planet specific and generic library of models is publicly available here1,
with the web interface for generic grid on the Space Telescope Science Institute
(STScI) EXOCTK portal2. We encourage the community to use it as a tool to
assist them in planning future observations, such as with JWST, HST and various
ground based telescopes, along-with interpreting existing datasets. It can provide a
useful complement for interpretation, alongside atmospheric retrieval analysis.
6.2 Future Work
We recently coupled the Eddysed cloud code (Ackerman et al. 2001) fully consis-
tently with ATMO. This means that the radiative effects of clouds/condensates are
fed back into the radiative transfer computation, thus the final radiative-convective
equilibrium P -T profile includes the radiative effect of clouds as in a real planetary
atmosphere. This allows us to explore the clouds formation and its effects on the
P -T profiles and thereby the spectra, in exoplanet atmospheres. Therefore, a future
version of the library of model simulations will also include this more realistic cloud
treatment. This development will also pave the way for development of a cloudy
retrieval model for hot Jupiter exoplanet atmospheres similar to Burningham et
al. (2017), developed for Brown dwarfs.
In this thesis we mainly focused on hot Jupiter and warm Neptune exo-
planet atmospheres. However, a surprisingly large number of mini-Neptune and
super-Earth sized planets were detected by Kepler (Fressin et al. 2013; Dressing
et al. 2015). The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) yield calculations
also predict that a large number of its detected planets (∼50%) will be in the mini-
Neptune to super-Earth planetary regime (Barclay et al. 2018). Therefore, we plan
to extend the capability of ATMO to be able to model mini-Neptune, terrestrial
super-Earth and Earth size planets. As a first step, a surface parameterisation will
1https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Yz94usAAiXtnLR0yoq-qkuhegRrI4u4B
2https://exoctk.stsci.edu/
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be added in the model, to enable modelling terrestrial planets, including the radia-
tive properties of surfaces, which can also act as a source or sink of atmospheric gases
as in Hu et al. (2012). We also plan to use a more flexible chemistry scheme as shown
in Rimmer et al. (2016) which will allow modelling chemistry across a range of plane-
tary atmospheres. Informed by chemistry, we plan to include opacities of many more
species important for cooler planets, beyond those included for this work. Including
the effect of pressure broadening while computing opacity databases for different
planetary atmospheres is one of the unsolved problems in the exoplanet modelling
community and a major bottleneck for accurately modelling high metallicity (>200x
solar) exoplanet atmospheres as expected for mini-Neptune, super-Earth and Earth
size planets (see Section 2.2 from Goyal et al. 2018, for details). Therefore, there is
scope to develop a flexible pressure broadening scheme that can be applicable to a
range of planetary atmospheres.
In this thesis we focused mainly on equilibrium chemistry for hot Jupiter and
warm Neptune exoplanet atmospheres. However, there are many non-equilibrium
processes like vertical mixing and photochemistry that are important in hot Jupiter
atmospheres as shown in Drummond et al. (2016). Furthermore, non-equilibrium
processes play more important role in governing the chemical abundances of cooler
mini-Neptune, super-Earth and Earth size planets, where the assumption of equilib-
rium chemistry, can become very inaccurate (Madhusudhan et al. 2016b). Therefore,
we aim to compute non-equilibrium chemical abundances as we expand our library
of models to cooler and terrestrial exoplanet atmospheres.
The colour of any planet is determined by its wavelength dependent albedo,
which is a function of the scattering and absorption properties of the species in the
atmosphere, clouds and the surface properties for terrestrial planets. For example,
Earth has a bluish colour when observed from space mainly due to its water oceans
and also to some extent due to Rayleigh scattering by N2 and O2 in earth’s atmo-
sphere. Thus the wavelength dependant albedo of the planet can be an important
measure to constrain its atmospheric and surface properties. We plan to develop
ATMO to compute the albedo or couple an existing albedo code to ATMO (e.g
Lewis et al. 2014). This will allow generation of a grid of albedo maps and expected
colours for a range of exoplanets.
As nature is always full of surprises, this library will evolve as we get more
observations and our understanding of these worlds evolve, hopefully someday al-
lowing us to answer one of the most fundamental questions of humanity, Are we
alone in this Universe?

























































































































































Figure A.1: (a) Figure showing WASP-17b χ2 Map, with same format as Figure





















































































































































Figure A.2: (a) Figure showing WASP-19b χ2 Map. (b) Figure showing HAT-P-01b
χ2 Map.











































































































































































































































































































Figure A.4: (a) Figure showing HAT-P-12b χ2 Map. (b) Figure showing












































































Figure A.5: (a) Figure showing WASP-6b χ2 Map.
Appendix B
B.1 Planets and their parameters in the Grid
All the stellar and planetary parameters adopted from TEPCAT (Southworth 2011a)
database, for the model simulations of 117 exoplanets in the grid are listed here. First
column shows planet names with ’b’ omitted indicating first planet of the stellar
system as in TEPCAT database. Subsequent columns show, stellar temperature
(Ts) in Kelvin, stellar metallicity ([Fe/H]s ), stellar mass (Ms ) in units of solar
mass, stellar radius (Rs ) in units of solar radius, logarithmic (base 10) stellar gravity
(loggs ) in m/s2, semi-major axis (a) in AU, planetary mass (Mp) in units of Jupiter
mass, planetary radius (Rp) in units of Jupiter radius, planetary surface gravity (gp)
in m/s2, planetary equilibrium temperature (Teqp) in Kelvin assuming 0 albedo
and efficient redistribution, V magnitude (Vmag) of the host star, discovery paper
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